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ABSTRACT 

T h s  thesis traces the development of elementary correspondence education in British 

Columbia from its introduction in 1919 to 1969, when the elementary and lugh school 

correspondence branches were amalgamated. The development of correspondence education 

was significant in several ways. It marked an important step in the province's efforts to provide 

equitable access to publicly funded education to a population scattered across a vast and varied 

geography. The mailed lessons also sipfied the first time that provincial authorities were 

prepared to intervene duectly in the lives of school children by delivering educational 

programs. The correspondence branches were also among the first organizational divisions 

within the education department where women could rise to prominence in leadershrp 

positions. 

As a unit of the educational civil service, the elementary correspondence branch grew in 

organizational size and complexity during the first half of the twentieth century. Development 

of &s small unit of government followed three distinct phases that corresponded roughly with 

changes in the leadership of correspondence education. During the "pioneering" phase, from 

1919 to 1933, the correspondence program grew from an experiment to an important 

government service. Responsibility for developing and administrating elementary 

correspondence was added to the duties of James Hargreaves, officer-in-charge of mining 

correspondence courses. By the end of the period, correspondence lessons were widely valued, 

and government began to extend services from primary through to high school. During the 

"transitional" phase, from 1934 to 1937, under Isabel Bescoby7s guidance, elementary 

,' 



. . . 
lll 

correspondence was transformed-pedagogcally with the doctrines of progressivism to 

enhance student learning, institutionally with a set of policies and procedures to enhance 

efficiency and effectiveness, and perceptually with expanded public understanding and regard 

for the correspondence school. By the time Bescoby left in 1937, the elementary 

correspondence school had entered a phase of "institutional maintenance." Elementary 

correspondence had grown into a mature branch of government, services to students were 

maintained within protocols of the larger bureaucracy. Aside from updating materials to reflect 

changes to provincial curriculum or textbooks, little changed from the time of Anna B. Miller's 

appointment until the branch was amalgamated with lugh school correspondence to form a 

single correspondence branch. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The question as to how the educational wants ofthe interior ofthis Province are to be szgplied, is 
one that I qproach under a deqb sense ofthe re.ponsibili~~ involved in attempting to deal with it. 
There are 402 children scattered along the Fraser, from Yale to Quesnel; the wagon roadfrom Lytton 
to Barkem'Ile; the Thompson, south and north branches, from Cache Creek to Shuswq and 
Clearwater; from Duck & Pringles, along the Okanagan L k e ,  down to Osy~os;  along the Nicola 
Va l l y  and Similkameen. . . . It is obvious, that all those children cannot reach school in an orn'ina~ 

1 way. 

The 8600 elementay schoolpz@ls are homed and tazlght in buildings and environment ofgreat 
varieg and marked contrast. . . . M a 9  are in remote and loneb places beside a lake, under a 
towering mountain cqped with snow, or on an aridplateau where all vegetation is brown and dusg. 
Some are on beautiful and loneb islands in the Pan?c, where the settler is part fanner, part 
Jishemzan, andpad l~mbemzan.~ 

From the establishment ofthe Jirst schools in the 1850s to the present d q ,  government and school 
leaders have wrestled with the qtlestion o f  how to deliver and administer school seruices efikentb. . . . 
Problems o f  s i ~ e  and distance, formidable in themsel~es, have been compounded b_y other factors, not 
the least o f  which has been the province 's mgged pkyical landscqbe: the high mountains, steep forests, 
and surging rivers which characteriye British Colmbia from the 4gh to the 6(Yhparallel and from the 
Pan@ Ocean to the Roc& Mountains.' 

The quest to overcome the obstacles to equitable educational opportunity is the oldest 

and most persistent problem in British Columbia school history. Even before Confederation, 

'John Jessop, St@lemenfary Report on the Public Schoob ojBn'fish Columbia (Victoria, B.C.: K. Wolfenden, Printer to the 
King's Most IfxceUcnt Majesty, 1872), 38. 

21. I Iarold Putman and George Moir Weir, Sumg oJthe SchoolSystem bJBn'tish Colzimlna] (Victoria, H.C.: King's Printer. 
1925), 20. 

3Koyal Commission on Ilducation, A Legayjrharners: The Repofl offhe Royal Commission on Education (i'ictoria, H.C.: 
Queen's Printer, 1988), 26. 



government officials, daunted by the province's size and topography, sought measures to 

address the province's obligation to provide free non-sectarian public education to all school- 

aged ch~ldren.~ Through the various inquiries into the province's school system, from the 1924 

Szlm,e3/ of the Sldool System to the 1988 A Legay j r  Learners, the commissioners' attentions 

invariably turned to the question of how to ensure equitable educational offering to chddren 

scattered throughout the almost one d o n  square kilo metre^.^ Attention typically focused on 

the small, rural schools and the inequities brought about by meagre resources and 

inexperienced teachers. These commissioners did not comment about the number of children 

living in areas of the province where even a one-room schoolhouse dtd not exist. 

The province's first effort to meet the needs of children in isolated areas was a central 

boarding school established at Cache Creek by the first Superintendent of Education, John 

Jessop, in 1874.%e school operated until 1890, when it closed in response to d e c b g  

enrolment.' With the boarding school closed, f a d e s  who lived in remote areas of the 

province had few options to school their children. They could buy textbooks from the 

department or use their own books to teach their chddren to read and write. Alternatively, they 

could send their chrldren to live with relatives or friends in larger centres.' hghthouse keepers 

and pioneer families continued to petition the government for assistance in schooltng their 

5 c e  for examplc 1'. I Ienry Johnson, A Hirtoy ofPublic Educatzon in Britiish Columbia c'ancouver, B.C.: Publications 
Centre, University of Hritish Columbia, 1964), 47-49; 1;. Ilenry Johnson,]ohn]essop, Goldreeker andEdmator, Founder ofthe British 
ColumbiaSchoolS)tem (\'ancouver, H.C.: MitchcU I'ress, 1971), 97, 106; Jessop, Supphmentay Report, 38. 

iHritish Columbia is 947,800 square kilometres (365,946 square miles) 

q)amcs IIargrcaves to the Honourable J. D. MacLean, Minister, 9 January 1926, Hritish Columbia l\rchives and 
Records Services (hereafter BCARS), GK470, box 1, fde 1. 
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children.' By 1919, Superintendent of Education Alexander Robinson was considering a 

system of travelling teachers to meet the needs of families who lived in remote areas where 

there were no schools; however, the program never reached fruition."' Instead, the department 

offered parents an opportunity to school their children through a system of mded lessons. 

When officials from British Columbia's Department of Education sent lessons to 

Ehzabeth, Muriel, and Wdliam Spetch in the remote, "outlandish place"" called Pemberton 

Portage in May of 1919, the province became Canada's &st to offer lessons by mail to school- 

aged children in areas where there were no schools. The correspondence lessons, sent initially 

as an experiment, represented a new hope for schoohg the children scattered in isolated areas 

across the province's vast and rugged terrain and became an enduring part of the British 

Columbia school system. 

The bureaucratic arm that emerged to provide lessons by mail was unique to the 

department. Whereas most schools were operated through local authorities, in this case the 

government provided the service dwectly to pupils. Only one other branch in the education 

department's hstory sewed its clients dwectly: the school broadcasts branch. Like the 

correspondence schools, the school broadcasting was developed in part to address rural 

inequities by providmg programming in various subject areas that could be tuned into by 

"British Columbia Council of Public Instruction, Annual &port o f  ofbe Pubkc Scboob ofthe Pmvince o f  British Columbia 
pictoria, KC.: King's Printer, 1920), 87; Samuel Walter Spetch, Pemberton Portage, Owl Creek Post Office, to the 
tIonourable John Oliver, Premier of British Columbia, 30 Ilecember 1918, Transcript in the hand of Samuel Walter Spetch, 
H(:,\RS, G11396, box 1, file 1. 

l(JAlcxandcr Robinson, Superintendent of Education, P a r h e n t  Buildings, \'ictoria, to Samuel Walter Spctch, 
Pcmbcrton Portage, Owl Creek Post Office, 4 February 1919, BCXRS, GK396, box 1, fde 1. 

"Spctch to Oliver, 30 December 1918. 
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schools throughout the province.'2 Interestingly, those who provide schooling from a &stance 

have always recopzed the value of, and attempted to use to their advantage, emergent 

technologes such as regular mad service, radio, television, and the computer to enhance the 

educational opportunities for children living in isolation. Indeed, Isabel Bescoby, the 

elementary correspondence school's second officer-in-charge, played a role on the initial 

Committee for Ra&o in ~chools . '~ 

Given the province's early entry into providmg lessons by mail to school-aged chddren 

and the importance of the correspondence schools in lessening the inequalities of educational 

offering, there is surprisingly little scholarly consideration gven to the development of British 

Columbia's correspondence schools. F. Henry Johnson, in his 271-page A Histoy ofl'ublic 

Education in British Colzlmbia, offers only a brief paragraph outhning the initiation of elementary 

school correspondence in 1919 and the establishment of high school correspondence in 1929. 

He acknowledges the role of the programs to enhance educational opportunities for people 

living in remote areas.14 In a section about adult education, he states the number of adult 

registrants in the department's correspondence courses during the 1930s.15 

Probably the most in-depth treatment of the province's correspondence schools to date 

appears in a recent study by educational hstorian Thomas Fleming. In the context of a 

broader study about women in the province's educational civil service, Fleming discusses two 

'"l'homas Fleming and 'l'ara Toutant, "A Modern Box of Magic: School liadio in British Columbia, 1928-1974," 
JournalofDisiance Education 10 (Spring 1995): 53-73. 

'1Ibid. 

'vohnson, History ofPubh EdzIcation, 188. 

"Ibid., 229. 
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of the three women who ran the elementary and hLgh school correspondence branches.'"n 

describing their lives and accomplishments, Fleming illustrates the swficant contributions 

these women made to the branches of government they managed and to educating children in 

the province's remote regions. 

Parameters of the Study 

The provision of lessons by mail was a sigmficant step toward addressing inequity in 

the system and providing educational opportunities for British Columbia cMdren who were 

isolated from schools for reasons of distance, illness, or occupation. The intent of this study is 

to trace the development of correspondence education in British Columbia between 1919 and 

1969. These dates span the initiation of elementary correspondence to the amalgamation of the 

elementary school and hgh school correspondence branches into the correspondence branch 

in 1969. 

At the time the first lessons were maded in 1919, government was entering what 

Fleming has described as the "institution building period" in provincial school hstory." The 

same year, in 1919, education was installed as a department separate from the provincial 

secretary. In the years that followed, the education bureau moved from an authority system 

that was personal and authoritative to a more modem and complex authority system where 

government decisions were rendered by committee w i b  a growing, vast, and increasingly 

'"'l'homas I'leming, "1,adics in Gentlemen's Quarters: Women in the British Columbia Department of Education, 
1872-1972" @aper presented at the A'IKE Conference in Barcelona, Spain, August 28 to September 4,2000). 

17l'homas l'leming, "Letters Prom F Ieadquarters: Alexander Robinson and the British Columbia Education Office, 
1899-1919,'' Journal ofEdu~ationaIAciministration and Foundations 10 ( 1  995). 
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formal b~reaucracy.'~ In keeping with these developments, it was only natural that the 

correspondence branch followed a s d a r  pattern of development. The institutional 

development of the province's correspondence courses can be described as following three 

broad phases: 

1. Pioneering phase, 19 19- 1933. During this period, the correspondence program grew from 

what was initially an experiment to an important government service. Government came 

to r e c o p e  its responsibility to address regional inequalities in educational offering and 

provided lessons by mad as an experiment. The correspondence service was modelled on 

adult correspondence programs for miners. Responsibiltty for developing and 

a h s t r a t i n g  elementary correspondence was added to the duties of James Hargreaves, 

officer-in-charge of mining correspondence courses. By the end of the period, lessons by 

correspondence were widely r e c o w e d  as a valuable offering within the province, and the 

government began to extend services to students from primary through to high school. 

2. Transitionalpbase, 1934-1937. In 1934, the key leadership position fell to Isabel Bescoby, a 

capable young woman with connections to the progressive educational community. Under 

Bescoby's adrnitllstration, elementary correspondence was transformed: pedagogically with 

the doctrines of progressivism to enhance student learning, institutionally with a set of 

policies and procedures to enhance efficiency and effectiveness, and perceptually with 

expanded public understanding and regard for the correspondence school. 

3. Instit~.~tionalmaintenance, 1937-1969. By the late 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  the elementary correspondence school 

had grown into a mature branch of government, and from that point services to students 
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were maintained w i t h  protocols of the larger bureaucracy. Anna B. Miller, long-time 

correspondence instructor, was promoted from within to replace Bescoby and oversee the 

operation of the branch. During this period, there was sustained growth in the program 

offering and the number of pupils, and the program expanded as necessary to address the 

emerging needs of specific groups. Aside from updating materials to reflect changes to 

provincial curriculum or textbooks, little changed between Mdler7s appointment and the 

time her successor, Arthur Plows, retired in 1969 and the branch was amalgamated with 

hgh school correspondence to form a single correspondence branch. 

In order to describe the development and assess the intent and the shape of 

correspondence education in British Columbia between 1919 and 1969, h s  historical study 

encompasses a variety of primary and secondary sources. In particular, the study analyzes the 

influence of the programs7 admmstrators in the development of this important educational 

institution. The reports of these government officials, along with their letters inward and 

outbound, tell the story of why and how correspondence education came to be and how it 

evolved in the province. Official government documents such as program outhnes, 

instructional materials, and school magazines help to dlustrate the nature of the program under 

the various admmstrators. The study also draws from the hector's reports to the Ann& 

Rep0d.r on Public Schools, newspaper references regardmg these individuals and the development 

of correspondence education, and interviews with officials who worked in the correspondence 

education branch. 

The most sigmficant source of primary documents used in h s  study was the British 

Columbia hrchlves and Records Services. Patrick Dunae7s volume, The School Record, was used 
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extensively to locate relevant sources held in the provincial arcluves.19 1n addition, keyword 

searches were conducted on the British Columbia Archives database to identify additional 

materials relating to indwiduals and specific programs associated with the correspondence 

 school^.^" Other relevant primary sources were gathered from a variety of repositories 

including IGtsilano High School Archves, the BCTF Archives, the Victoria f igh  School 

Archives, and the University of British Columbia Archives. Newspaper articles were also 

identified through the BC Legdatzlre Newjjtxper Index. Journal articles were located through 

searches of the ERIC database, the Canadian Edncation Index, the Edzlcation Index, and the 

Readers Gtlide to Periodical Literatare. In addition, a variety of secondary sources de tahg  

developments in the correspondence schools and the contributions of branch hectors were 

consulted, includmg books, journal articles published in scholarly and professional journals, 

theses, dlsseaations, and broader histories of education and of the province. These were 

identified using the various journal indexes listed above as well as the on-line catalogues from 

the University of Victoria, Victoria Public Library, University of British Columbia, University 

of Toronto, and various other national and international universities. 

Whde the search was extensive, hke all hstorical studies the extent of the analysis of the 

evidence unearthed through these various research methods is lunited by the records available. 

There is no way to know whether the files maintained in provincial archves are complete. In 

fact, considerable portions of the records of the branches and individuals under study have not 

survived. Sipficant gaps exist in the archives holdings because records from the Department 

"Patrick A. Dunac, The School Record A Gwicie to Government Archit~er Rehfing to Pubkc Education In British Colwmbza 1852- 
1946 victoria, H.C.: hhistrp of Government Services, RCARS, 1992). 

20Hridsh Columbia I'rovincial Archlves and Records Services, "Hridsh Columbia ,kchives IIome Page," Internet. 
,ivailable at http://www.bcarchives.gov.bc.ca/index.htm. 
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of Education "were not systematically appraised and selected for permanent retenti~n."~' 

Indeed, only about 5 percent of the records submitted to the B.C. Archives and Records 

Service from the office of origin are "appraised as having permanent value" and maintained in 

the provincial archives.22 Additionally, many records from the 1930s were destroyed when the 

archlves moved from the Parliament Buddings to the Douglas Bdding on Government Street, 

Victoria in 1949.'' Nonetheless, the surviving record accounts for much of the development of 

correspondence education in the province. The chapters that follow provide what the 

historical record reveals about the efforts of provincial officials to address the most pervasive 

problem in British Columbia school hstory: How can government provide a scattered 

population equitable access to publicly funded education across a vast and varied geography? 

ZII)unae, The School Record, 25. 

2:John ,\. Hovey, provincial archmist, "l'orcward," in ibid., vii 

23lbid., 25. 



C H A P T E R  1 

PIONEERING LESSONS BY MAIL FOR PIONEER FAMILIES, 
1919 TO 1933 

. . . the Dqarsfment of Edacation realiped that something shodd be done to assist those children . . . 
living in isolated districts. . . .' 

Late in December 1918, Samuel Walter Spetch began a quest for provincial assistance to 

educate his three chddren, who were the only school-age children in his district. At the time, 

the Pabh School Act  required ten chrldren between the ages of six and sixteen resident in a 

district in order to establish a school.' Spetch began hls endeavour at the top, with a letter to 

the province's Premier, the Honourable John Oliver: 

We live in an outlandsh place known as Pemberton Portage, there are not 
sufficient children to call for a school, none but ours at school age. Would it be 
possible to form a correspondence school for such cases as ours with headquarters in 
Victoria or Vancouver where the lessons could be mailed from the many children who 
are as unfortunate as ours as regards to public school. The lessons to be returned by 
mail corrected. 

Possibly the Dominion Government would consider favourably the franking of 
such correspondence. Even if the Dominion authorities would not grant that favour I 
feel sure the system once inaugurated would meet a much felt want and would prove 
to the settlers in out of the way places in B.C. (of which there are many) that your 

'British (hlumbia Council of Public Instruction, Annua/ q o t t  ofthe Public Schooh ofthe Province ofBritish Columlia 
(\'ictoria, H.C.: h g ' s  l'rintcr, 1919), 81. 

2IIondd I .cslie Mac1 .aurin, The History of Education in the Crnwn Colonies of ITancouver Island and Btitish Co/umbia and in the 
Pmvin6.e ofBritish Coltrmljz'a (Seattlc: University of Washington, 1936), 152-3. In 1912, the compulsory attendance clause of the 
School Act was amended "to provide that in all municipal school districts, where the Boards of School Trustees should by 
resolution so decide, every cMd from the age of seven to fourteen inclusive should attend school during the rcgular school 
hours every school day subject to the exemptions already cited in the Act. In 1920 compulsory attendance was made effective 
from the age of seven to fourteen years in all school dtstricts for every school day. In 1921 the ages set were changed to read 
from over the age of seven years and under the age of fifteen years." 



government is not unmindful of its obhgations to its rising generation and I think 
you would secure the gratitude of a good many parents. 

Wishmg to remain 

your obedient servant 

Samuel Walter spetch" 

The Premier's office referred the letter to the Deputy Premier, who in turn passed it to the 

Minister of Education. Finally, in early February 1919, Spetch's letter landed on the desk of the 

Superintendent of Education, Alexander Robinson. 

Undoubtedly, Spetch's letter was not the first to the province's Education Office 

describing such a plight. Lghthouse-keepers had for some time "been seriously concerned . . . 

about the want of educational advantages for their ~hildren."~ Around the time Spetch's letter 

arrived, Robinson was pursuing a new idea to address the regional inequalities, which he 

detaded in h s  response to Spetch: 

I may add that the department has now under consideration a plan whereby a teacher 
may be employed for say one-dud of the year in localities in whch the number of 
children necessary to establish a school cannot be mustered but where at least an 
attendance of three can be maintained. If the plan now under consideration by the 
Mmister matures you will be notified at an early date.5 

Evidently, Robinson &d not get the Minister's support for hts notion. Near the end of April, 

after receiving no correspondence from Robinson in over two months, Spetch wrote again 

asktng for news about developments in the department's plans to assist with schooling his 

clddren. He offered: 

'Samuel Walter Spetch, I'emberton Portage, Owl Creek Post Office, to the IIonourable John Oliver, I'remier of 
British Columbia, \'ictoria, December 30, 1918, Transcript in the hand of Samuel Walter Spetch, RCARS, GR396, box 1, fde 1. 

-'Council of Public Instruction, AnnualReport (1920), 87. 

'Robinson to Spetch, 4 1;ebruaq 1919. 



. . . we would be pleased to pay a portion of the expense ourselves. 

As the necessity for a reasonable amount of education is very obvious and in our 
case urgent. It is impossible for us to move from here as we have worked hard to 
make a ranch and hope we are succeeding in part.6 

Robinson's reply on April 24, 1919, that "no further progress has been made in connection 

with the proposal" ' brought the Spetch children little hope for provincial assistance with their 

education. 

The Province's First Correspondence Courses 

Coincidentally, at around the time that Spetch was partaking in his letter-writing 

campaign, in another corner of the education department, John Kyle was setting in motion the 

vehlcle that would ultimately drive the province's offering of elementary correspondence 

courses. Kyle, appointed organizer of technical education for the province in 1914, had 

worked for the Vancouver School Board as supervisor of drawing and art and director of night 

school clas~es.~ In addtion to implementing vocational programs in the public schools, Kyle's 

department was responsible for the province's night school programs for adults, which offered 

basic public school courses as well as vocational classes in various disciphnes.' Throughout the 

second decade of the new century, the technical education branch offered night school courses 

in coal-mining districts to help miners earn their British Columbia papers as shotlighters, 

6Samuel Walter Spetch, Pcmbecton Portage, Owl Creek Post Office, to Alexander Robinson, Superintendent of 
liducation, I'arliament Huildings, \'ictoria, 22 ,ipril 1919, Transcript in the hand of Samuel Walter Spetch, RCi\RS, GR396, 
box 1, file 1. 

7,Uexander Robmson, Superintendent of tducadon, I ' a r h e n t  Buildings, Victoria, to Samuel Walter Spetch, 
I'emberton Portage, Owl Creek Post Office, 24 April 1919, HCXRS, GK396, box 1, file 1. 

XJohnson, Hirtoty of Public Education, 227; Dunae, The Schoo/Record, 55 

"Johnson, Hirtoy ofPu6h Educaiion, 227. 



overmen, and mine managers."' However, Kyle noted that due to the shift system of the 

mines, attendance was "much interrupted." In 1918, Kyle surveyed mine inspectors and 

workmen to identify ways to overcome the problem. He concluded: "It would seem advisable 

to gve instruction to the working miner through the aid of Correspondence Courses. . . . Such 

Correspondence classes are proving very effective in the province of Alberta."" 

On April 8, 1919, James Hargreaves was appointed to establish correspondence courses 

for miners who were interested in writing the examination for certificates of competency under 

the Coal Mmes Act of British Columbia and were unable to attend an institution offering 

instruction in the  subject^.'^ Hargreaves, then forty-four years old, was born in Rainford, 

England, between Manchester and ~iver~ool.'%e was a mining e n p e r  who held a &st-class 

ticket from British Columbia as well as from Alberta and Nova ~cotia . '~ It is unclear how Kyle 

came to hire James ~ a r ~ r e a v e s . ' ~  It is probable that the two met when Kyle surveyed the mines 

in 1917, or that Hargreaves taught mining courses at one of the province's night s~hools. '~ It is 

"'Council of Public Instruction, AnnualReport (1917), 67. 

12James t Iargreaves, "Correspondence Courses in Coal Mining," to the Minister of &es, memorandum, January 
1923. The date 1Zpril8,1919, is noted in the records of the Public Service Commission for the years he was employed, BC.IKS, 
GRlOl. l'o date, no source has been located that pinpoints the circumstances of Hargreaves' appointment. There was no 
Order-in-Council and no record that could be located in the records of the council of public instruction. 'kcording to 
Maclaurin, Hi~fon, ofEciucation, 206, Hargrcaves was appointed in April 1919, to provide instruction in the mining course and 
also "took supervision of the elementary correspondence courses." As Kyle states in the 1919 Annual Report: "'l'he 1:ducation 
Department engaged the services of a thoroughly qualified and competent mine manager as instructor, one who not only holds 
first-class papers in the Province, but sirmlar credentials from .Ubeaa and Nova Scotia.. . The course commenced in April, 
1919." 

'3';lames I fargreaves and Daisy , i p e s  I'erluns," Schedule C-Marriage5 (4 October 1907). 

'-'Council of Public Instruction, Annma/Rtport(1918), 80-1. 

'SKyle's correspondence inward and outward between January and June 1919 is missing from the records housed in 
the provincial archives. 

16No records of the circumstances of Hargrcaves' appointment have survived 
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also possible that Hargreaves was somehow associated with the Alberta vocational 

correspondence program that Kyle referred to in h s  report." Nonetheless, Hargreaves 

developed the correspondence program for mining students, and the first students enrolled 

later in Apnl 1919.18 By June 1919, seventyeght students were enrolled.'%e following year, 

enrolment for the mining correspondence course reached 110.2" The course maintained a 

relatively steady enrolment between 150 and 220 students throughout the first decade. In the 

early 1930s, the annual enrolment dropped to fifteen or twenty participants, and the program 

was finally abandoned in 1 933.21 

Developments in Correspondence Education 
in Other Jurisdictions 

Although British Columbia's elementary school correspondence courses were the first 

of their sort in North America, it was essentially a new evolution of a system of schoohg 

dating back to the eighteenth century. In fact, the earliest documented correspondence 

programs coincide with the development of a dependable postal service.22 For the most part, 

''At the time of h s  marriage to Ihisy ,lgnes Perkins at Proctor, British Columbia in 1907, IIargrcaves lived in 
'Tabor, ;\lberta. 

'XCouncil of Public Instruction, AnnualReport (191 8), 81 

'"bid 

Wouncil of Public Instruction, AnnualRepor? (1920), 87. 

211t is likely that the drop in enrolment reflected the diminishing demand for coal, described by Barman, whlch 
began in the 1930s as oil replaced coal for home hcadng and locomotive fuel. Jean Barman, The West Byondthe Wed: A History 
ofBritish Columbia (Cl'oronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 240. As well, many of the students who participated over the 
years came of the age where they could assume the positions for which they studied. The mining correspondence program was 
designed for young men between the ages of 14 and 23 who left school to work in the mines. It provided the material they 
needed to write exams for promotions to supervisory or technical positions. In order to be e k b l e  for the exams, the applicants 
needed to be 23 years of age. 

T e r r y  .Inn Mood, Distance Education: A n  Annotated Bibliograpb (Engelwood, (XI: Libraries Unlimited, 1995), 1. 



these early correspondence programs were offered by individual entrepreneurs and were 

uthtarian or vocational in nature. Such programs date as early as 1728, when teacher Caleb 

Phillips advertised in the Boston Ga~ette to send shorthand lessons to interested students on a 

weekly baskz3 By the mid-to-late-1800s, lessons by mad were offered in several areas in 

varying topics. For example, in Great Britain, in 1840 Isaac Pitman offered shorthand lessons 

by mad, and in the 1880s, others offered assistance through the post to prepare for civil service 

examinations and courses in acc~untancy.~~ In the mid-1880s, Pennsylvania newspaper 

publisher Thomas J. Foster, sympathetic about the number of mining accidents, developed 

pamphlets to teach mining safety. These grew into a program of studies to assist miners in 

passing state examinations. His program of studies eventually evolved into the International 

Correspondence Schools, known today as I.c.s." 

In the United States, other movements emerged with a cultural and avocational focus, 

intent on providing educational opportunities to those whom might otherwise be denied. 

Anna Eliot Ticknor founded the Society to Encourage Studies at Home in 1873. The Society 

offered courses in history, science, art, literature, French, and German to women throughout 

the country who had little hope of obtaining an educati~n.~%nother movement emerged in 

the early 1880s that offered local lectures in combination with correspondence instruction for 

college credit, the Chautauqua College of Liberal Arts. One of the organizers of the system of 

2Wssian MacKenzie and Edward I,. Christensen, "The Working Man's School," chap. in The Changing WorH o f  
Corre@ontlenl~ Sttl4: IntematianalReadings, eds. Ossian MacKenzie and Edward I,. Christensen (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 1971), 31-34. 

26PXzabeth Cary ,\gassh, "Society to Encourage Studies at [Tome," chap. in Changing Worki, 27-30. 



correspondence was Wdiam Rainey Harper, who founded the university correspondence 

teaching department when he became the founding president of the University of Chicago in 

1892." 

The earliest documented program to offer lessons by mail to school-age children was 

the home instruction department, created by Virgl I-Zlllyer at the Calvert School in Baltimore, 

~ a r ~ l a n d . ' ~  Beginning in 1906 with six pupils, the private day-school offered lessons that 

followed those offered in the school's classr~oms.~~ By 1907, duty-six students were enrolled 

in the program, and by 1909, the number rose to 171.~" The school, still running today, charges 

a tuition fee to cover materials, and parents have the option of marking the lessons themselves 

or paying an additional fee for teachmg services." 

W i h  a decade of Calvert's first mailed lesson, several government departments of 

education in dfferent parts of the world began to implement their own programs aimed at 

reachmg pupils in remote areas. The &st government-established correspondence program 

began in the state of Victoria, Australia in 1914. It was followed by one in New South Wales in 

1916, Western Australia in 1918, Tasmania in 1919, South Austrah in 1920, Queensland in 

1922, and New Zealand in 1922." British Columbia's elementary correspondence program, 

27Ossian MacKenzie and lidward L. Christensen, introductory remarks to the article by Wfiam Rainey IIarper, 
"The System of Corrcspondencc," chap. in Changing World, 7 .  

2X,\rchlbald Murdoch I Iart, "The C ) r i p  of Home lnstructlon for Children, at the Calvert School," chap In Changrng 
Worm, 35-41 

3lJohn l'cnberthy, "Elementary Education of Children at a Distance," hartzing at a Distance: A World Perspective 
(Edmonton, r\H: .\thabasca University. International Council for Correspondence Education, 1982), 82-85. 



established in 1919, was the first in Canada, followed by Alberta in 1923, Saskatchewan in 

1925, Ontario in 1926, and Manitoba in 1927." These programs were founded primarily to 

address the needs of families in isolated areas as provincial governments "accepted the 

responsibdity of providmg free education for chrldren disadvantaged by distance."34 

Lessons by Mail for British Columbia's 
Isolated Elementary Children 

Spetch's request for lessons by mail demonstrates a public awareness of the 

correspondence method. However, at the time lessons by mail were not common for school- 

age children, and they were untried in the sphere of public schoohg. Robinson, and hkely 

many of h s  peers, did not consider schoohg by mad a viable alternative for school-aged 

chrldren: 

Your proposal, namely, to carry on the education of children in remote country 
districts unprovided with a school through a system of correspondence cannot, I am 
afraid, prove successful. Some degree of success would attend the system in the case 
of say high school pupils but constant supervision by a teacher is necessary if progress 
is to be made by pupils who have never before attended school. 35 

Evidently, the hhister of Education, J. D. MacLean, did not share Robinson's assessment that 

correspondence education was unsuited to young children.36 Shortly after the first packages 

were mailed to mining students, Hargreaves was asked, though it is unclear by whom, if his 

'i,\lexandcr Robmson, Superintendent of Iiducatlon, I ' a r h e n t  Huilhgs,  \'ictona, to Samuel Walter Spctch, 
I'emberton I'ortage, Owl Creek I'ost Office, 4 I+ebruary 1919, R(:,\RS, GR396, box 1, file 1 

3'Fleming, "Letters From I Ieadquarters," 31-2, describes a relationship between MacIxan and Robinson that was 
thorny. From the time Mac1,ean was appointed Minister, hc "held 'definite ideas as to what education should be,' idcas that 
Robinson had sometimes disrcpded or resisted." The two men wcre constantly at odds over educational matters, and no 
doubt, their differences had some influence on Spetch's success in gaining a system of correspondence learning for hls children 
and Robinson's failure to implement a system of travelling teachers. 



office could help the Spetch family by the correspondence meth~d.~ '  He agreed to offer 

lessons by mail to the Spetch children on an experimental basis." 

On May 13, 1919, Hargreaves wrote to Spetch to inform him of the department's 

decision to offer his chddren lessons by mail." He offered the f a d y  a correspondence course 

based on the British Columbia authorized program of studies, along with free tuition and free 

textbooks. Before he could send the textbooks, he asked that Spetch provide information 

about each cud's age, sex, and prior ed~cation.~' With the information furnished, on May 23, 

1919, Hargreaves mded the first lessons to the correspondence pupils: number one, Ehabeth 

Spetch; number two, Muriel Spetch; and number three, William Spetch. 

The same day, Hargreaves also mailed letters to the f a d e s  at Lucy Island Lrght Station, 

near Prince Rupert, and at Sheringham Point Lght Station, near Sooke, to inform them about 

the education department's decision to "grant free education to the children of Lrght-house 

keepers."41 The offer was accepted. The correspondence courses the education bureau offered 

were an immediate success. By the end of the school year, eighty-six chtldren were regstered 

for elementary correspondence courses; thlrteen were living at various lighthouses.42 The 

following year, enrolment in the elementary correspondence courses reached just over 200. 

37J. W. Ikqrcaves, Office of Instructor, I i lementq  Correspondence School, Department of Education, to '1. (1. 
I Iarrison, lrscl., Ilome Editor, North-West I'armer I .td., Winnipeg, Man., 25 August 1924, HC;\RS, GR470, box 2, fde 1. 

7nJames t Iarpeavcs, "t<lementary Courses in Public School Subjects," to the Mtnister of Education, memorandum , 
January 1923, HCARS, GK 470. 

lqJ. W. 1 I a p a v c s ,  Office of Instructor, Coalmining, Industrial I:ducaaon, Department of Education, to Samuel 
Walter Spetch, Pcmberton Portage, Owl Creek Post Office, 13 May 1919, RCARS, GR396, box 1, fde 1. 

4'1. W. 1 Iarpxxilves, Office of Instructor, (:oalmining, Industrial Education, llepartment of Ilducation, to K .  .%rden, 
Lsq., Shcringham I'oint Iight Station, Shirley, H.C., 23 May 1919, BCARS, GR396, box 1, fdc 2. 

J2(:ouncil of Public Instruction, Annua~Repo~(1919), 81. 
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Enrolment in the elementary school correspondence courses grew steady, and by the end 

of the first decade, close to 500 students took lessons by mail.43 

According to a 1965 newspaper article, Spetch won for hls children "a hastdy-devised 

course of study in question and answer form."44 Indisputably, the methodology associated with 

&stance learning evolved considerably over the decades. However, the initial correspondence 

course offered isolated chrldren opportunities they had not previously known. Prior to the first 

correspondence lessons, parents who wanted to educate their children purchased the books in 

use in public schools, or used "antiquated" books they had on hand. Using these, Hargreaves 

asserted, their children "acquired (at waste of time, labor, and misbected effort) some ability 

to read and write."45 Undoubtedly, parents met with varying levels of success in teaching their 

chrldren basic nurneracy and literacy. However, prior to the introduction of correspondence 

lessons parents did not have the guldance or the matenals necessary to guide their chrldren 

through the provincial program of stubes in the elementary grades. 

Although there is no evidence that Hargreaves possessed teaching credentials, it appears 

he was at least conscious of the principles of pedagogy and competent in promoting student 

learning, even from afar. Where Robinson and others believed that correspondence education 

was inappropriate for young chrldren, Hargreaves sought ways to ensure students could 

succeed against the odds. First, the program Hargreaves developed addressed one of the key 

obstacles Robinson identified with providmg correspondence instruction to elementary level 

43tinrolmcnt tiprcs are in Table 1: Enrolment in the British Columbia Correspondence Schools, 1919-1969, in 
appendix. 

441'om I Iazlitt, "F:armer's Demand Created School by Mail," Vancouver Pmvince, 4 January 1965,9 

-IsJames I Iargeaves, Untitled typed report, 1926, HCARS, G R  470, box 6, file 1 
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students: that they lacked prior s c h o o l ~ n ~ . ~ ~  Likely, what he meant was that they did not have 

the reading skdl required to manage the du-ections associated with the lessons. To address h s ,  

the program was designed to encourage parent involvement to assist students to study 

successfully in isolation from a school. Hargreaves sent all lesson materials dtrectly to the 

parents who were to act as home instructors, with explicit hections about what was being 

taught and how best to present the material to their ~hildren.~' He advised parents to keep 

track of the amount of time students spent on their lessons, to ensure students signed their 

work "at the upper nght hand comer," and to have students read lessons aloud. Parental 

involvement proved invaluable to students' success. As he noted after several years, foreign 

children &d not progress as quickly as their English-speaking counterparts, hkely because 

"they receive very little assistance from their parents."48 

Secondly, the program Hargreaves developed also r e c o p e d  how Qfficult it was for 

students to leam in isolation even with parental support. His procedures were designed to 

make each student feel special and to provide encouragement. Children received from their 

instructor, upon completion of one lesson, the next, which provided hec t ,  indwiduahzed 

outhes for the work they were expected to complete. This often reflected the areas students 

needed to work on or their strengths. The tone was personal. Typed at the top of each lesson 

was the child's name, grade level, and lesson number. 

46R~binson to Spetch, 4 February 1919 

47James I Iarpeaves to the Minister of Education, ''Elementary Courses in Public School Subjects," memorandum, 
January 1923, HCIZRS, GR 470, box 6,  file 1. 

4x1 Iargrcaves, Untitled typed report. 



Recognizing the importance of timely feedback on students' motivation and their 

success, Hargreaves also established processes to return students' corrected work as quickly as 

the mail allowed. When enrolled, a pupil was mded the first several lessons of the grade. The 

number depended on the &stance from a post office. Those who received regular mail were 

sent two or three lessons, whde those with sporadic mail delivery were sent up to ten lessons. 

Students with regular mail were instructed to complete the first, mail it, and then start on the 

second whde awaiting the marked reply that would accompany the next lesson(s). Those who 

waited longer for mail were asked to complete several lessons before mailing. 

Hargreaves took additional steps to create a sense of community and to brighten 

students' lives beyond their studles. Every year he sent each pupil a Christmas card. In 1923, 

he tried to arrange subscriptions to a cMdren7s publication, My Maga+ne, for all 

correspondence students at low or no cost.49 The company sent 250 copies free of charge and 

then offered a 10 percent hscount on subscriptions, a cost Hargreaves' department could not 

bear. In 1927, Hargreaves located a Vancouver publication, School Days, which he arranged to 

have mailed monthly to the homes of all students who were registered in elementary school 

correspondence co~rses.~" 

The program covered, as well as was possible through correspondence, the first eight 

years of schoohg. Initially, the program was offered in five grades, the fifth containing Grades 

V through VIII." In 1927, the program was revised so it followed an eight-grade pattern 

-'9James Harpeaves to ;2rthur Mec, lisq., The Fleeway IIouse, Farrington Street, London, E.C. 4, 11 11upst 1923, 
RC,ZKS, GR470, box 2. 

Writish (:olumbia I>epnrtment of Education. A t m d  Report of the Pubh Schooh o f  the Pmvince of British Cohmlia 
Q'ictoria, H.C.: King's Printer, 1927). 

5 '1  larpcaves, Untitlcd typed report. 
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s~rmlar to that of the public  school^.^' Each grade was made up of approximately thirty 

lessons that included full instructions for each subject. Instructions generally directed students 

to read specific pages from a text and answer specific questions, to redo work from a prior 

lesson, or to write a story on a specific topic. The lessons reflected well the curriculum of the 

day. Subjects included literature, arithmetic, spehg ,  first steps in English, grammar, writing, 

how to be healthy, Canadian hstory, geography, and nature 

Throughout the first decade, the correspondence school provided lessons by mad to 

meet the needs of three dsfferent groups. The majority of pupils were children living in isolated 

areas who were working on elementary school subjects. As well, Hargreaves and his staff 

provided correspondence lessons in mining subjects for adult students worktng in the mines. 

Bepning in 1923, and at different times through its history as needs emerged, the 

correspondence school offered its service to other populations. In 1923, correspondence in 

commercial subjects was provided to twelve teachers, "holders of First-class and Academic 

Certificates, who desired to qualify for teaching commercial subjects in high schools."54 

"Bringing a Note of Pleasure and Profit 
into Their Otherwise Lonely Lives"55 

The service that began with three pupils reached eighty-six by the end of the calendar 

year. By the end of the first full school year, 122 pupils had enrolled for lessons by m d 5 B Y  

"Ibid. 

W(:AKS, GK396, box 1, files 2,3,4. 

iWepartment of Education, AnnualRtpoH (1923), 11. 

iiCouncil of Public Instruction, Ann& (1 91 8), 81. 

'Y:ouncil o f  Public Instruction, AnnualRtport (1920), 87. 
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1926, 1,276 students had received lessons and 260 were current at that time.57 At the end of 

the first decade, 455 students regularly completed their elementary school correspondence 

lessons. By 1929, Hargreaves and h s  staff of three provided lessons spanning from Grade I 

through VIII as well as various vocational and commercial courses designed to meet the needs 

of miners and teachers. That same year, the unit Hargreaves' managed, which provided 

elementary school correspondence courses, was granted branch status. 

Success of the correspondence service was reflected in the numbers of chddren who 

enrolled; it was clear that the service addressed a significant need in the province. After the 

first year, Kyle reported: "Evidence comes from the most unexpected quarters of the 

inspiration whch the lessons bring to the homes of those who are doing the pioneer work in 

the province."58 Through the years, children and their parents wrote to Hargreaves and h s  

staff to express their pleasure with the quality of the education provided through the 

correspondence lessons and their gratitude to the teachers. For example, one parent wrote: 

The strong point about your course is that it's thorough. The student has time to 
reflect and absorb all that's in it. Then every lesson is thoroughly checked; this gves 
the child the maximum benefit; besides, the returned lessons afford an everlasting 
record of all w01-k.~" 

Another wrote: 

I beg to extend to yourself and staff my sincere thanks for the painstaking manner in 
which you have conducted my daughter's education. Due to the carefully selected 
studes and the patient manner in whch her faults were detected and corrected, I am 

i7l)epartment of  Elducation, AnndRepolir (1926), 12. 

iY:ouncil of Public Instruction, Annt la /qor t  (1920), 87. 

i911>epartmcnt of ICducation, A n n u a ~ ~ o r t ( 1 9 3 1 ) ,  53. 



firmy convinced that she got far more educational value from this course than she 
would have received in school."" 

Yet, another parent commented: 

My son's training in initiative and self-reliance is very valuable, and I am grateful to the 
Correspondence School for makmg it possible for him to obtain an ed~cation.~' 

Even in its initial years, the education provided by elementary correspondence was 

considered comparable to the education that was offered in the regular schools. In 1926, 

Hargreaves reported to the W s t e r  of Education: 

It is evident that a child taking this course retains h s  knowledge better by having to 
secure h s  information without the supervision of an in~tructor .~~ 

As one parent described: 

I am anxious for them to have as thorough an education as possible, and I think they 
are getting it in the correspondence course. When B---- went to school after a term of 
correspondence, he headed a class of forty in h s  second month--came fourth the 
first month.(j3 

Beyond the academic accomplishments, the correspondence courses were credted with 

bringmg the outside world to young chlldren who lived in isolation. With such recoption, the 

correspondence service was seen as an aid to the province's development: 64 

Pioneer settlers do not have to worry about taking their f a d e s  to the site of the 
frontier developments because they know their children can keep up with their 
education by mail until a school can be opened. . . . 65 

"'Department o f  Education, AnnzialR@fl(1929), 49. 

6'llepartment of Itducation, AnnclalR@o@ (1930), 44. 

"tiargeaves, Untitled typed report. 

N''Novel School is Ihcribcd," I~zctoria Daily Colonist, 9 March 1934, 2; see also Hargreaves' comments in early 
departmental annual rcports. 

'jiJawric J o s h ,  "\'ictoria School I Ias World Wide Classroom," Victoria Dib Colonirt, 7 May 1953,4 



News of British Columbia's successful experiments in correspondence courses for 

elementary students drew queries from across Canada and North America, and even from 

abroad." Admmstrators in various jurisddons sought information about how the courses 

worked so they could set up their own systems to provide lessons by mail. Others, who wrote 

from various journals and newsletters, sought to publicize the program. When asked for 

information about the correspondence school, Hargreaves provided a standard letter that 

evolved margmally over the years. However, when pushed for more information, he retreated 

into his work. In one instance, members of the Canadian Council on Child Welfare had 

received a package o u h g  the program, containing several samples of the materials used. 

They asked Hargreaves to write a bulletin that they could circulate." Hargreaves replied: 

"Owing to heavy pressure of work, it is impossible for this Department to carry out your 

suggestion of publishing a bulletin regarding our course."" Despite additional pressure from 

other members of the council, Hargreaves maintained he was unable to assist: 

I must again state that it d be impossible to undertake thls work, as our time is 
entirely taken up with the correction of lessons and other detailed work of the office. 

To give you some idea of what is being done by a staff of three, I quote as follows 
from our records: 

Lessons corrected and new ones prepared 

Jan. 303 

"See BH(:,\KS, GK470, box 2. Some examples include: Some examples include: Superintendent Ilepartment of 
Public Instruction W. 13. I Iolmes to Department of Education, 11 March 1925; Chief Director of Education F. W. Marchant 
to Department of l:ducation, 19 October 1925; IIonorary Secretary Dublin Branch Kathleen LeFroy to Department of 
Fiducation, 31 August 1927; Secretary Mr. 11. \'ass to Department of Education, 7 September 1932; Deputy Minister of 
Education R. I'lctchcr to Ilepartment of Education, 15 July 1927. 

Wharlotte Mit ten ,  I l o n o r q  Secretary, 'l'he Canadian Council on Child Wclfare, Ottawa, to Jamcs Hargeaves, 28 
February 1925, RCARS, GR470, box 2. 

"James I largreavcs to Charlotte mi t t en ,  Honorarp Secretary, Chadian Council on Child Welfare, 3 April 1925, 
BCXKS, GK470, box 2. 



Feb. 305 

Mar. 422 

April 350 

From the above you will ready understand the amount of work involved, and the 
reasons for not being able to comply with your request.6g 

Indeed, as time went on and the demands of serving h s  charges grew, Hargreaves rarely 

responded to letters except those sent to him from the Mmister or the Superintendent of 

Education with a specific request that he reply. He maintained his standard reply with minor 

modifications over the years. 

Probably what made the program so successful under Hargreaves' management was not 

only that it provided a service people genuinely needed and appreciated, but also that he spent 

his energy serving his clients. He invested little effort in writing letters to explain the program, 

even less promoting the courses to potential "clients" or to h s  superiors. At the same time, he 

had little trouble meeting the needs of new client groups as they emerged. When asked to take 

on a new group of pupils, he simply developed the lessons and sent them to those who 

enrolled. It appears he saw his role as meeting a demand, not creating a demand or enticing 

supervisory interest. 

Identifying New Opportunities: The Push for 
High School Correspondence Courses 

In contrast to Hargreaves' indfference to promoting correspondence services, his 

supervisor, John Kyle, saw many opportunities to extend correspondence programs to other 

audences. With a growing number of students continuing to the high school level, it was only 



natural that high school courses would be grafted on to the department's offerings, and Kyle 

confidently championed the cause. In his 1927 submission to the department's annual report, 

Kyle suggested that since the current correspondence courses were well established, the 

branch could ready extend correspondence education to commercial and industrial 

. . . we have now the courses and machinery for taking students in commercial 
subjects such as book-keeping, typewriting, and stenography. We are nearly prepared 
to gve electricity, carpentry and joinery, sheet-metal work, drawing and design. In fact, 
an opportunity might well be gven students to prepare for all examinations demanded 
by the Provincial Government for stationary engmeers, electricians, etc."' 

Beyond that, he pointed out the advantages lessons by mad offered to smaller high schools: 

The establishment of these correspondence or home-study courses would gve the 
Department of Education the teachmg material and equipment necessary to gve 
instruction in some high-school branches to pupils living in sparsely populated 
d~stricts where it is impossible to expect superior schools. Moreover, it wdl make 
possible the introduction of the 'Benton Harbour' scheme, whereby the scope of work 
in small hgh schools may be broadened and an almost unlimited range of studies may 
be taken by c~rres~ondence.'~ 

The following year, the government had done little toward h s  cause, so he wrote agm: 

Consideration has already been given to an extension of correspondence work to 
embrace high-school subjects. There are a great many young people in pioneer homes 
and it seems unfair that they should be unduly handicapped. If a decision is made to 
proceed with h s  extension-work the instructor should be engaged early enough to 
prepare the necessary hgh-school courses of study." 

In 1929, when work finally began on the course materials for hrgh school correspondence 

courses, Kyle wrote in the Ann.val R@or;t of the Pzlblic Schools h s  vision of the future of 

correspondence education: 

Wepartment of Education, AnndRcport (1927), 62. 

7llbid. 



When one considers that a man, engaged in industtial work during the day, has 
the privilege of dividing his matriculation examinations into four sections and of trylflg 
one section each year, it wdl ready be seen with what comparative ease a rnine- 
worker could step upward to work of an advanced character. Ths  type of 
correspondence instruction has not gone beyond that required by coal-miners and by 
those who desire the commercial subjects of book-keeping, typewriting, and 
stenography. " 

Kyle's interest was in technical and vocational education. However, he saw the potential that 

correspondence learning could provide a range of educational opportunities to serve the 

interests of many. He also saw the potential of material developed for one group having a 

cross-purpose to support the needs of another group. He noted the work already completed to 

develop materials for vocational programs that were offered under the auspices of 

correspondence branch to teachers seeking vocational training: 

Considerable preparation has been made and courses of work have been arranged 
to teach the subjects of machine-shop work, carpentry, joinery and buildmg 
construction, sheet-metal work and electricity. Therefore, when the teaching of hgh- 
school subjects by correspondence is firmly established, the addition of those of a 
technical nature may be de~irable.'~ 

with the elementary lessons by mad, Kyle's vision and dnve provided the catalyst 

the 

for 

government to offer the service. 

"A High School Course Within Reach of 
Every Boy and Girl in the ~rovince"'~ 

Following the Conservative Party's landslide victory in 1928, the new Mmster of 

Education, Joshua Hinchliffe, decided to extend correspondence learning to the high school 

level. On April 4, 1929, government terminated the elementary agricultural program and 

Wepartment of IYucation, AnnualF@otl(l929), 49. 

"Ibid. 

7j"I~ducation by Md," VancouuerPmvince, 24 ,lugust 1929,6. 



passed an Order-in-Council placing its lugh-profile director, J. W. Gibson, in charge of 

developing high school correspondence for the province.76 At that point, Gibson was one of a 

handful of senior officials in the education department and a close confidant to S. J. W&s, 

Superintendent of  ducati ion.^^ 

John Wesley Gibson was born in September 1874 to a Methodist farmer in Carleton 

County, 0ntar i0 .~~ He was involved in supervising school gardens early in his career, as part of 

the MacDonald-Robertson progressive movement in ~ n t a r i o . ~ ~  ~e moved to British 

Columbia in 19 14 to duect the elementary agricultural program when it was established by the 

province with federal funds granted through the Agricultural Instruction Act, 1913.8" If sheer 

volume of paper produced indicated importance, Gibson's elementary agricultural education 

program was a pinnacle of the education department's offering. Gibson wrote voluminously 

and with missionary zeal about the value of agricultural education and the program's success in 

the annual reports of the public schools. However, teachers and other school officials were 

unable to tend school gardens on a 12-month basis, as many teachers left their schools for 

two-month holidays in July and August each year. Despite his efforts, Gibson was unable to 

:"'Mr. 1. W. Gibson Is 'Transferred," Victoria Daily Colonist, 4 April 1929. For a description of the elementary 
apicultural education program's rise and fall, see David C. Jones, "Creating Rural Minded Teachcrs: The British Columbia 
Iixpcriencc, 1914-1924," Shaping the Schook ofthe Canadan West ((:algary, ,\H: Detschg Ilnterprises, 1979); David (1. Joncs, "We 
Cannot ,Ulow It to He Run by 'Those Who I h  Not Understand Education': Apcultural Schooling in the Twenties," BCStudies 
39 (1978). 

"In 1931, Ileputy ikhister was added to Willis' title. 

Welle C:. Gibson, Teacher Builder: The Life and Work OfJ. LY Gibson (Victoria, H.C.: Privately printed, 1961). 

X"'1'hrough the act, the fcderal government allocated $10 &ion to the provinces ovcr a ten-year period. 1,ike several 
other provinces, British Columbia used its share to establish an elementary agricultural education branch within the 
Department of Education. Jones, ".\gricultural Schooling," 30. 
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convert the masses. The program, considered a "frill" by many teachers, parents, and school 

trustees, had little staying power once federal funds were withdrawn in 1924.~' 

It is interesting irony, or perhaps destiny, that placed Gibson at the helm of high school 

correspondence when the agricultural program was dealt its final blow. The Agm'mlt~ral 

Zrzstmction Act, intent on fostering rural values, operated on the principal assumption "that 

education would stem the tide to the cities by enhancing life on the land."'"nterestingly, the 

province's correspondence program was credited throughout its early years with aidmg 

development by encouragmg pioneer settlers, who would be more hkely to move to unsettled 

regons knowing they need not worry about their children's ed~ca t ion .~~owever ,  high school 

and vocational correspondence courses also opened the minds of rural youngsters to new 

opportunities. Ultimately, Gibson's lessons by mail provided the opportunity for farmer's 

chddren to leave agnculture and pursue other occupations. 

No doubt &sappointed with the demise of the elementary agricultural program, a cause 

he had advocated throughout h s  career, Gibson buried himself in developing high school 

correspondence for the province. Through the summer of 1929 he established processes and 

pdelmes for admission and oversaw the work of subject specialists who developed course 

 material^.'^ By the opening of fall term in 1929, the education department was able to offer 

hgh school work for Grades IX through XI leading to Junior Matriculation, Normal Entrance, 

X'Ibid.; Jones, "Rural Mmdcd Teachers." 

SZJones, "Agricultural Schooling," 30. 

X3"Novcl School" Colonist; I-Iargrcaves' commcnts in early annual reports. 

X-"'Pree Correspondence I Iigh School Course in H.C.," Vancouver Pmvince, 23 August 1929,4. 
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and High School ~ornrnercial.~~ In all, 35 grade subjects were developed, each comprised of 

20 mimeographed instruction papers.8" 

Gibson approached h s  new task with h ~ s  typical zeal and infused the new courses with 

elements of progressivism he had embraced throughout his career. He placed considerable 

emphasis "bddmg up in careful pedagogic form the subject-matter of the various courses to 

be offered." He believed that the success of the hgh school correspondence courses "would 

depend on the intrinsic merit of the instruction gven through the medium of these 

mimeographed courses of instru~tion."~' To enhance this, Gibson promoted a strong 

instructor-student relationship mainly to "gutde the process of the child's learning and 

presently to withdraw from the scene as the learner gains the power of self-direction."88 His 

program for independent learning he later described as "virtually the Dalton Method on 

paper."x"he Dalton Method was one of two methods of indviduahzed learning that gamed 

popularity in Canada in the 1920s. The other was the Winnetka  stern."' 

like the elementary program, hgh school correspondence was an irnmedate success. In 

the hrst year, 522 pupils enrolled. About 65 percent of them took a full course load, and 30 

percent were adults. The following year, the number of students surged to 847, with 45 

percent of the student body comprised by adults. Just over 50 percent of students were 

Xil>epartment of Education, AnnualRepot? (1930), 40 

"Ibid. None of  these first lessons were preserved in the Provincial rlrchives. 

"1l)epartmcnt of l iducation, Annt ra lqo t?  (1933), 56 

R9L)epartment of Education, AnndRepot? (1936), 100. 

"R S. Patterson, "l'he Canadian Response to I'rogressive Education," Essqs on Canadian Education (Calgaq, AH: 
Ilctselg llnterprises, 1986), 65. 
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enrolled with a full course load. The t l r d  year, enrolment dropped to 617, reflecting fees 

implemented that year. All students over the age of sixteen were required to pay a $2 

registration fee. In addition, pupils 16-18 years of age paid a tuition fee of $1.50 per course, 

and those over nineteen years of age paid tuition of $3 per course." However, Gibson noticed 

students that year "showed more stability and greater determination than &d those of previous 

years."" By 1932-33, enrolment resumed its climb and reached 695. 

As a chdd of the Conservative government, the hgh school correspondence program 

was nurtured with better-than-adequate fundmg and media attention garnered through strong 

public relations. Throughout the summer of 1929, the k s t e r  publicly promoted the hgh 

school course and barely mentioned the elementary program of studies. In the initial years, the 

hgh school program flourished, as fundmg for the Liberal-initiated elementary 

correspondence program waned despite surgvlg enrolment.93 

Undoubtedly, a hgh school program had higher status because it linked the educational 

system with its external environment. Even at a time when government was cutting costs, 

expenhtures at the hlgh school level could be justified. The hgh school program operated at a 

sipficantly hgher cost than the elementary program, although enrolment was generally lower. 

Hired to operate the higher status high school program, Gibson was deemed to be entitled to a 

salary significantly hgher than Hargreaves. He was a seasoned senior bureaucrat and was 

evidently more skdled at gaining the resources he needed. The high school program required 

'?See Table 2: Salaries, Enrolment, and 'l'otal Ilxpenditures for the Elementary Correspondence School and the I Ilgh 
School (:orrespondence Rranch, 1929-1934, in appendix. Even after the initial development was met in the high school and 
expenditures dropped, the high school branch received double the funding of the elementary correspondence school. 
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specialist teachers for each subject, so more instructors were required at higher salaries. The 

cost per pupil in the &st year of the high school program was approximately $50. This 

dropped to about $35 the following year, which was a b a r p  gven that it cost the province 

and municipalities an average of $1 18 per year to keep a student in a non-correspondence hlgh 

school at the time." However, even with the fees collected, the costs of offering high school 

correspondence courses were significantly hgher than for elementary courses, which averaged 

$1 1.25 per pupil per year." Moreover, in the elementary program, students usually took a fill 

course load, whereas many of the secondary students took only one or a few courses. 

From its humble beginning, the elementary correspondence service grew within the first 

decade, from 1919 to 1929, to be an essential and important part of the province's education 

system. Hargreaves and h s  staff were showered with accolades from parents and students. 

Only with implementation of high school courses, which were developed with careful 

consideration to popular progressive ideas about pedagogy, were the faults of the elementary 

program fully identified. The contrast between the services and materials provided by the two 

correspondence schools was stnking and underscored the need to change the elementary 

program.'" 

"James I Iargreaves, "Why I Linchliffe Fircd Me," I/icloria Ttmes, 27 October 1933,12 

'&The government's rccopition that improvements were needed in the elementary correspondence course was 
implied in scveral sources, including: Dcpartmcnt of Education, A n n d  %art (1933); "Mail Course Head Dismissed: 
I Tinchliffe Turns Out lIargreaves From Correspondence Department," Victoria Times, 3 July 1933, 1; Hargreavcs, "Why 
I Tinchliffe Fired Me"; . 



"A Beautiful Camouflage"" for Neglect 

In the months preceding the 1933 provincial election, responsibhty for managmg the 

elementary correspondence branch was passed to Gibson when the Conservative Mimster of 

Education, Joshua Hinchhffe, elimmated Hargreaves' position." At the same time, Hinchliffe 

also abolished the coal mining correspondence program,99 as enrolment dropped from a htgh 

of 221 in 1929 to fewer than 20 in 1933. However, the elementary correspondence branch 

furnished lessons to 830 students and operated at less than half the cost of the high school 

correspondence branch, whch provided instruction to only 695 students. 

The public record shows that J. W. Hargreaves retired from h s  elementary 

correspondence post in the summer of 1933.""' Although customary, no notice of h s  

retirement and years of service appeared in the department's annual report that year. News of 

Hargreaves' dtsrnissal made the front pages of the province's newspapers, rather than the 

social pages typically associated with a golden handshake. The Daib Province reported that a 

letter dtspatched to Hargreaves July 3 claimed h s  position was being abolished, effective July 

31 .I"' The conservative local paper, the Victoria Daib Colonist, h k e d  Hargreaves' dismissal to a 

pendmg reorganization but offered no particulars of the re~r~anization."'~ The more liberal 

Victoria Daib Times suggested, "there were no reasons for the dtsrnissal other than on the 

"1 Iargeaves, "Why t linchliffe Fired Me." 

'8"Head Dismissed," Times. 

""Iargreaves, "Why I Iinchltffe Fired Me." 

""'Hlltish Columbia, PuLh'c Schooh of the Province o f  British Columbia: S p e d  Hisiorica/ Supplement to the One Humire& 
AnnuaIReporf, 1970-71 O7ictoria, H.C.: Queen's Printcr, l972), 101. 

"""H.(:. Correspondence School Head Retired," VancouuerPmvince, 5 July 1933,8. 

'02"Reorganization W i  1 r ad  to Changes in Government Service," Victoria DaiCy Colonirt, 4 July 1933, 1. 
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grounds of political expediency,"'"%nd acknowledged Hargreaves as "one of the best 

known educationists in the province.''"'4 

The political motivation for Hargreaves' dmnissal transcended questions about h s  

effectiveness in managmg the branch. To be sure, Hmchliffe's neglect of elementary 

correspondence made it increasingly difficult for Hargreaves and his staff to meet the demands 

of their posts.'"5 As enrolments climbed, Hargreaves was unable to secure the addtional help 

he needed to meet the growing need for elementary school correspondence courses.""' Despite 

h s  best efforts to attain additional staff and funding, he was forced to "refuse 135 students 

enrolment in the correspondence course" in the 1932-33 school year.107 In h s  frustration, 

Hargreaves saw no alternative but to inform the public about the government's neglect of the 

program. In May 1932, Hargreaves sent a letter informing parents that the branch would have 

to withhold lessons during the month of He explained that he barely had the staff 

necessary to mark the lessons currently on hand or to revise lessons based on new textbooks 

so they would be ready for the fall term."I9 He informed parents that despite requests to 

government for addtional teachers, no assistance was forthcoming."" When a parent wrote to 



Hinchliffe aslung if government would hire more teachers for the correspondence school so 

that the chlldren could continue their lessons, Hargreaves was notified of h s  dismissal."' 

Undoubtedly, Hargreaves' dmnissal had more to do with his public dxlosure than any 

government reorganization. It is likely that because of h s  indiscretion in commenting about 

government policy, the government of the day decided to &smiss Hargreaves from public 

service, rather than relocate hlm in another government post, as was ~ommon~lace ."~  Once 

Hargreaves was removed from h s  post, Hinchliffe offered to furnish all necessary help so 

children would not have to do without their lessons as they had in the past."3 

With Hargeaves' "services dispatched with,"114 responsibdq for the elementary 

correspondence courses fell to J. W. Gibson, who headed both elementary and hgh school 

correspondence courses for the following nine months. Days before citizens went to the polls 

in October 1933, an embittered Hargreaves wrote a letter to the Daib Times suggesting that 

"abolishing the position was only a beautiful camouflage" to dlsguise years of wilful neglect of 

the elementary program while government favoured hlgh school correspondence. According 

to Hargreaves, during Hinchhffe's five years in office, the minister: 

. . . has not done one thing to help these unfortunate children, and for the simple 
reason that the branch oripated under a Liberal government. He tells you the high 
school correspondence is a success. It is, because he started it and it does not go 
wanting for financial assistance or adequate help.'15 

112Gibson's transfer when the elementary agricultural education program was abolished in 1929 was but one example 
of this tradition. 

Il7Ibid. 

ll-'Public Service Commission, PSC %or? (lrictoria, R.C.: Provincial Secretary, 1934), HCAKS, GRIOI, box 4, file 4. 

~1511argrcaves, "Why I Iinchliffc Fired Me." 



The 1932-33 submission to the Annual Report, likely penned by Gibson or Kyle, h t s  that 

other members of the department were &stressed about the quality of the elementary 

correspondence program: 

Correspondence instruction for boys and girls in the elementary school grades is 
capable of great development and during the coming year every course d be 
examined with a view to its improvement."" 

Evidently, the report's author also saw the department's fading in fundtng elementary 

correspondence adequately: 

The growing demand for correspondence instruction for those who are unable for 
various reasons, to take advantage of regularly organized schools d call for a 
somewhat larger appropriation for the coming year and in all probabhty for a number 
of years. No one who realizes the great value of h s  service to the Province d regard 
such an expendture other than as a profitable investment."' 

Expectations for the officer-in-charge position had changed since the first lessons were mailed 

in 1919, and it may be that the branch was abolished in order to fachtate the changes needed. 

Hargreaves may have been qualified to provide correspondence lessons to miners, but he was 

not an educator. What began as an experiment, with the hope of providtng the rudiments of 

education to students who lived too far away to attend school, grew to a high-profile service 

that required a different kind of leader. It required someone who could not only oversee the 

"6Department of Education, AnnualRepott (l933), 59. The report was not authored by Hargreaves, who had run the 
branch through the 1932-33 school year. It is l k l y  that it was written by Gibson, who managed the elementary 
correspondence courses from the point of Harpeaves departure, or by Kyle, who headed the technical education &vision, 
which housed the correspondence schools. 
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development of quality educational programming, but who would also promote the cause of 

the branch. 



C H A P T E R  2 

TRANSFORMING LESSONS BY MAIL, 
1934 TO 1937 

By the early 1930s, British Columbia was reeling from the effects of the Great 

Depression. With unemployment soaring, over 200 relief camps dotted the province. Those 

fortunate enough to have jobs saw their wages cut drastically. Government was caught in a 

predicament where f a h g  revenues meant the province was strained to meet the growing 

expectations for relief. In 1931, under pressure from business, Conservative Premier S. F. 

Tolme appointed a committee of non-partisan businessmen headed by George Kidd to 

investigate the state of government finances and to make proposals. In July 1932, the &dd 

Committee issued their report. The committee maintained further taxation was impossible and 

set out proposals aimed at slashmg government expenditures in the province.1 The committee 

suggested that government could cut expenses by close to 25 percent by cutting salaries, 

reducing the size of the legislature, dscontinuing service on the Pacific Great Eastern Radway, 

and refusing to increase social  service^.^ Education was particularly targeted. The IGdd Report 

recommended abolishmg the provincial grant to UBC and reducing the years of free public 

schoolmg to chddren ages six to thuteen. F a d e s  wanting an education for their chddren 

' Q o f i  of the Committee Appointed by the Government to Investtgaie the Finances of British Columbia, by George Kidd, 
Chairman (Victoria, R.C.: The Committee, 1932). 

ZOrmsby states: "'l'he committee suggested that instcad of a budget of $25,000,000 the province could manage very 
well on one of S19,000,000." Margaret A. Ormsby, Bn'tish Columbia:A Histoy (Toronto: MacMillan, 1971), 448. 
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beyond the eighth grade would be left to pay for it themselves. Despite the government's 

dire financial situation, the proposals proved unacceptable to most British Colurnbians, who 

had grown to view public supported schoohg as an obligation of the state." 

Duff Pattulo and the Liberal Party capitalized on the Tolmte Conservative Party's 

association with the Kidd Report and rose to power in November 1933. Promising social 

reform, Pattulo espoused a "socialized capitalism." He advocated that "the state should take a 

more activist role in dealing with the social inequalities and economic lunitations created by 

unbridled ~a~ital ism."~ Once elected, Pattulo asslgned his Cabinet and set them to task. To the 

post of Provincial Secretary and k s t e r  of Education he appointed Dr. George Moir Weir, a 

man who exuded "the zeal of the real ref~rrner."~ 

Weir, who had been appointed UBC's first professor of education in 1923, was regarded 

as the "province's most authoritative voice on the theory and practice of progressive 

education."%long with J. Harold Putrnan, he had advised the previous Liberal regime with 

the publication of the monumental Swmy oftbe School $stem in 1925. Once in office, Weir set 

quickly to work to refocus the education system toward the progressive recommendations of 

the Swmy. Weir and h s  staff sought ways to alleviate social and educational hardshps brought 

about by a faltering economy, as well as problems inherent in the province's geography. The 

Wrmsbp, A History, 456 

6Jean Mann, "G. M. Weir and I I. H. King: I'rogressive Rducation or Tiducation for the Progressive State," chap. in 
Si,hoo(ing and Soiieg in Twentieth Centuv British Columbia, eds. J. Ilonald Wilson and David C. Jones (Calgary, AR: Dctselig 
Enterprises, 1980), 92. 
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new admitllstration's agenda only solidified the previous government's conviction that the 

elementary correspondence courses needed revision. 

The change in government also signaled a change to the way the elementary and hlgh 

school correspondence programs were described in the department's annual reports to the 

legislature. In 1932-33, reports on correspondence education were contained within the 

technical education division under the heading "Elementary School Correspondence Courses" 

or "High School Correspondence Courses." The following year, the reports were housed 

under the heading "Correspondence Schools." This change signaled a shift in how these 

branches of government were perceived. No longer was it suitable to have the responsibilities 

for this organizational unit of educational government supervised by a rnining-enpeer- 

turned-civil-servant. A new type of leader was required, a strategic leader guided by the same 

progressive views the new men in power held-someone who could improve educational 

service levels and increase program efficiency at no great cost. Government found what they 

required in a young woman named Isabel Bescoby, and her appointment was made official 

through an Order-in-Council on Apnl14,1934.' 

A New Officer in Charge 

Isabel Marie Leone Bescoby, born March 18, 1913, grew up in the south Vancouver 

neighbourhood of IGtsilano with her father, Frederick Ernest Bescoby, an enpeer  for the 

British Columbia Electric Radway; her mother, Ada; and two sisters, Hazel and ~ a y . 9 ~  the 

time she assumed her post in 1934, Bescoby already had an impressive list of accomplishments 

'1 .ieutenant-(;overnor-in-Council, "order in Council, 467," 12 A p d  1934. 

8Isabel's younger sister May died in June 1933 of peritonitis following an acute appendicitis 



to her credt. During her years at Kitsllano High School, Bescoby was a hlgh-proiile student, 

strong in academics and public speakmg. She twice won oratorical contests whde a member of 

the public speaking club and was designated the school's standard bearer in the &strict finals 

of the Second Annual British Columbia Oratorical   on test.^ ~ e r  topic, "Canada and the 

League of Nations," suggested what for her would become an enduring interest in Canadan 

hstory. 

At nineteen years of age, she completed a baccalaureate degree in history with fust-class 

honours at UBC.'" Only she and F. Henry Johnson, later a UBC historian of some renown, 

received such hgh standmg in hlstory in 1932." Her minor area of specialization was 

  ducat ion.'^ W e  at UBC, Bescoby was active in a number of student organizations and 

nurtured her public speakmg abilities, presenting papers at the Women's bterary Society," the 

Letters club,14 and the Historical society.15 Following her graduation, she attended a teacher 

training program at UBC in 1932-33.'%y the time Bescoby was appointed to her position with 

the elementary school correspondence course in 1934, she was enrolled in graduate studies in 

'"I. Hescoby Wins Prize in Contest," (Unknown); "Isabel Rescoby Wins Oratorical Contest at l t s i lano School," 
(Unknown); "Wins .lgain!: Isabel hl. L. Rescoby," (Unknown). 'These newspaper articles are included with Hescoby's personal 
records in the HC,\RS. They are undated and unreferenced. 

'"University of Hritish Columbia, "Faculty of X a s  and Science: Conferring the Degree of Bachelor of .\rts With 
1 Ionours," (1932). 

Wniversity of British Columbia, Enrolment Services, Transcripts Office. 

I7"New literary Club Replaces W.L.S.," UDyssy 12 (10 January 1930), renamed the "Scrap Hook Club" in 1930 

""New 1,itcrary Club I;onds," University of Hritish Columbia L\rchives, Internet. Available at 
h~://www.library.ubc.ca/archives/u~arch/leer.html, accessed May 2003. 

IiChristophcr I lives, "I Iistorical Society of the University of British Columbia Ponds--1920-1944," Umversity of 
British Columbia Archives, Internet. Avdable at http://www.library.ubc.ca/archives/u-arch/histsoc.html, accessed May 2003. 

IbUniversity of British Columbia, Enrolment Services, Transcripts Office. 



history. She completed an M.A. in hstory in 1935, submitting her thesis, Some SocialAspects of 

the American Mining Advance into Cariboo and Kooteny, to her supervisor, Walter Sage." 

Bescoby was among the first women to complete a master's degree at UBC and one of 

several women from the university's history department who carried on to prestigious 

positions in academia and the public service." These women all benefited from 

encouragement and mentoring from provincial archvist D. C. Harvey and UBC hstory 

department head Walter ~a~e.'"lison Prentice suggests that Harvey, Sage, and other 

professors at UBC encouraged young women scholars in hlstory during the late 1920s and 

early 1930s.'" 

Through a mix of good fortune and her own competence, Isabel Bescoby was also well 

connected with some of the most influential provincial educators at the time. Her strong 

understandmg and advocacy of the principles of progressive education suggests that she 

studed under Dr. Weir while he was head of the Department of Education and she was taking 

her teacher training." H. B. Kmg, who was appointed technical advisor to the M s t e r  of 

Education shortly after Bescoby's appointment, was principal of IGtsilano High School during 

"Isabel RI. Hescoby, "Some Social ,Zspects of the .Imerican Mining Advance into Cariboo and Kootenay" @LA. 
thesis, University of British Columbia, 1935). 

'Weverly Routilier and Alison I'rentice, Creating Historical hlemory: EnglishCanadian Women and the Work of Hision, 
(Vancouver, H.C.: UHC I'ress, 1997). 

iT\lison I'rcntice, "Laying Siege to the History Professorate," chap. in ibid., 204-205. 

201 xttcrs from Harvey congratulating Rcscoby on her accomplishments demonstrate she was one of these young 
women. I Ie wrote: "I wish to congratulate you on receiving your M.A. degree and to assure you that I had no doubt you would 
be able to get this rccopition after my experience with you as a student in the University." D. C:. Harvey, provincial arcluvist, 
Nova Scotia Public Archives, to Isabel Hescoby, 12 June 1935; D. C. Harvey, provincial archivist, Nova Scotia Public Xrchlves, 
to Isabel Rescoby, 7 Decembcr 1935, RCARS, E/D/R46. 

21,Iccording to her official transcripts, Hescoby took her teacher training course during the 1932-33 academic year 
wlule Weu headed the Department of Education at UHC. 
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the years she attended and also taught part-time at UBC. Undoubtedly, she impressed the 

two men, who were "friends, confidants, and political allies."22 

Bescoby was also mentored by another prominent Vancouver educator, Dr. Norman 

Black, who was a colleague and steadfast supporter of both IGng and ~ e i r . ~ '  Like Krng and 

Weir, Black was an educational progressive who also advocated the educational efficiency 

movement and spent his time "crusading for school surveys."24 Black, who held a doctorate in 

pedagogy from the University of Toronto, speciahzing in English, French, German, and 

hlstory, was a popular teacher who organized I(itsllano7s course in geography and lectured in 

geography at UBC." He also organized the public speaking club at IGtsilano where Bescoby 

honed her oratorical skills. Black's influence was manifest in Bescoby's interest in public 

speaking, hlstory, writing, literacy, and ultimately pedagogy.26 

2ZRobert S. I'atterson, John W. Chalmcrs, and John W. Friesen, "IIerbert B. King: Administrative Idealist," chap. in 
Projiles ofCanadian Educators (Toronto: 1). C. I Ieath Canada, 1974), 310. 

23Iike King and Weir, Hlack was a prominent educator in the province who was also a social and educational 
progressive. While no evidence can be found to show the three men were friends, they were contemporaries, they were 
colleapes, they held common views, and they frequently sat on committees together. Black worked on K q ' s  staff at Kitsilano 
and lectured at UB(; at the same time as King and Weir taught there. Black's editoriils and articles in the BC Teacher suggest 
strong support for both men and their activities. In an appendix to his survey of the province's hlgh schools on behalf of the 
I Iigh School 'l'eachcrs' Association, Black unabashedly states his support of Weir: "W friends of childhood, and especially 
those who are conccrned for the increase of peace and efficiency in school administration, are indebted to Dr. Putman and Dr. 
Weir for a comprehensive statement of the best thought of their day.. ." Norman Fergus Black, Peace and Eficienq in School 
Adrninisfrufion (Toronto: Dent, 1926), 209. Similarly, Black spent much ink in the pagcs of the BC Teacher in the months 
following King's report on school fiance, Hlack wrote: "lt is a serious and scholarly contribution to the literature of 
educational fiance and administration.. .every serious student of education should be s tudy i i  the report first hand." Norman 
Fergus Black, "School I'inance in British Columbia," BC Teacher (October 1935): 8. 

2-'1;. C. Flardwick, "l'he G. .I. Fergusson Memorial Award," BC Teacher (May 2936): 16. In 1934 Black became editor 
of BC Teacher, and in 1936 earned the Fergmsson Memorial Xward, "the highest honour bestowed on teachers in British 
(:olumbia," r e c o p i n g  his "outstanding contribution to education." 0. 

2i"I Fi-l ltes of '41 ," Kitsilano High SchoolAnnual(1 Wl), 45; 1932 Kttsilano High SchoolAnnd (19321, 27. 

2"'l'he relationship between Bescoby and Black went beyond vocational mentoring. Black and his family lived only a 
few blocks from the Bescoby's home; Black's daughters were close friends with Isabel; and his daughter Margaret and Isabel 
shared similar interests in public speaknng. Margaret Black came second in the oratorical contest that Bescoby won in high 
school. 



Given her association with Weir, King, and Black, it is not surprising that Bescoby 

was hired by the education office in Victoria and put in a position to promote the progressive 

social and educational objectives these men advocated. They evidently considered her 

intehgent, competent, and capable. No doubt these men recognized Bescoby's skdls as a 

writer and speaker and believed that she had the necessary abhties to revise the 

correspondence program and to manage the branch's staff. Clearly, Bescoby was equipped for 

the job. She had proven her tenacity as a researcher, she was blessed with an inquisitive dnve, 

and she shared a passion for progressive education with her mentors. Despite these stellar 

qualifications, it was nevertheless unusual for a woman to be appointed to such a senior post 

within the educational government in the mid-1930s. 

When MISS Bescoby began her public service career at a youthful twenty-one years of 

age, she assumed a role few women before her attained within the province's civd service. 

Only Miss Jessie McLenahan, domestic science dtrector, preceded her to the realm of 

management w i h  the education department.'' MISS Lottie Bowron, the social welfare officer 

for rural female teachers, also held a rank equivalent to that of a school inspector.28 However, 

her work helping teachers across the province meant that she was not a typical manager within 

the educational civd service, having no staff and no continuing "line" responsibhties. Teacher 

education was also operated under female auspices-notably under the rule of MISS Kate 

27McJmahan was hred as director of domestic science in 1926 by the previous Liberal government in response to 
the recommendation of l'utman and Weir that home economics could not be "orgmked and directed properly except by a 
thoroughly competent woman acting as provincial director." Putman and Weir, Survq, 338. 

2HHowron was appointed by the newly elected Conservative government in 1928, in response to pressures from the 
Conservative Women's (l&$nization, followi&the death of a young teacher in Cowichan Bay. ~owron 's  r&onsibhties were 
to inspect the state of living conditions of young female teachers in the province's rural schools. Thomas Fleming, Carolyn 
Smyly, and Julie White. "Reyond Irope and Past Redemption: 1,ome Rowron and the Rural School Teachers of British 
Columbia, 1928-1934," chap. in SchoolLahrsIn): Essqs on the British ColxmDia Ey)erietice, 1872-1995, ed. Thomas Fleming (Mill 
Ray, H.C.: Hendall Hooks, 1990). 



Scanlan, who ran the province's Model School in ~ u t  elsewhere in the provincial 

public service, no other women held the title of officer-in-charge of a government branch."] 

In 1934-35, the provincial civd service employed 461 women, comprising close to one- 

thud of the government's workforce." Bescoby was one of twenty-two females appointed to 

permanent positions that year.32 Of those, seven were assigned positions that earned them over 

$100 per month." The remaining two-thirds earned between $65 and $75 per month as 

stenographers, clerk-stenographers, or positions of sirmlar status. By far the majority of 

women employed as civd servants in 1935 occupied these lower-paying positions.'4 Indeed, a 

1931 report shows that the designation "stenographer" was an exclusively female domain, with 

salaries ranging from $60 to $100 per month." The male equivalent, "unskdled labour," 

included occupations such as janitor, watchman, and elevator operator, with salaries of 

between $95 and $150 per m~nth.~"ewer than 10 percent of women employed in the public 

service in 1934-35 made over $100 per month, and less than 3 percent held supervisory titles." 

29Rritish ( :olumbia, Spe~ial HistoricalSzrpp/emenf, 103. 

"Tublic Service Commission, P S C q o r t  (1935). See Table 3: Women in the British Columbia Civil Service, 1935. 

"Ibid. See also, 'l'able 4: Gender Composition in thc Hritish Columbia Civil Service, 1935 and 1937, in appendut. 

32Ibid. 

?"bid. These appointments were to posts related to social welfare and education predominantly: Dr. f I. '1 .R. 
Anderson, .\ssistant of the L'ictoria Normal School, at $241.66; Mrs. Moody, Follow-up Officer for the Industrial Home for 
Girls and Hoys Industrial School, $140; Miss. J. K. I>. Gilley, Social Welfare Secretary at the Provincial Secretary, $120; Miss J.  
Sargeant, Hranch librarian, "Public Iibrarics Act," Provincial Secretary, $150; Wss (1. Cooper, Matron, Provincial School for 
Incurables, I'rovincial Secretary, $120. 

3 % ~  Table 3: Women in the British Columbia Civil Service, 1935, in appendix. 

3Vublic Service Commission, Interim Report No. 20, No. 2 Report (10 January 1931), RCARS, GR101, box 5, file 1. 

3"Ibid. 

"lbid. 



Of the twelve women who occupied hlgher-paying professional or managerial positions, 

most worked in the areas of social welfare, education, and library/archives, with the exception 

of those working in the provincial laboratory, which employed women in roles of assistant 

hector, chief of bacteriology, bacteriological technician, and bacteriologist.38 Lower-paid mid- 

range professional women were employed primarily in the areas of education and social 

welfare as instructors, matrons, and investigators." From janitors to officers-in-charge, women 

earned less than men doing the same job. At $166.66 per month, Bescoby's starting salary was 

less than Hargreaves', who earned $250 per month when he was dismissed from his post.4' In 

fact, she made less than Hargreaves did in 1919, when he was appointed with a salary of $175 

per month. 

Several factors help explain why the twenty-one-year-old Bescoby was selected for the 

job. First, the men responsible for Bescoby's appointment were social progressives, who were 

largely dsposed toward promoting the notion of equality and social welfare in many areas. 

They advocated universal medical care, universal free education, and welfare services such as 

mothers' allowances to benefit women and children. They hkely considered promoting a bright 

young woman to a managerial position as a statement of their social progressivism. Beyond 

that, Bescoby shared with these men a common spirit of social reform pronounced in both 

some Protestant churches and the educational bureaucracy.41 Although the elementary school 

Vublic Service Commission, PSC Report (1935). 

-"'See Table 5: Directors, Salaries, Pupils, and Staffing for the Elementary Correspondence School, 1919-1969 in 
appendix. 

-"\'alerie Mary l<velyn Giles, "IIistorical I<volution of the Office of Deputy Minister in British Columbia 
Educational I'olicymakmg 1919-1945: 'I'he Career of Samuel John Wdhs" (T'h.D. dm., University of British Columbia 19931, 6. 



correspondence branch was not considered a central unit of the educational civil service and 

c e r t d y  lacked the status of the high school correspondence branch, it was an important, in 

some ways essential, service to rural British Columbia. Beyond r e c o p i n g  Bescoby's 

intehgence and other capabilities, these men likely calculated that in a Depression-scarred 

economy, they had found a person of high quality whose labour was inexpensive. Indeed, 

Bescoby was h e d  at a significantly lower salary than her predecessor and other male officers 

with slrnilar titles and responsibhies. 

Survey of the Elementary School Correspondence Course 

If our British Colmbia school is to acknowledge these three principles o f  comqondence instruction- 
to develop indqendence o f  thought, to stimzllate and mate s o d  conscio~sness, and to recognixe 
individual dzferences to the utmost-a decided4 new orgatziption and new methods of instmction 
must be introdu~ed.~' 

Regardless of government's reasons for appointing her, Isabel Bescoby was expected to 

be a catalyst for change for the elementary correspondence courses in the province. 

Government was fully aware that the elementary correspondence program required updating, 

and Bescoby's first task was to review the correspondence school's offerings and procedures. 

WithLn a few weeks of her appointment, she detailed her findings and recommendations in a 

forty-five-page confidential report to the Deputy Muuster and Superintendent of Schools, S. J. 

Wfis, and the Mmster of Education, G. M. Weir. Well schooled by her mentors in the 

technique and importance of surveys, Bescoby's review was thorough. Her report detailed the 

like her mentors, Hescoby was a devout Protestant. She was a hgh-protile member of St. Stephen's United Church in 
\'ancouver. 

42Isabel Hescoby, Confidentd Report on ISlementary Correspondence Course, to thc Minister of Education and the 
Superintendent of IIducatmn, Victoria, H.C., May 1934,10, BC'ZKS, (;K470 Box 2, fdc 3. 



current shortcomings of the program and offered a comprehensive plan to revise the 

lessons and procedures of the elementary school correspondence unit. 

Bescoby's report was anything but complunentary-a view evidently shared by her 

departmental superiors. In the report's introduction, she wrote: 

In spite of the fact that parents and teachers have expressed gratitude for the 
wonderful results that the course has obtained, it is poorly arranged, badly written and 
unscientific in its detds. . . . It has been saved from condemnation because a n y h g  
was better than nothmg. . . .43 

But Bescoby's task was to provide more than an inventory of problems. Rather it was to set 

out a comprehensive plan to improve elementary school correspondence across the province. 

T h s  she dtd by adapting the Winnetka Plan to the challenges of elementary correspondence 

learning and instruction. 

The Winnetka Plan was an educational experiment in individualized ungraded learning 

that sought well-rounded development of the whole chdd.* It was developed by Carleton 

Washburne in 1919 in the elementary school system of Winnetka, ~l l tnois .~~ Based on the work 

of John Dewey at the University of Chcago, the Winnetka Plan was a reaction to tradttional 

educational practices that emphasized intellectual development by teachmg skdls and 

knowledge through rote learning methods such as memorization and dnll.4"escoby was 

obviously inspired by the Winnetka Plan's intent to address students' indtvidual differences, 

.'"escoby, Confidential Report, 4 

UC'Winnctka, 191 9," in Histoy afEducation: Selected2lfoments afthe 20/h Centwy, ed. Daniel Schugurensky, Internet. 
Available from h~://fcis.oise.utoronto.ca/-daniel~schugurensky/asslgnmentl/1919winnetka.html, accesscd March 2003. 



claiming that "no class need retard the advancement of a bright and industrious pupil or 

rush a slower 

Bescoby's report identified similarities between the principles of correspondence 

instruction and the aims of teachers in the Winnetka Plan: 

Not only do our aims find similar expression, but also our methods may be alike in 
many particulars. Throughout the following report, many recommendations are really 
adaptations of the Winnetka plan of study, to whlch we are sincerely grateful for 
 suggestion^.^^ 

Bescoby based her suggestions on Winnetka principles yet h k e d  them to specific workings of 

the correspondence course. In her report, she cited problems in the instructional methodology 

and made specific suggestions for improvement. To improve elementary correspondence, 

Bescoby proposed a mastery system of correspondence instruction modelled after the 

Winnetka Plan where each lesson consisted of a separate unit of work with a specified goal or 

aim. She proposed that each lesson would be "written in an informal manner, just as a teacher 

would speak to his pupils" and would consist of two to three practice exercises that pupils 

mark them~elves.~"he carried on to describe the mastery system: 

If he succeeds in doing 90% of the questions perfectly in the first set, he may omit the 
practice work in the other two sets of questions. When the chdd has satisfied hunself 
that he can apply the new rule . . . he tried what may be known as Mastery Work. l h s  
exercise is mailed to the school. If the Mastery Work is not done with at least a mark 
of 90% the whole unit is repeated.5" 

To illustrate, Bescoby provided several sample lessons with her report. 

-"Hescoby, Confidcntd Report, 10. 

4aIbid., 11. 

-'"Ibid., 21. 

SflIbid. 



Beyond the pedagogy applied, Bescoby criticized the varying length and number of 

lessons in the existing correspondence program. In her opinion: 

. . . there evidently has been no scientific organization of the course so that pupils 
could expect to spend a dehnite number of hours per day and weeks per year on a 
grade's w01-k.~' 

Accordingly, she suggested that Grades I through VI should each be divided into thq-s ix  

lessons per grade and that Grades VII and VIII be dwided into twenty lessons per grade.52 Her 

reasoning was that each lesson would take about one week to complete, and there were 

approximately thirty-six weeks in the school year. For Grades VII and VIII, she asserted that 

the twenty lessons would be double in length, and this would be a stepping stone to the k h  

school program, which comprised twenty lessons. She also recommended a Grade VIII 

honours course. Additionally, she called for detailed revisions to the existing courses and the 

addttion of nature work, handwork activities, games, and music so that the learning 

experiences of students takmg correspondence would be smdar to classroom learning as much 

as possible. Bescoby envisioned that perhaps one day the correspondence school would teach 

elementary music appreciation over the rad~o.~" 

Bescoby also saw the need to enrich the materials sent to parents or adults who acted as 

home instructors. She pointed to the "excellent general circular" already in place but suggested 

that it could be extended to assist more fully the home instructor: 

I believe we should provide the home instructor of primary grade pupils with a greater 
number of suggestions for helping the correspondence teacher. It would be well to 

illbid., 13. 

Qlbid., 15. 

'ilbid., 20. It is likely that this suggestion led to her appointment on the Committee for Radio in Schools in 1937. 



provide each home instructor with two or three printed pages of material on the 
science of teachmg. . . . 54 

Although Bescoby acknowledged that what pupils learned and how they learned was 

important, she also suggested: "It would be a fine dung if correspondence pupils felt as much a 

part of school as do attendants at regular schools."55 To that end, she proposed that 

correspondence instructors send personal letters to pupils with each m a h g .  She also 

proposed that the correspondence director send a welcoming letter to all students at the 

begvlning of the school year, "outhng the work of the year, giving suggestions for correct 

study habits, and naming the child's 'class tea~her.'"~' This, she stated, would "take the place of 

the opening address by the principal of a scho01."~' She suggested that school spirit could be 

further enhanced by creating a correspondence school crest, offering a school newspaper and 

rado broadcasts and providing "a visit to pupils by a member of the staff."58 

Bescoby's critique d d  not stop at instructional and curriculum issues. She provided 

suggestions to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the school. Conscious of the 

government's fiscal limtations at the time, Bescoby proposed several ways to enhance the 

correspondence school's offering without additional costs. She determined that the school 

could make greater use of charity organizations such as the Imperial Order of Daughters of 

the ~ m ~ i r e ~ \ n d  might even consider commercial advertising."-he suggested that the 
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correspondence program would benefit from using printed materials from other 

government departments and making greater use of the education department's travehg 

library." Bescoby also noted that relatively little had been done to promote correspondence 

services to families in isolated regons. As a remedy, she advocated that the education 

department use circulars, newspapers, and the radio to promote lessons by mail. To illustrate 

why the previous director had done little to promote services, she provided figures and 

commented: "The staff of the department has been increased only when the quantity of work 

became very burdensome for an understaffed department."62 

In adhtion to findtng ways to keep spending in check, identi+g funding sources, and 

promoting correspondence services, Bescoby suggested changes to staffing and facihties were 

necessary to enhance the school's efficiency and effectiveness. She recommended 

improvements to the physical accommodations of the correspondence school so staff could 

function more efficiently, and suggested that instructors' salaries be raised, as they were less 

than the lowest paid teachers in municipal schools." She proposed that the correspondence 

instructors "be encouraged to develop themselves educationally by receiving salaries at the 

provincial teachers' schedule."" Additional staff efficiencies could be achieved, she maintained, 

by gving one or two staff members full responsibility for all clerical work; introducing form 

letters for standard responses; reorganizing the school's filing system; and developing and 
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housing a reference library of general education books and reference texts w i h  the 

department.65 

All in all, Bescoby's report advocated sweeping changes that would transform 

elementary school correspondence in both pedagogical and organizational terms. However, 

the existing correspondence courses that Bescoby critiqued were not far from common 

practice at the time. Up until that point "decisions taken by the educational bureaucracy to 

change the curriculum often meant simply changing the textbook."" Throughout the 

province, many inexperienced teachers who taught in rural schools employed formal 

pedagogical methods, hecting students to read from textbooks and answer questions. In 

terms of pedagogical practice, what Hargreaves offered his charges dffered from what 

occurred in most British Columbia classrooms at the time only in that instructions for learning 

were written and mded rather than given verbally." However, as Bescoby demonstrated, the 

programs offered by the education department could showcase what government valued in 

pedagogy rather than simply mirror typical classroom practice. 

Superintendent of Education, S. J. W a s ,  was obviously impressed with the scope and 

detail of Bescoby's analysis of the materials for elementary correspondence. On May 21, 1934, 

Willis wrote: "In a very short time you have made quite an exhaustive study of the problems 

""Gilts, "Career of W&s," 108. 

67t'or a variety of reasons, in particular the effects of inadequate fundmg and a lack of training for teachers in 
progressive practices, progressive classroom practice was not widely realized in the province's classrooms. See for example 
Patterson, Chalmers, and I:riesen, "I Ierbert H. King"; Mann, "Weir and IOng"; Giles, "Career of Wiis"; R. S. Patterson, "The 
Canadian Response to Progressive ISducation," chap. in Essqs on Canudun Education, eds. Nick Kach, Kas Mazurck, Robert S. 
I'atterson, and Ivan IIeFaveri (Calpy, AH: Lletselig Enterprises, 1986). 
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involved in carrying on the work and have made some very valuable  suggestion^."^^ 

However, there is a hint that Wfis was somewhat sensitive to the critique and that he believed 

Bescoby was delivering directives from above rather than proposals from a suborhate." He 

retorted to her critique: "The defects of the existing courses are all well known to me and it 

was to remedy these that a separate Officer was appointed to take charge of the Elementary 

School Correspondence Courses."'" Bescoby addressed her report dtrectly to the Mmster and 

h s  Deputy, going outside the regular chain of command whch would have included John 

Kyle. Nonetheless, it appears these senior educational bureaucrats were hesitant about lvnng a 

new officer in such financially trying times, and they wanted to be certain that she was capable 

before announcing her appointment. Although appointed in Apnl 1934, news of Bescoby's 

appointment was not publicly announced until June 5, when her recommendations for 

improving the correspondence offering were approved and the department formally 

announced changes to the program. 

Willls' letter approved Bescoby's recommendations related to revising the pedagogical 

foundations of the correspondence course with few exceptions. He approved the Grade VIII 

standard and honours courses, a revision to the number of lessons, application of the 

Winnetka system, new methods of reproducing lessons, and using the travelling library. Wfis 

MS. J. W i s ,  Superintendent of Education, Victoria, to Isabel Bescoby, Officer-in-Charge, Elementary 
Correspondence Course, 21 May 1934, RCIRS, GR470, box 2, file 3. 

"Wth Weir's appointment as Minister of liducation, S. J .  Wiis,  who had for fourteen years bern the expcrt 
bureaucrat advising the men who held the cabinet post responsible for education, experienced a dechc  in hs authority. 11s 
Giles describes in "(:arcer of Wilts," 121: "For the fust time, &'illis was in a position of support to a Minister whose stature in 
educational circlcs exceeded his. . . ." 

7W\X/ I l l i s  to Hescoby, 21 May 1934 



suggested Bescoby should wait to revise social studies materials until new textbooks were 

issued, stating: 

As there are irnpendmg changes in Grades VII and VIII in English, Social Studies, 
Arithmetic and Geography, I doubt that the Department would be wise in going to 
the expense ofprovidmg new courses in these subjects for 1934-35." 

Willis also took issue with several of Bescoby's recommendations for changes to the branch's 

infrastructure. In some cases, his tone was almost condescendmg. For example, while he 

agreed that the salaries for correspondence instructors were inadequate, he asserted that they 

should not be paid on the same scale as classroom teachers. He argued that classroom teachers 

have "many troublesome problems to face wkch never arise in the case of correspondence 

teachers."'' In response to her comments about the unsatisfactory room, Willis replied: 

This is, of course, well known to the k s t e r  and myself, and, unfortunately, it is not 
the instructors in the Elementary School Correspondence Courses only that are 
handicapped in this way. We shall try to secure more satisfactory quarters . . . if it is 
possible to do so without too much expense.'" 

Wlllis suggested that Bescoby should use her own judgment "so far as the clerical work and 

h g  system are concerned." Whde he agreed in principle to budding up a library for staff, he 

cautioned her about developing the estimates for her branch: 

Your Vote should be carefully examined and proposed expenditures set out in detail 
so that you may know exactly how far you can go this year.74 
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With the blessing of her superiors, Bescoby set quickly to work revising the elementary 

correspondence courses and setting in place organizational structures aimed at improving 

efficiency and enhancing student learning. 

The Woman Beyond the Job 

In addtion to her work the first year as officer-in-charge of the elementary 

correspondence school, Bescoby completed her master's thesis in the spring of 1935. In May 

1935, Bescoby accepted Carleton Washbume's invitation to attend the summer school at 

Winnetka. Bescoby impressed Washburne as she had impressed those who had taught her 

before. While attendmg Winnetka, when Washbume was called away unexpectedly, he asked 

her to present in his place to the Rotary Following the summer session, Bescoby and 

Washbume continued a regular correspondence that showed a mutual respect and a strong 

friendsh~~. '~ 

Her experience at Winnetka obviously inspired Bescoby to continue her education. 

Whde she was sttll at Winnetka, she considered regstering at the University of Chicago in a 

doctoral program.77 Shortly after she returned home, in August 1935, Bescoby confided to her 

former teacher and mentor, D. C. Harvey: 

7iIsabcl Hcscoby, FIorace Mann School, Winnetka, Illinois, to Alice Dill, Elementary Correspondence School, 
\'ictoria, H.C., 20 June 1935, HC,\RS, GR 470, box 2, file 1. 

76Washburne, as vice president of the Progressive Education Association, had encouraged Bescoby to present a 
paper at a conference entitled "F,ducation in a Free Sock j' in February 1936. She declined, citing that her work was not 
orignal and that attending the conference might create a very awkward situation for her in the department. Isabel Rescoby to 
Dr. Carleton Washburne, Winnetka, Illinois, 19 November 1935, BChRS, GR 470, box 2, file 1. 

7'Isabel Rcscoby, Eiorace Mann School, Winnetka, Ihnois, to the staff, elementary correspondence school, undated, 
RCAKS, GK 470, box 2, file 1. 



I intended to register at Chicago for my Ph. D. but I find that courses more useful 
for my purpose are given at Columbia. So I am waiting to register unal I see whether 
or not I shall ever be able to get to New York for work." 

Despite inquiring about several post-graduate programs, she never enrolled in a doctoral 

program.7"nstead, she continued her work revising the elementary correspondence program 

and hkely found herself unable to take time away from work in 1935 to pursue further study.8" 

In a relatively short time, Bescoby gained a reputation in educational government as a 

competent and committed educator. In September 1935, Education W s t e r  Weir placed H. 

B. I h g  in charge of a comprehensive provincial curriculum review. After over a year of 

revisions to the elementary correspondence courses, Bescoby commented in a letter to 

Washburne: 

The curriculum for the whole province needs revision and I'd rather spend my time at 
that and then rewrite the correspondence lessons to follow the new curric~lum.~~ 

Bescoby's strong academic background and her commitment to progressive education made 

her an ideal candidate for the staff committees selected to transform provincial education. Not 

78Isabel Hescoby, \'ictoria, H.C., to D. C. f Iarvey, provincial archivist, Nova Scotia Public Archives, 20 August 1935, 
HC,WS, GI1 470, box 2, fde 1. 

7Y1\s time progressed, it is Uely that the career opportunities that came her way were too appealing to put off for 
further study. Nonetheless, shc maintained her academic interests and continued to publish on education, British Columbia 
history and administration throughout her life. Somc of her publications include: Isabel M. 1,. Bescoby, "Somc ,lspects o f  
Society in Cariboo From Its 1)iscovery Until 1871" @.,I. Honours paper, University of British Columbia, 1932); Isabel M. . - 
~escoby,  "Some Social ,\spects of the American Mining Advance into Cariboo and Kootenay" (MA. thesis, University of 
Hritish Columbia, 1935); Isabel M. I,. Hescoby, "The Journal of S. G. Hathaway-A Mner of '62 in Cariboo," Canadian 
HisioricalReview 3 (September 1932): 291-299; Isabel M. 1,. Bescoby, "Society in Cariboo During the Gold Rush," Warhington 
HirioricalQuarterlj 24 (July 1933): 195-207; Isabel Hescoby, "Colonial Administration: ;\n Analysis of Administration in British 
Columbia, 1869-1 871 ," Canadian Pub/& Aclministrafion 10 (March 1967): 48-104; Isabel Hcscoby, Aloha and Ha-How-Ya: The Story 
o f h f a ~ i  h (Seattle, W:I: hfetropolitan Press, 1969). 

X1lIn a letter to Carleton Washburne, Rescoby considered whether she was better going to a Ph.1). program or a 
graduate teachers collcge at Winnetka. She stated that if she stayed with the department: "My work will not take me into the 
classrooms spin except once in a while, and so lectures might help me more than practice teaching after all." She closes the 
letter: "I must make another attack upon this pile of applications for courses. If 1 don't get this routine stuff cleared away, I'll 
never get 'round to preparing my lectures." Isabel Hcscoby to Dr. Carleton Washburne, Winnetka, Illinois, 28 September 1935, 
HCARS, GK396 Hox 1, file 12. 



surprisingly, in 1935, she was appointed to the junior high school curriculum revision 

committee," and the following year, she was appointed to the primary social s t ud~s  

curriculum committee." 

Transforming Lessons by Mail to a Province-Wide School 

By reorganieng the ofices and staf and rewriting the courses oJ' lessons, the Elementaly 
Correspondence School was able, during 1934-1935, to pmvide its students with an enriched 
programme ofwork and more vital school-ye than heretof~re.'~ 

Completely revising the elementary correspondence course proved to be no small 

undertakmg. Between the time that Weir formally announced Bescoby's appointment on June 

5, 1934, and the beginning of the school year in September 1934, Bescoby and her staff 

completely revised all the correspondence lessons from Grades I through VI.'~ Because Willis 

had cautioned against revising materials for Grades VII and VIII, the elementary 

correspondence staff developed special sheets to supplement existing courses in literature, 

grammar, arithmetic, and drawing so they would fit the new format.'"he following year, in 

1935-36, "an enriched program of studes was provided," and new health and nature lessons 

were offered for Grades I1 through VI.~' By the end of the 1935-36 school year, the 

elementary correspondence staff had also developed several new junior lugh school courses.'' 

Wescoby to Washburne, 19 November 1935. 

H3Isabel Bcscoby to S. J. Willis, mtmorandum, 30 March 1936, BCARS, GR470, box 2, file 1. 

H.'I)epartment of Iiducation, AnndReport  (1935), 63. 

HiIbid. 

W. J. Willis, Superintendent of Education, to Isabel Bescoby, 21 May 1934, RC'IKS, GR470, box 2, file 3. 

87Dcpartmcnt of tducation, AnnualRepori (1936), 104. 

XHlbid. 
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During the 1936-37 school year, staff remodelled lessons in all regular subjects from Grades 

I to VI to conform with the new provincial programme of st~dies.~"hey also developed a 

new course in Grade V history, and new junior hgh-school courses were developed for 

students in Grades VII and VIII.'" These, Bescoby expected, would be completed the 

following year, in 1 937-3ti9' 

Bescoby and her staff revised the correspondence lessons following the gudeltnes she 

sketched out in her 1934 report. Each course in each grade was divided into thirty-six units or 

lessons, with each unit covering a week's work. The lessons were deslgned to be "informal and 

stimulating,"" and they all followed a consistent format. Each lesson featured three 

components. First, a "teaching lesson" set out the instructional goal and provided instructional 

material and duections. Next, the lesson provided "practice work" where students could apply 

their understanding. An answer key was provided so home instructors could review a pupil's 

work. Finally, the lessons provided "mastery work" exercises to be submitted to the 

correspondence school for marhng. Students using this system were expected to achleve a 

hgh level before they moved on to the next lesson.93 The first lessons developed in 1934 

contained only one practice work exercise and one mastery work exercise." As instructors had 

X'lkpartment of Llducation, AnnualRtpori (1937), 70. 

")Ibid. 

Ibid. 

9211epartment of Rducation, AnnuaLRepori (1935), 63. 

"lbid. 

y41sabcl Hescoby to Carleton Washburne, 26 October 1934, HC,IKS, GK396 Box 1, file 12. 



time and as the lessons were reprinted or revised in line with new curriculum changes over 

the years, efforts were made to improve and enhance the lessons.95 

As she worked to revise the elementary correspondence program, Bescoby adjusted the 

Winnetka Plan when necessary to fit the needs of school. For example, she acknowledged the 

benefits of using a "mastery system" in the correspondence lessons: 

There have been suggestions that correspondence pupils suffer because there is too 
great a lapse of time between the date on whch they submit a lesson and the date 
when they receive it back corrected. This difficulty is avoided by providing self-testing 
exercises. The student knows, before he submits his work, whether or not it is 
ma~te red .~~  

Following the Winnetka Plan for mastery learning proved impracticable sometimes for the 

correspondence school, as she explained to Washburne: 

While correspondence work necessarily means inQvidual instruction, I am findmg it 
Qfficult to insist that pupils master each unit or single lesson inrllvidually before 
proceedmg to the next unit of instruction. Because of mad conditions, it is impossible 
for us to return a marked lesson to a pupil before work on the next lesson is 
~ornmenced.~' 

Instead of withholdmg lessons when one was "not mastered" by a student, Bescoby instructed 

her staff to mark three lessons following one "not mastered." Responses beyond three lessons 

would be held up in the department of education until the "not mastered" lesson was returned 

by the student "ma~tered."~~ 

951xttcrs between Hescoby and the elementary correspondence school secretary :\lice Ilill provide insight to the 
ongoing revisions and updates, HC.IRS, GK470, box 2, file 1. 

""sabel Hescoby to I I. H. King, technical advisor to the Minister of Education, "Elementary (:orrespondencc 
School," memorandum, 14 October 1937. 
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Whde the mastery learning notion worked well for the correspondence setting, 

Bescoby also lauded the Winnetka Plan's emphasis on individuahzed learning, noting: "In 

Winnetka, individual instruction is a matter of choice. In correspondence schools, it is a matter 

of necessity."" She described the unique experiences some rural British Columbia pupils faced: 

In the past, some Correspondence School pupils have suffered from lack of time for 
studies. They have been engaged long hours per day with home duties. This meant 
that they had only one or two hours per day for study and that it took several years to 
complete a grade's work in all subjects. This led to a high percentage of over-age 
students in the upper grades of the school.""' 

Bescoby and her staff took pains to address the difficulties students had in attending to their 

studies and applauded the flexibihty that correspondence study afforded students in differing 

situations: 

For those student who are so busy with home duties we try to arrange partial courses 
in essential subjects only. Thus students are able to make more rapid progress while 
omitting no material which they require for their particular types of living."" 

The correspondence staff also tried to express encouraging language in the way they wrote 

instructional materials and markmg procedures to make students feel better about the work 

they were doing. Bescoby frequently consulted Washbume regarding the development of 

correspondence materials. In October 1935, Washburne provided his feedback regarding 

markmg lessons: 

Instead of saying, "Th~s lesson has not been accepted because the writing is poor" it 
should say something to this effect: "Your story was very interesting (if it was) and we 
enjoyed reading it. Don't you want to make its form better? You miss-spelled a great 

"')Isabel Hescoby, article submission for the Winnetka Bulletin, to Gertrude Laing, Kansas City, Kansas, RCARS, 
GR470, box 2, file 1. 

'Wepartment of Education, AnnualR@ort (1937), 71. 
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many words (or you wrote very poorly), and it's too bad to have this story wear 
such a bad dress. Don't you want to copy it and make it look as good as it is?"lo2 

Recognizing Bescoby's own desire for excellence, Washburne cautioned: "Be sure that the 

mistakes are really carelessness and not inabhty to reach the high standard you've  set."'"^^ 

doubt instructed by h s  response, Bescoby and her staff genuinely sought ways to applaud 

students' efforts, even when they had not completely mastered a lesson. Bescoby further 

recognized that the absence of verbal communication between teachers and students made 

correspondence learning text-dependent. With this in mind, Bescoby and her staff took pains 

to prepare lessons so that "too much labourious writing is not required on the part of the 

student." "I4 

Bescoby was quick to set out the advantages of the new "mastery approach" lessons, 

which allowed pupils to progress at rates that suited them indvidually. Unlike students who 

attended regular schools, correspondence students did not miss lessons due to illness or 

inability to attend. '05  And, because all lessons were submitted in writing, instructors were able 

to determine from textual evidence when a student needed additional assistan~e.'"~ Despite 

handicaps of geographic isolation, elementary correspondence students who transferred to 

other provincial schools dld exceptionally well."" At one point, Bescoby hoped, as she put it, 

'02Carleton Washburne, Winnetka Public Schools, to Isabel Rescoby, October 1935, RCARS, G11396, box 1, file 12. 

'('"bid. 

"Wescoby to I I. H. h g ,  memorandum, 14 October 1937. 

' O i l  bid. 

'""bid. 
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"to investigate statements that students develop more initiative, judgement, and self-reliance 

in this school than in other schools of the 

Personalizing Learning from a Distance 

There is a tendeny for a Correspondence School to become mere4 a highl3/ oganixed ofice: lessons sent 
out according to mail schedule9 letters sorted andfled, marks recorded according to routine, and reports 
issued This danger has been thoughtfuI4 avoided in the Victoria School. Each teacher is responsible 
for becoming a personalfriend o f  each o f  the pqils  in hergrade.lo9 

As an educator, Bescoby realized it would take more than improved lessons to enhance 

student learning by correspondence. Because her pupils worked in isolation, they missed the 

motivational aspects of learning in a social environment. Bescoby recogrued that students' 

commitment to learning would be enhanced through a sense of belonging and sought 

opportunities to give them a sense of belongmg slrnilar to what students received when 

attending a school in person. The personal letters that the instructors wrote to each pupil every 

term were a huge success. As Bescoby noted: "Students were dehghted to hear from their 

teachers and quickly replied giving interesting pictures of their home living conditions.""" In 

1934-35, Bescoby arranged for the Canadian Red Cross Society to send a monthly newsletter 

to intermedate and senior students and a monthly magazine to primary students."' The Red 

Cross also helped support a letter exchange program that Bescoby designed where 

correspondence pupils were matched with pen pals in city s~hools.' '~ In the winter of 1936, 

IoXlbid. 

li"lsabel Hcscoby, "Ilducation in the Outposts," BC Teacher (February 1936): 42-45. 
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Bescoby and her staff developed a school magazine to provide encouragement and to instill 

a sense of community in students."' The first issue included encourapg messages to students 

from Bescoby, as the correspondence school's hector,  as well as from the b s t e r  and the 

Superintendent of Education. To attract students' interests, they published students' stories 

and poems and photographs of students, and ideas for handicrafts, games, and recipes filled 

the pages. The magazine also included notices about the whereabouts of the travehg library 

so students could plan to borrow books when the library was w i t h  reach. Subsequent issues 

included photographs of the instructors so students could gain a more personahzed sense of 

their teacher. 

Bescoby also r e c o p e d  the importance of personal contact and encouraged her staff to 

visit students. Through the 1935-36 school year, several instructors visited correspondence 

school students during their holidays. Modelling thls behaviour herself, Bescoby spent part of 

the summer of 1936 visiting pupils along the west coast of Vancouver ~sland."~ Noting the 

powerful effect of these visits, Bescoby explored the idea of an itinerant teaching corps who 

would travel the province and visit correspondence students. She observed: 

Where teachers of the Correspondence School have already paid visits during their 
vacation to pupils, considerable improvement in the pupil's work has resulted. No 
doubt, to be effective, t ravehg teachers would have to visit each student at least three 
or four times each year. This indicates the necessity of at least six or seven such 
teachers over the province, if the plan is to be at all useful."5 

113Copies of thesc arc included in RC,\RS, C;R470, box 8. 
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She proposed that such itinerant teachers could supplement correspondence services by 

assisting students with academic problems between mad deliveries and by creating "an 

atmosphere of friendhess and confidence, whch would be reflected in better school work.""" 

As with the case of Alexander Robinson's similar proposal in 1919, the service was deemed to 

be too costly and was never implemented. 

Lessons by Air 

Bescoby's enthusiasm about malung lessons come to life for her pupils lead to her 

appointment in 1937 to the Committee for Radio in Schools. Like many other forward-lookmg 

educators of her time, Bescoby was taken with the possibilities presented by the radro and 

repeatedly recommended its use to enhance correspondence courses."' It is possible that as a 

student at IGtsilano Hlgh School in 1927, Bescoby participated or at least tuned-in to the 

programming developed in 1927 by ra&o CNRV in Vancouver and the Vancouver School 

B ~ a r d . " ~  Despite government promises, these programs were never adopted over the long 

term. Documentary records show, however, that Bescoby gave radro addresses as early as 

1935, describing how lessons by mail ~ o r k e d , " ~  offering encouragement to students enrolled 

in elementary courses and advising British Colurnbians about how to conduct a 

correspondence school at home.''" 

117Hcscoby, (;onfidential Report; Department of Ilducation, AnnualReport (1936) 

"HFor a full description of the development of school broadcasting in the province, see Fleming and 'Toutant, 
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As an advocate for school radio, Bescoby was involved in early discussions with 

departmental officers about the feasibility of developing radio programs for schools in the 

province. In the autumn of 1936, Education h s t e r  Weir announced that the Department of 

Education planned to explore the possibility of using ra&o in  school^.'^' A few months later, 

Superintendent Willis asked Bescoby to identify broadcasts that she and her staff could 

provide, listing the names of subjects and speakers.'22 Instead of providmg Willis with such a 

list, Bescoby recommended that the education department appoint a director of radio 

education, a position that would oversee all matters concerning school  broadcast^.'^^ Whether 

she was vying for the position herself is unknown, but she did in&cate that her branch would 

be happy to: 

. . . cooperate in whatever programme of ra&o education the Department may 
sponsor. . . . I t b k  we could make the best contribution in the &vision of junior and 
intermedate grade Social s tud~es . '~~  

Around this time, hliss Margaret Ecker contacted Bescoby in response to an offer Bescoby 

made to assist with her thesis.'25 Ecker was a student of W. N. Sage, Bescoby's thesis 

supervisor. In her letter, Ecker offered to develop radio scripts for the correspondence school 

in British Columbia h~story. '~~ ~ v i d e n t l ~ ,  earlier when Bescoby offered to help Ecker, she had 

suggested that the department planned to develop radio lessons to benefit elementary 

121"Radio is Urged as School Aid," Villoria Times (22 September 1936) 3. 

'22s. J. Willis to Isabel Rescobp, memorandum, 20 April 1937, RCARS, GR470, box 1, file 1 
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correspondence students. In her reply of June 2,1937, Bescoby noted that she was unable to 

d~scuss the rado programs with Dr. Weir but noted: "I have the matter in mind and I shall do 

so as soon as possible."127 On June 14, 1937 she advised Ecker: 

The committee whch d organize RadIo Education for the province is not yet 
completely organized. Dr. Weir therefore suggests that we wait to make any definite 
arrangements with you u n d  the committee begins to function. In the meantime, the 
Minister h k s  that you might write in detail two or three scripts and submit them to 
the head of the Department of History in the University. Before authorizing them as 
educational programmes, the Department of Education would want to feel that they 
had been approved by the University History ~ e ~ a r t m e n t . ' ~ ~  

Later in June 1937, Bescoby wrote: "A committee to study School Broadcasting has now been 

appointed by the Superintendent of  ducati ion."'^^ 

It was not surprising that Bescoby was among the members appointed to the 

Committee for Rado in Schools. In addition to Bescoby, the sartorially splendid and powerful 

Albert Suban,  one of the government's two b h  school inspectors, was appointed to chair 

the committee. Alex Lord, then principal of Vancouver's Normal School, was appointed 

secretary. Other committee members included BCTF representatives Harry Charlesworth and 

R. H. Bennet from Vancouver's John Oliver High School.'" Through the autumn of 1937, the 

committee developed three series of short instructional programs.1" Of these half-hour 

programs, ten offered strategies for music appreciation, five dramatized "important events in 

'27Isabel Hescoby to Margaret Ilcker, 2 June 1937, BCARS, GR470, box 2, file 1 

'2XIsabel Hcscoby to Markmet Ilcker, 14 June 1937, BCARS, GR470, box 2, file 1. 

1291sabel Hescoby to Margaret Ecker, 28 June 1937, BCARS, GR470, box 2, file 1. 
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membership grew throughout the investigation period. 
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British Columbia History," and five surveyed "simple phases of Elementary Science.'7132 

Correspondence students and their parents were notified so they could tune in to the 

broadcasts."~ecause the experimental programs were well received and because educators 

were generally delighted with students' retention, the provincial education office eventually 

decided to appoint a director and establish the school broadcasts branch. But Bescoby's hopes 

for using radio's potential to enhance learning opportunities for correspondence students were 

never fully reahed. As Fleming and Toutant explain in their brief history of provincial school 

broadcasting: 

Unfortunately, however, the exact nature of the relationship between school 
broadcasting and the correspondence branches was never clearly specified. As a result, 
school radio was destined to remain "a supplement to the regular course of stu&esn 
rather than a means of delivering the "authorized program of studies" to the 
province's schools or to students dependent on "education by mad." School 
broadcasting was restricted to three general purposes-providmg material for 
appreciation (in particular, music), providmg information on current events, and 
providmg material to enliven or enrich the regular curriculum.134 

Meeting Emerging Needs 

By the mid-1930s, the responsibilities for the elementary correspondence school were 

again expanded in response to the special social and economic circumstances of the Great 

Depression. As part of a special grants initiative covered in Vote 63 of the provincial 

legislature in 1935, the provincial government decided to use its educational institutions "for 

relief measures to assist men and women who were out of employment, and the particular 

object in view was the development of their sktll and the preservation of their self-respect and 

t3211epartment of  liducation, Annzlalqort  (1939) 29. 

'??Ibid ,71 
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m~rale.""~ In h e  with a growing public response, the elementary correspondence school 

circulated notices in November 1934 offering lessons free of charge to unemployment 

camps."~escoby reported that interest in these courses was ovenvhelmmg. Before long, 

twenty-eight men had enrolled, and by December 22, 1934, ninety-five men from the relief 

camps had enrolled in elementary correspondence.'" By the end of the school year, 211 

indwiduals had registered."x By 1935-36 enrolments soared even further to encompass 330 

adult students.'" Of those, 160 were from relief camps, fifty were from Oakalla Prison Farm, 

forty were from the Tranquille Sanatorium, and eighty registered individually.14 

Rising enrolments caused a great deal more work for correspondence instructors. But 

this growth I d  not necessanly achieve the results the measure intended. Bescoby noted in her 

submission to the Annual Report of 1936 that many from the relief camps "failed to complete 

the work of their grades. They enrolled for only a few winter months and dropped their 

courses when they left to accept employment el~ewhere."'~' Bescoby also reported that the 

work received from inmates from Oakalla Prison Farm "was unsuccessful" because the 

inmates' terms were often too short to guarantee any reasonable period of work.I4' She noted, 

l'iIlcpartment of liducation, AnnualReport (1936), 109. 

'""Department of Ilducation, AnnualReport (1935), 72. 
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however, that forty students at the Tranqde Sanatorium, under the duection of a tutor, 

t L  made very satisfactory progress."'4" 

Determined to improve the rate of lesson returns from the relief camps, Bescoby 

promoted a system where better-educated men could act as "home instructors" for men 

enrolled in the courses, particularly for non-English speakers.144 In Apnl 1935, she pursued 

assistance from the Frontier College, an Anglican Ahssionary organization. G. H. Cockbum, 

from the Anglican Theologcal College at UBC, contacted Bescoby regarding a cooperative 

effort between Frontier College, whch operated out of Toronto, and the elementary 

correspondence school. In his letter, he noted: 

Frontier College . . . has a past history of over thrrty years work in education in logging 
camps, construction jobs, etc.-it works both on the frontiers of learning and of 
c iha t ion .  Its personnel consists of University graduates, who when on the job share 
the same work and quarters as the men, and who teach as opportunities offer at 
nights, besides assisting in recreation etc. Subjects vary with felt needs, but a basis is 
found in elementary instruction in English (particularly to foreign born) and 
arithmetic. '45 

During the summer months of 1935, Frontier College placed men in several camps to work as 

labourer-teacher~.'~%es~ite the extra assistance in the field, course completion rates from the 

relief camps remained less than satisfactory. 

'JiG. 11. Cockburn, Anglican 'I'heological College, University W, \'ancouver, H.C., to Isabel Hescoby, 23 April 
1935, HCXKS, Gli 470 Box 3, file 1. 

lJ61sabel Bescoby to A. E. Graham, I'rontier College representative, Project #67, Shoreacres, R.C., 5 December 
1935, HCAKS, GR470, box 2; Isabel Bescoby to 13. H. Carrico, Frontier College representative, Salmo h u p o a  Camp, Salmo, 
H.C., 14 January 1936, HC,ZRS, (;R470, box 2. 



In 1936-37, the number of adult students in elementary correspondence courses 

dropped to 147 as relief camps closed and the Oakalla program was s~s~ended . '~ '  After these 

changes, adults who remained enrolled in elementary correspondence courses did so on their 

own initiative or were among those at the Tranqde Sanatorium who again were assisted by 

regular Bescoby was, no doubt, much relieved when she noted a marked improvement 

in the quality of work and course completion rates. She attributed the improvement "to the 

fact that adults were asked to purchase this year all the required textbooks. The enrolment, 

therefore, has been almost entirely of those who desire to improve their educati~n."'~" 

Although Bescoby had long associated the school's success with rising enrolment figures, she 

was &ely also pleased to see a drop in the number of adult participants but an improvement in 

rates of student completion. 

Building Institutional Foundations 

Transforming the pedagogcal foundations of correspondence education was but one 

part of Bescoby's work. A no less important part of her work lay in the organizational changes 

she made to support correspondence services and to transform a government initiative into a 

full-time functioning unit of educational government. She believed that the elementary 

correspondence school would be hke any other school in the province. 15" Even as she and her 

staff plotted the curricular revisions to be undertaken, Bescoby began to implement plans to 

increase the branch's efficiency. 

l-"I>epartmcnt o f  fkhcation, At~nuaIRtporf (1937), 70. 
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As a first step, Bescoby formahzed the correspondence school's structure to match 

the larger provincial school system. She departmentalized the school into primary, 

intermediate, and junior hgh school departments, extendmg from Grade I to VIII."' In so 

doing, she mirrored the dominant pedagogcal pattern found even in British Columbia's 

smallest rural communities. Bescoby also sought to increase efficiency by differentiating staff 

into correspondence instructors and clerical staff.15' She then assigned one instructor to each 

grade and assigned responsibility for clerical support to two staff members. To support the 

work of the school's staff, Bescoby established systems for recordmg students' work and 

redesigned the filing system. To save time and standardize responses, she established a system 

of form letter~,'~\ome adapted from ~ i n n e t k a , ' ~ ~  others from the work of predecessors.'55 

Enrolment continued to c h b  throughout Bescoby's tenure as director. When she 

assumed leadership of the elementary correspondence school near the end of the school year 

in 1934, 876 pupils were enrolled in Grades I through VIII. By 1936-37, 1,140 pupils enrolled, 

an increase of 30 percent in three years.156 Throughout this period, cMdren living in remote 

areas comprised the bulk of the correspondence student population. From 1934 to 1936, close 

to a quarter of the correspondence students were adults taking lessons in relief camps, in 

Tranquille Sanatorium, in Oakalla Prison Farm, and in individual homes. 

liZIsabel Hcscoby to S. J. W&s, memorandum, 16 November 1934, RCAKS, GR 470, box 1, file 1 
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To address ths  growth, Bescoby sought additional funding each year in her 

submissions prepared as part of the education department's "estimates." Additional fundmg 

was essential, she believed, to improve learning opportunities for a growing number of 

students and to improve worktng conditions and salaries for her staff. 15' Throughout her term, 

staff size grew from three permanent instructors and seven temporary instructors in 1934 to 

fow: office staff and nine instructors in 1936-37. Unwilling to accept Willis' denial of better 

wages for her staff, Bescoby sought hlgher ratings and better salaries for the permanent staff 

on the civil service salary "tree" or schedule that determined compensation in the public 

sector. As she put it: 

For the 1935-36 year I suggest that the name of the position held by one 
correspondence instructor be altered to that of Secretary-Clerk and that salary be not 
less than that at present paid to the Senior Correspondence Instructor, $960. I wish to 
suggest that the two permanent positions of Correspondence Instructors be rated 
equally, at a minimum salary of $960 per year with authorized  deduction^.'^^ 

Bescoby also requested salary adjustments for temporary instructors to reflect a 

correspondence instructor's salary schedule, pointing out that they were all qualified teachers: 

"Two are university graduates and two hold stenographic quahfications as well as teachmg 

~ertificates." '~~n the 1936 estimates for her branch, Bescoby requested a salary increase for 

herself as officer-in-charge, as well as for the secretarial and clerical position. She pointed out 

that the "duties of both these officers have increased to a large extent due to the improvement 

and extension of School services."'"' she requested an additional clerk-stenographer to assist 

"7lsabel Hcscoby to S. J. Willis, memorandum, 16 November 1934. 
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with the increasing workload of the branch.'" Her estimates were generally approved, 

although through the 1930s all civd service salaries were frozen or reduced. 

Despite a full-scale curriculum revision, a growing staff, and increasing salaries, the 

correspondence school's cost to the provincial government amounted to only $13.89 per pupil 

by the end of her term in 1937. '~~ Ths  was just margmally more than Hargreaves' $11.25 per 

pupil.'63 Bescoby7s efforts to streamline costs had paid off, allowing the school to offer greater 

services for no more than a modest increase in budget. In a memorandum to H. B. Ktng, 

Bescoby reminded her superiors about the efficiency of her branch and the savings it generally 

produced on behalf of the education department.164 

In addition to being able to effect change, Bescoby proved herself a capable manager of 

people. Through her efforts to secure better workmg conditions and wages for her staff, she 

created a relatively stable organization with little staff turnover. Despite her youth, Bescoby 

was clearly in charge of her branch, and when she was away from the office, she maintained 

regular correspondence with MISS Alice Dill, the correspondence school's secretary, who 

became her chief resource in the office.16' All correspondence between Bescoby and the 

instructors went through Dd.  Frequently, Bescoby would send comments for Dill to share 

1"Isabcl Hescoby to S. J .  Willis, memorandum, 24 September 1924, BCAKS, GK470, box 1, file 1 
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with one instructor or another. For example, Bescoby noted about her studes: "Miss Miller 

wdl be glad to know that I am busy m a h g  a puppet show these days! We are doing a Grecian 

play.""'" On several occasions, Dill forwarded questions from the instructors. One such 

example ~Uustrates clearly Bescoby's control over small organizational matters, even when she 

was away from the office. Early in Bescoby7s stay at Winnetka, Dill wrote: 

I understand that you wanted all letters other than personal letters from instructors to 
pupils signed with your name by rubber stamp. The primary and intermedate grade 
instructors tell me that you told them they were to sign the letters themselves after you 
left. Please let me know which you prefer.16' 

To h s  Bescoby replied to Dl11 on June 18,1935: 

Enclosed you will find answers to all the girls' questions. Will you read them first, 
please. The note to Miss Cornett and Miss Miller applies also to the VII and VIII 
instructors, of ~ 0 u r s e . I ~ ~  

The contrite response suggests that while the instructors were annoyed with Bescoby's 

169 response, they respected her authority: 

Dear Mss Bescoby, 

We have received your letter of June 18, and note what you say about the signtng of 
letters. 

We want you to know that neither of us had any idea of assuming an undue amount 
of authority in your absence. The day you came to our room to tell us that you were 
going away, you said that after you left we were each to sign the letters for whlch we 
were responsible. All four of us remember you doing so. 

16"escoby to Dill, 20 June 1935. 
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Since we dld not receive any other instruction, we naturally thought that this was 
what you intended. Now that you have made the matter clear, the letters will all be 
signed in the regular way, although we will continue to write them, as we have been 
doing since your departure."" 

That Bescoby assumed her authority is unquestionable in an undated memo, typed in red, all 

caps: 

In my office we have prepared a map showing the locations of the homes of our 
pupils. I would hke you each to study the map carefully. A good time to do this would 
be when I am away at lunch time! I.B.'" 

Efficient as always, she even included a time for viewing that would not &srupt her work. 

Bescoby's hgh self-esteem and her hgh expectations of others were essential to her abhty to 

create an organization that was both theoretically cohesive and efficiently productive. Through 

her leadershp, the staff diltgently mastered the intricacies of the Winnetka program and 

developed lessons across the curriculum that earned the respect of students, parents, and 

educators alike. 

Like the fist  lessons that were sent to the Spetch chddren in 1919, the revised lessons 

put British Columbia on the forefront of correspondence education in North America. 

Departments of Education from across Canada and the United States purchased the lessons to 

use as models for their own.'72 Teachers, in particular recent Normal School graduates, often 

purchased lessons to use as reference or to supplement in areas where their training was not 

17Wargaret Cornctt and .Inn Miller, Elementary Correspondence School, Victoria, H.C., to Isabel Rescoby, IIorace 
Mann School, Winnetka, Illinois, undated, RCXRS, Gli 470, box 2, file 1. 

'71RC,\RS, GK470, box 2, fde 1. 

'72llepartment of Education, AnnualReport (1936), 105. 



strong."' Parents and pupils alike were dehghted with the new lessons. For example, one 

parent wrote to Bescoby: 

There is far greater variety and so much more of the 'play' element in the new lessons 
that I have found D------- quicker to learn and far less easily bored or tired.174 

Yet another stated appreciatively: 

I wish to express my thanks to you and your staff for their (and your own) efforts to 
make the correspondence course interesting and clear. I am greatly taken with the 
splendtd way the whole course is planned and conducted and the personal interest 
shown in the unseen pupil by the various teachers. 175 

Promoting the Public Image 

Your article from the Vancouver Province gave me the feeling that you had the knack 
both of popularizing your teaching and of "selling" your work to the 

Bescoby took every opportunity to enhance public regard for the province's elementary 

correspondence school. Throughout her three years in the branch, Bescoby published 

newspaper and journal articles,'77 made radio addre~ses,"~ and fulfilled speaking engagements 

for various organizations.179 In 1937, she completed a 106-page manuscript entitled Kinde~ga~en 

at Home that was requested by Dent Publishing Company in 1936. Dent tried unsuccessfully to 

'73Ibid. 

17Ll>epartrnent of liducation, AnndRep0t-t (1935), 63. 

"'Department of l(ducation, AnnualI3epot-t (1936), 105. 

176tIarvcy to Bescoby, 12 Junc 1935. 

'77Hescoby, "Going to School by Mail"; Hescoby, "Outpost Education." 

"KIbid. 

Wsabcl Hcscoby, "School-by-l'ost is Described," I'ictoria TimeQ5 March 1935,6. 



find an American publisher for the book, so her work never made it to But 

Bescoby's literary endeavours did not stop at promoting the correspondence school. In 

addition to publishtng several hstorical works,'" she also wrote about progressive education, 

with an emphasis on the Winnetka ~lan.''' One of her many mentors, Dr. Norman F. Black, 

had taken on the position of edltor of BC Teacher in 1935. In this capacity, he solicited articles 

from Bescoby, thereby offering her opportunities to promote herself and her work through 

BC Teache~'~"hrou~hout her time in government, Bescoby appeared to recognize that good 

public relations and good press were important elements of running a successful government 

program. 

Bigger and Better Things 

Under Bescoby's adrmnistration, elementary correspondence in British Columbia was 

transformed in three ways: pedagogically in the way that it embraced the doctrines of 

progressivism and applied them to student learning; institutionally in the way Bescoby adopted 

policies and procedures to enhance efficiency and effectiveness; and politically by the new 

understanding and hlgher public regard that Bescoby brought to the correspondence school. 

For many, these changes may not have been evident. The chddren who received lessons from 

1XOIsabel Hescoby, "Kinderguten at ilome," Unpublished manuscript, 1937, HCARS, MS-2584; Isabel Hescoby to J. 
M. Dent and Sons (Canada) Limited, 13 April 1937, HCXRS, GR470, box 2, file 1; Isabel Hescoby to Milton Hradley Co., 
Educational Materids, Springfield Mass., 15 May 1937, RCAKS, GR470, box 2, file 1. 

lunescoby, "Society in Cariboo"; Rescoby, "American Mming Advance"; Bescoby, "Ilathaway"; Hescoby, "Gold 
Rush." Hcscoby also published history articles regularly in the Province and other pcriodcals. A letter from Louis Le Roudais 
comments on how much he enjoys her articles and notes her most recent article on Sawney's letters. Louis Ix Bourdais to 
Isabel Hescoby, 31 January 1935, RCAUS, GK470, box 2, f ie 1. 

1Wabel Hescoby, ''Can We Make Our Children I Iappy in thc (:lassroom?YI/acouver Pmvlnce, Magazine Section, 23 
May 1936,8; Rescoby, ",Irticle Submission." 

'8"~cscoby, "Iiducation in the Outposts"; Isabel Rescoby, review of What Is the Acthi9 Plan ofPrngm.rive Education? by 
Samuel [Ingle Hurr, In BC Teacher (March 1936); Isabel Hescoby, review of The Ideal School, by Boris Basil Hogoslovsky, In BC 
Teaiher (Apnl 1937). 



the correspondence branch may have noticed little change save for the wordmg of lessons 

or the use of mimeographed paper or booklets rather than typed sheets. Pupils sttll received 

individualized correspondence from instructors. From a departmental perspective, however, 

she instituted consistency in pedagogcal approach and strearnhed procedures that enhanced 

the branch's effectiveness and efficiency. Overall, Bescoby was successful in transforming a 

fledghg educational service into a well-functioning organizational unit with a specific 

educational mission. 

With her work transforming the branch complete, Bescoby was ready to move to other 

educational challenges. In 1937, when Kate Scanlan retired as principal of the Victoria Model 

School, Bescoby applied for the position and was appointed.'84 Her post-graduate work with 

the Winnetka School under Carleton Washbume and her success in the implementation of the 

progressive methodology into the correspondence program made her an ideal canddate for 

the principals~p.1R5 She already had some knowledge of the Model School's operations, having 

lectured there in 1936.''%en the Model School closed in 1942, Bescoby successfully applied 

for a federal government position as an employment and claims officer with the National 

Employment ~ervices.'~' As head of the women's section, Bescoby assisted hundreds of 

18.'"Victoria Girl New Model School Head: Miss Isabel Bescoby U.H.C. Graduate," I&oria Times, 18 August 1937; 
"Correspondence School Changes," I4cforin Daib Colonist, 19 August 1937,8; "Model School Ilead," Vancouver Sun, 20 August 
1937,ll. 

18iEvidently, there was some interest in including the principles of progressive education through the W7innetka 
System in teacher training in the province. In 1936, I-Iarold Campbell of the Victoria Normal School attended the W'innetka 
Summer School. 

'86Isabel Hescoby to N.  F. Black, edltor, BC Teacher 21 April 1936. h letter to Carleton Washburne suggests that she 
was lecturing somcwherc in September 1935. Hescoby to Washburne, 28 September 1935. 

'87l'hrough her term there, the department she worked for was variously named Unemployment Insurance 
Commission, National Selective Services, limployment and Selective Services. Sun British Columbia Directory, 1942-1952. 
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physically and mentally handicapped women in finding meaningful In 1951, she 

moved back to her hometown, Vancouver, as regonal supervisor of staff training for the 

Unemployment Insurance Commission, the first Canadtan woman to be appointed to such a 

position.'8~escoby was promoted to chief of the training division for the Civd Service 

Commission in 1963, yet another first for a woman in the Canadian public service and a move 

that obliged her to relocate to Ottawa.'""roughout her new career in the federal 

government, Bescoby maintained an interest in adult education, continuing to lecture and 

speak at conferences in Canada and the United states.'" In November 1968, Bescoby was 

diagnosed with colon cancer. In Apnl 1969, Bescoby returned to British Columbia to recover 

from her surgeries. She died in Sidney seven months later, on November 3, 1969, at the age of 

f i f q - ~ k . ' ~ ~  

Development in the High School Program 

In the years that the elementary correspondence school was becoming increasingly 

institutionahzed between 1934 and 1937, the hgh school correspondence program carried on 

188FIumphry Davy, ''<;irl Cripple, Once Helpless, Now Leads Workshop Output," News article, date and source 
unknown. I'rom Bescoby's personal records, RCARS, MicroGlm 1 X 9 ,  #367. 

'X'"UBC Graduate Wins UIC Post," VancouuerSun, 29 November 1951, 19. 

lWH(:,\RS, E/D/B46; "Isabel Rescoby I'onds," University of British Columbia Archives, Internet. Available from 
hnp://www.library.ubc.ca/arch~ves/u_arch/bescoby.hhnl, accessed . \pd 2003. 

"""Isabel Hescoby Fonds"; From 1948 to 1951, Bescoby taught a q h t  course on personnel administration offered 
through the evening division of \'ictoria College, "Repeating Personnel Course," Victoria Times, 15 December 1949,18. In 1958 
Rrscoby participated in a seminar of the American Society of 'Training Directors, "Woman in a Man's Job Managng Fine, 
'I'hanks," Vanmuuer Pmvince, 24 March 1958. She also participated on a panel entitled Training of Personnel Develops Human 
Relations, "l'anels l)iscuss I Iuman Relations ,Ispects of Employment Security Operations," News article, date and source 
unknown. I;rom Hcscobfs personal records, RCXRS, Microfilm D-19, #373. 

'"20bituary, Victoria Times, November 5, 1969 



in much the same manner as it had since its inception. Back in 1929, J. W. Gibson, a 

seasoned bureaucrat, had initiated the branch of government with a hlgh level of 

bureaucratization and developed the correspondence services in a highly institutionalized 

manner. He imbued the program with the educational progressive ideology that cemented the 

school's identity firmy within the government's progressive agenda. 

Nonetheless, the political and economic c h a t e  brought about some significant changes 

to the school's demographics and the course offerings between 1934 and 1937. By 1937, high 

school correspondence, iniaally established to extend educational opportunities to "young 

people who lived too far from a high school to be able to attend," was transformed to "a wider 

constituency."'" Between the 1933-34 school year and the 1936-37 school year, the student 

population nearly tripled, in part from surgmg adult enr~lrnents. '~~ 

Several factors influenced the changmg demographtcs for high school correspondence. 

When he announced Bescoby's appointment and revisions to the elementary school 

correspondence courses in June 1934, Education W s t e r  Weir also noted that the high school 

program would be extended to include senior matriculation.'" Over the next few years, as 

Gibson and hls subject speclalists worked to add the new senior matriculation courses, others 

worked to develop new vocational courses.'" These changes drew more and more adults into 

'"1:rom 702 to 2,068; Ilcpartment of Education, AnndReport (1934-1937). 

' 0 5  "School Course is Reor~mni;..ed: Correspondence System in Province is Redrafted and Scope Enlarged," Victoria 
Times, 5 June 1934, 1; "H.C. Students May 'l'ake Senior Matriculation Ry Correspondence Course," Vancouver Province, 5 June 
1934,3; "Mail Pupils' New Course," Vancouver Sun, 5 June 1934,15. 

'"llepartment of l'ducation, Annual Repot? (1936), 53; The school offered only one technical/vocational course in 
1933, Mechanical Ilrawing and Drafting, Department of Education, Annual Report (1933). By 1937, the number of these 
courses increased to fourteen, includmg Commercial Art, Lettering and Displaycard Writing, Engineering Drawing, 
Automotive thbkeering I and 11, Iliesel Engineering, Practical Electricity, Principles of Rad~o, Aviation I and 11, Prospectors 



the program. Senior matriculation attracted mostly adult pupils, largely teachers with second- 

class  certificate^.'^' Adults also registered from Tranquille Sanatorium, from Oakalla Prison, 

and from apprenticeshp programs, as well as others from all walks of life who wished to 

"improve their general education or receive help along vocational lines."'" Bepning in 1935, 

the British Columbians in relief camps also spurred enrolments in hgh school correspondence 

under Vote 63(a). 

In 1933-34, adults comprised roughly one-third of the school's population of 1,000. The 

following year, in 1934-35, with growing registrations from the relief camps and the 

introduction of senior matriculation courses, adult pupils rose to about 40 percent.'99 

However, when relief camp numbers dwindled to nothmg in 1936-37, the adult population 

dpped only minimally and then continued to grow to new heights the following year.'"" As 

Gibson predicted in 1935, vocational courses proved a great "draw7' for adults: 

As the opportunities offered for beneficial study through correspondence courses 
become more widely known, and as the number of vocational courses increases, the 
proportion of adults registering wdl also increase. There is much to support the 
prediction that three years from now we shall have as many students over 18 years of 
age as under it.'"' 

Course in Geology and &fining, Forestry and Ibrest Products, Building Construction, IIouse Painting and Decorating, 
Plumbing, I Icating and Stcam-fitting, Department of IIducation, AnnualRqpott (1937),69. 

ITkpartment of Education, AnnualRipott (1935), 61; Department of Education, AnnuaLRepott (l934), 55. 

lmI)epartment of Education, AnnualRepot? (1936), 99. 

'"Department of liducation, AnntralRepott (1934), 61. 

2""I)epartmcnt of Education, AnntlalRepott (1937),69; Department of Education, AnnualRtpott (1938), 63. 

2~~llepartment of Iiducation, Annua/Ripott(1935), 61. 
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By 1938, three years later, adults comprised 52 percent of the high school correspondence 

branch's 

Under Gibson's guidance, hgh school correspondence flourished, providing many new 

opportunities for hgh school students in rural, remote, and small schools. By adding senior 

matriculation courses, along with new vocational and technical courses, the correspondence 

school's offering grew from forty-nine courses in 1933-34 to eighty-eight courses in 1937,2"' 

each course equivalent to a year's work in a subject. Courses offered through the hgh school 

correspondence branch were greater in number than most of the province's rural high schools. 

In the 1935-36 school year, provincial school regulations were relaxed to allow students to take 

correspondence instruction in up to three courses free of charge upon recommendation of the 

local school principal or school inspector. '04 By the end of the school year, Gibson was glad to 

report that "upwards of 200 high-school students regstered for supplementary instruction by 

corresp~ndence."~'~~ 

Supplementary instruction by correspondence allowed many students to take courses 

not offered in schools they attended or to make up for failed classes without disturbing their 

regular program. It also allowed students who moved mid-year to continue courses not offered 

in a new school. Supplementary instruction also provided opportunities for students who were 

not planning to attend Normal School or university to take vocational courses in place of 

academic subjects. Teachers in schools where students were registered in supplementary 

2u21>epartment of Education, At~nualRtpollt (1938), 63 

Z03Department o f  hducat~on, AnnualReport (1934), 53, Department of Educauon, AnnualRepod (1937), 69 

204L)epartment of L:ducatmn, Annual Report (1936), 101 

2fliIbid. 
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instruction were "relieved of responsibdity insofar as any formal teaching of correspondence 

subject is concerned.""'" 

During th~s  period, from 1934 to 1937, the h h  school correspondence branch moved 

from providing basic hgh school education to pupils unable to attend a school to an extension 

of the public high school system and of the fledgling adult education system. The 

organizational structure of the hgh school correspondence branch grew as it responded to 

surgvlg student enrolments, demands for new and revised courses, and a floodtide of public 

interest in vocational education. In 1934, the high school correspondence branch operated 

with three full-time instructors and twelve part-time instructors who were paid accordmg to 

the number of papers they marked. By 1936, the branch included six office staff, four full-time 

instructors, and twenty-elght part-time instructors. 



C H A P T E R  3 

MAINTAINING LESSONS BY MAIL FOR A GROWING POPULATION, 
1937 T O  1969 

In 1937, Anna B. Mdler, who had been the Grade IV correspondence instructor for the 

previous five years, was promoted from within to replace Bescoby and to oversee the 

operation of the elementary correspondence branch. This change in leadership again signaled 

an organizational transition. Whereas Bescoby had spent much of her time shaping the 

province's elementary correspondence services into a fully functioning branch, Mdler was 

charged with the task of managmg lessons by mail for a growing provincial population. Over 

the next three decades, the creative and constructive character of Bescoby's work would gve 

way to the a h s t r a t i v e  requirements of managing an increasingly bureaucratic branch of 

educational government. 

In the years that spanned Bescoby's appointment in 1933 and Mder's appointment in 

1937, the British Columbia civd service grew by 14 percent.' Thls growth had occurred in spite 

of the Depression and, more hkely, because the Liberal Party's policies were directed toward 

alleviating the social and educational effects that the Great Crash of 1929 had occasioned. 

With the outbreak of World War I1 in 1939, the province's economy was transformed, and the 

public service continued a pattern of incremental growth that continued until the early 1970s. 
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Growth in educational government was marked by the presence of increasingly bureaucratic 

structures and procedures for the sake of greater organizational effectiveness and efficiency. As 

the elementary correspondence school became bureaucratic for its own purposes, the 

hector's job was extended beyond the operational tasks of the school to meet the demands of 

larger and more complex government structures. 

A New Officer in Charge 

Unlike most of her female contemporaries who achieved s i d a r  positions within the 

education bureaucracy, Anna Beatrice Miller did not come from a privileged or an academic 

background.' She was born June 11, 1904, to working-class parents, Kenneth and Valgerdur 

(Vala) ~iller.%lthou~h she was born in Sedro Wooley, Washmgton, and spent her first three 

years there, her parents met in Victoria and ultimately returned to British Columbia's capital 

city to care for her aging grandparents.4 Through much of her youth, Anna lived with her 

parents, grandparents, and two sisters, Albertine and Margaret Jeannette, in a small house on 

Fernwood Road in Victoria. She attended Victoria H~gh School and completed junior 

ZJessie Mcl,maghan, hired in 1926 to head domestic science, was "the first woman to join the Department of 
liducation's administrative fraternity . . ." She held a degree in domestic science from New York's Columbia University. 
Ihning,  "1,adies in Gentlemen's Quarters."; Isabel Hescoby was the second female to head a unit within the education 
departmcnt; Other women who rose to positions of similar status in education prior to 1938 included lmttie Howron who was 
hired in 1926 as the social welfare officer for rural female teachers and Kate Scanlan who assumed the principalship for the 
L'ictoria Model School. Howron who was "the daughter of  a celebrated pioneer family," was well connected with the provincial 
Conservative party. I'leming, Smply, and White, "Beyond Hope and Past Redemption," 105-107; to date little is known about 
Kate Scanlan's background except that she was an educational progressive who taught in Nelson prior to her appointment to 
the Model School, Fleming, "l,acites in Gentlemen's Quarters." 

3Millcr's father was a baker and later drove a delivery truck; her mother was a homemaker. 

-K)lgier ,{mason, ",\nna H. Nash Memorial Scholarship," Icelandic Canadian Club ofBritish Columlia Newdetter, June 
1987. 



matriculation in June 1923 at nineteen years of age. In June 1924, she earned a second-class 

teacher's certificate from the Provincial Normal School in ~ i c t o r i a . ~  

Following graduation from Normal School, Miller spent several years as a substitute 

teacher in Victoria. In 1929, she moved to 150 M e  House to teach in a one-room scho01.~ 

She returned to Victoria in 1932 and took a series of temporary positions in the Department 

of Education. She worked &st as an instructor at the elementary correspondence school from 

September 1932 to June 1933 and then spent the summer of 1933 providmg clerical support 

markmg hgh school entrance exams.' Although classified as a "temporary," Miller was a 

permanent fixture in the correspondence school as the Grade IV instructor from 1932. During 

her early years in this capacity, she worked from September to June. Later she held her post 

year-round.8 

It is hkely that Bescoby expressed her intention to leave the elementary correspondence 

school as early as 1936 and that Miller saw &IS as an opportunity to advance her career."n 

1937, Miller completed senior matriculation at Victoria College, a move that no doubt would 

have improved her chances of gaining a management position in the public service. In Apnl 

i,\t that time, as Johnson describes, a second-class certificate was issued to individuals who completed junior 
matriculation and teacher training. First-class certificates went to individuals who completed senior matriculation plus teacher 
training. l'here were also academic certificates issued to individuals who held degees and completed teacher training as well as 
special certificates issued to teachers of manual training, domestic science and commercial subjects. Johnson, Histoty ofPtrD(ic 
Education, 21 0. 

6Xrnason, "Nash Memorial Scholarship"; Department of Hducation, AnnrnalReport (1930-1932). 

Willis' notebook, HCARS, GK 139 

*Isabel Bescoby, n.d 

"I'here is ample evidence that Rescoby was seeking alternative employment throughout her post to the 
Correspondence School. '1s early as 1934, shc applied for an assistant archivist position with the provincial archives, HC,\KS, 
G R  1738, box 14, tilc 4. IIer letters to Carleton K'ashburne imply that she was looking for another position, one that might put 
her in a position to pursue further studies, BCARS, Gli 470, box 2, file 1. 



1937, Miller was appointed to a permanent position as an instructor in the correspondence 

school, at a salary of $75 per month.'" Later that year, in September, she was appointed officer- 

in-charge, with an accompanying raise to $125 per month. " 

When Mdler assumed her post as officer-in-charge of the elementary correspondence 

school, women managers in government were still a rarity. Lttle changed in the composition 

of the public service in the four years Bescoby held her position.'2 Women sdl  comprised 

about one-third of the civil service workforce, but most worked in clerical support and service 

positions. Fewer than 2 percent held managerial and professional posts." 

When Mdler took the job, the elementary correspondence branch was comprised of an 

entirely female staff serving a clientele mostly made up of young children. Compared to the 

high school branch, elementary correspondence was relatively low in status. With a provincd 

economy in a state of collapse, provincial officials were likely lookmg for someone who would 

do the best job for as little money as possible. It is also conceivable that no men applied for 

the position. Miller proved to be a competent leader, and she was also motivated by and 

committed to her job at the elementary correspondence school. She remained in thls role for 

the next fifteen years. In the 1951-52 Annual Report, Superintendent and Deputy Mmster of 

Education F. T. Fauy reported: 

Wublic Service Commission, PSC Report (1938) 

12See 'I'able 7: Women in the British Columbia Civil Service, 1938, in appendix. When Miller assumed the post as 
officer-in-charge of elementary correspondence, 556 women were employed in the provincial civil service, compared to 451 
when Hcscoby was hlred. 

13HC,lKS, G R  101, box 5 



The Elementary Correspondence Branch lost the services of Mrs. Anna B. Nash 
(nee Mdler), through marriage during the year. She is largely responsible for the 
organization of this branch and the splendid work carried on for many years. 
Thousands of chlldren in sparsely populated parts of the Province, who have no 
regular school, have cause to remember the work this lady has done.14 

In September 1952, M e r  resigned her position as hector  of the elementary correspondence 

school to join her husband in vancouver.15 She had married Fred Nash, a surveyor, in late 

1951.16 The couple spent the next few years travelling around British Columbia for Nash's 

work but dvorced in 1956." Following her divorce, Anna B. Nash taught in the Burnaby 

school district unttl she retired in 1969. Upon retirement, she became interested in her 

maternal Icelandc heritage and became an active member of the Icelandic Canadian Club of 

British Columbia. Upon her death, in November 1969, the Icelandic Canadian Club of British 

Columbia established the Anna B. Nash Memorial Scholarshp for a university entrant or 

undergraduate taking a degree in education." 

Managing the Elementary Correspondence School 

The period of time from the late 1930s to the early 1950s was the hlgh point of 

correspondence education in British Columbia. Enrolment soared during World War 11, and 

student subscriptions continued to c h b  afterwards. Although annual enrolments fluctuated, 

the number of pupils grew from around 1,100 in the late 1930s to almost 2,000 in the early 

l-'l>epartment o f  tiducation, Annua/Repotir (1952), 28. 

'.jlbid.; ~Zrnason, "Nash Memorial Scholarship." 

'"'Women: Of I'ersonal Interest," Victoria Daily Times, 24 December 1951,, 15. 

17.\rnason, "Nash Memorial Scholarship." 

'Xlbid. 
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1950s.'"o meet the needs of these students, Miller's staff grew from fourteen instructors 

and stenographers, including one part-time instructor in 1937, to thq-three instructors and 

stenographers, includmg thirteen part-time workers hired on a piecework basis, in 1952.~" 

Bepning in the 1948-49 school year, Miller began using outside markers in addttion to regular 

instructors in order to keep up with the volume of marking2' These outside markers, 

experienced teachers themselves, worked part-time in their homes marking lessons and 

returning them to the correspondence school for recording and di~tribution.~' 

During her years in office, Mdler continued to streamhe procedures and introduce 

processes to enhance the branch's efficiency. For example, she developed a new enrolment 

ou the  to guide her staff in the process of enrolling a new These guidelines specified 

ways to record student information and to track lessons and materials dtstributed to each 

pupil. In addttion, Miller established a system where sample lessons were sent to pupils so they 

could see what was expected in their work. Mdler noted the benefits of these sample lessons 

for students: "Less time is required for commencing work and much confusion and 

rnisunderstandmg is el~minated."~~ Throughout Miller's tenure, correspondence lessons were 

19See 'l'able 5: IXrcctors, Salaries, Pupils, and Staffing for the Elementary (:orrcspondcnce School 1919.1969, in 
appendix. 

21,\nna H. Miller, "IClementary Correspondence Education, Department of Education, Victoria, H.C.," Typed 
manuscript, n.d., H(:,\KS, %It 470, box 1, file 1. 

~~HCIZKS, <;K 396, box 1, fde 6. 



updated and revised as new stocks were ordered and as curriculum changes took place.25 By 

1941, mimeographed lessons had been replaced with h e c t  plate printed le~sons.~" 

Miller's files dustrate the increasingly managerial character of a branch director's work, 

especially what was required in balancing her responsibdtties for students with the growing 

organizational demands of government itself." A great deal of Miller's time was taken up with 

admrnistrative tasks related to the management of human resources and employee relations, 

budgeting, reporting on the branch's progress, and defining the organization by developing 

organizational charts and employee descriptions.28 She managed all these tasks competently 

and professionally and earned the respect of her staff, students, and colleagues, as well as her 

A New Pragmatism 

Although M e r  was a competent manager and dedtcated to correspondence education, 

she did not share Bescoby's progressive zeal. Under M e r ' s  direction, the branch's emphasis 

was duected far less toward progressive pedagogical developments and far more toward 

2iS~e for example Ilepartment of Education, AnnualRepotl(1938), 66; (1939),71; (1941), 86 

27HCXKS, (;R 470, box 1, file 2 contains correspondence between Anna H. Miller and the Superintendent of 
klducation, S. J .  Wdlis, primarily dealing with budgets, employees, salaries, and administrative issues such as the school's 
accommodations. 

2KF. '1'. Fairey, Ileputy E s t e r  of llducation, to head of branches, Department of Education, memorandum, 12 
December 1951, H(:AKS, G K  470, box 1, file 4. Fairey requested branch information for a Civil Service Commission survey 
conducted during January 1952. He also notes sunilar information was requested for a survey conducted by Stephenson and 
Kellogg. 

ZGbson, Teader Builder, 108, J .  W. Gibson maintained contact with ~Mder aftcr he left the Department. When Miller 
died in 1986, the Gibsons were among the donors to Miller's memorial scholarship. Amason, "Nash Memorial Scholarship." In 
1952, 1;. '1'. Ikircy, Superintendent and Deputy Minister of Education, praised her work. Department of Education, Annual 
w o r t  (1952). I Iugh Weatherby, "Rritish Columbia's Klcmentary Correspondence School," Farnib Herald and Week4 Star; 



meeting pupils' needs. As happens with so many "movements," the enthusiasm of one 

reformer is lost inside an organization once the reformer leaves. Nevertheless, some elements 

of Bescoby7s reforms remained. Miller was, indeed, conscious of the progressive methods her 

predecessor had put in place and ensured that elementary correspondence lessons 

incorporated the principles of indwiduahzed learning and mastery learning. She also 

encouraged instructors to use positive reinforcement and encouragement when replymg to 

student work. However, she did not appear to view these actions as things that were 

"progressive" in nature but as actions that were the best, and possibly the only, way to provide 

an adequate education from a distance. 

In April 1940, Superintendent and Deputy Minister S. J. Willis wrote to Miller that he 

planned to present a report at the Canadian-Newfoundland Education Association Conference 

in September that year. He indicated that he wished to outline outstandmg progressive 

movements in the province and asked Miller to report on the "most important movements in 

connection with Elementary Correspondence Education covering the school years 1938-39 

and 1939-40.'" Mdler's response htghhghted how correspondence education enabled children 

who were out of school due to dlness to stay on track and to resume their educational studes 

later. Although she noted that the British Columbia Rado School, in particular its music 

appreciation programs, were valuable to those who had access, she reported nothing about 

actual progressive practices employed by the elementary correspondence branch.31 

August 30, 1944, p. 29, describes Miller as the "young, pleasant, and very competent director of the Elementary 
Correspondence School." 

3%. j. Willis to ;\nna R. Miller, 1 Apd 1940, RCXRS, GR 470, box 1, file 2. 

"Anna H. Miller to S. J. Wis ,  29 April 1940, R(:,\RS, GR 470, box 1, file 2. 



As an advocate for correspondence education, Mdler was more pragmatic than either 

her predecessor, Bescoby, or the director of high school correspondence, J. W. Gibson. Both 

Bescoby and Gibson held a somewhat narrow view of correspondence education, stating only 

what they saw to be the advantages accruing to pupils through such study. Mdler, on the other 

hand, openly acknowledged that students who took their schooling by mail suffered certain 

disadvantages. Distance learning to Miller was something of a " ~ t o ~ - g a ~ . " ~ ~  Years of w o r h g  

as a correspondence instructor had taught her first-hand about the struggles that students 

faced workmg in isolation. Although she touted the benefits of self-reliance that 

correspondence offered under good supervision, she returned repeatedly in her reports to the 

disadvantages correspondence pupils faced: 

It is the opinion of the teachmg staff here at the school that "school by 
correspondence" is only a substitute for the fuller educational opportunities offered in 
a regular classroom, and the pupil who has had to receive all h s  education by 
correspondence may have missed very valuable and satisfymg experiences by being 
denied association with h s  contemporaries in a classroom.33 

Accordmg to Mdler, progressive methods used in an isolated learning environment simply 

could not take the place of the classroom learning environment. 

Seeking Ways to Overcome Isolation 

Miller's years as an educator in both rural and city schools and as a correspondence 

instructor convinced her about the importance of direct personal contact as a way of 

encouraging and inspiring learning. T h s  conviction caused Mder to maintain many of the 

processes established by her predecessors to overcome the sense of loneliness that isolated 

izweatherbp, "Correspondence School." 

3Tkpartment of b+lucation, AnnclalRepod (1950), 1 11. 
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youngsters experienced. Like those before her, she insisted that instructors write 

encourapg comments on lessons they were r e d g  and put interesting stickers on al l  good 

work.'4 Each year, she ensured that instructors wrote at least two indtvidualized letters to each 

pupil." These letters were enormously well received. Parents wrote back describing how 

important correspondence was to chddren living and learning in isolation. As one parent put it: 

"I wonder if you people have any idea what a wonderful tonic you are for the chddren. You 

are really their friends and your encouraging remarks mean so very much."" Another wrote: 

"Thankmg you for the splendid work you do in directing the education of isolated children 

and particular thanks to Bill's teachers, who took such an individual interest in hls ~ o r k . " ~ '  

In addttion to writing to students, Mdler encouraged her staff to visit pupils whenever 

possible. She also took a personal interest in going to see students herself. Perhaps it was 

because of her teaclung experience in the area that she took a particular interest in visiting the 

Cariboo. Late in May 1937, Miller travelled to the Cariboo area and met with students 

throughout the regon, with the assistance of Inspector Herb ~cAr thur .~ '  In 1947, M e r  

travelled to Wdhams Lake and Prince George to visit pupils, and in 1949-50, she travelled to 

Wdhams Lake again and used a classroom at the Williams Lake School to meet with 

3JAnna H. Miller, Mimeographed typed speech, 1937, BCARS, GR 396, box 1, fde 6. 

3iSec for example Ikpartment of t<ducation, Annual Report (1938), 67; Department of Education, Annual Report 
(1939), 71 ; Miller, Mimeographed speech. 

3Gmespondcnce between Isabel Hescoby and 11. Mchrthur, .\pril-May, 1937, HCl\RS, GR 470, box 2, fde 2 



elementary correspondence student~.~?bout this meeting she noted: "It is interesting to see 

the pupils in their home environment, and personal contact with someone from the school is 

good from the pupils' view-point."4" 

Under Mder's du-ection, staff from the elementary branch continued to develop a 

school magazine twice a year to arouse a sense of school spirit among the  student^.^' The 

magazine, renamed The Elementary Com.pondence School Rozmd-Up, became more professional- 

loolung under MiUer's guidance. It continued to provide information about the travelling 

library as well as activities and craft ideas. However, under her direction, there was a new 

emphasis on using the magazine to create a sense of belonging and allow children to get to 

know their peers and teachers. Each issue provided news about past pupils and photographs 

of instructors and office staff, as well as photographs of students and examples of students' 

work. Miller also used the magazine to inspire students to pursue studes beyond the 

elementary level by includmg a letter from Gibson introducing the hlgh school correspondence 

program.42 Unfortunately, a shortage of money or the need to devote greater financial 

resources to marking lessons undermined the use of this powerful tool. In the mid-1940s, the 

magazine was cut back to one issue per year. By 1948-49, the magazine had lost its 

"professional look," and it disappeared altogether after Miller left the school in 1952.~' 

Tkpar tment  of 13ducation, AnntralRqbort (1948), 105; Department of Education, AnnualReport (1950), 110 

."HCAKS, GK 470, box 8 contains a copy of each issue of the Elementmy Correspondence SchoolMaga@ne spanning 1936, 
when it was implemented, until 1952, when it was curtailed. 

-'2The Elementa~y Cove~onhnce School Round-Up, May 1939 

47H(XKS, G R  470, box 8. Heginning in the 1945-46 school year, the magazine is only issued once a year. In 1948-49, 
the magazine became more homemade-looking, 
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During Mdler's tenure, the school broadcasts branch began regular educational 

programming, providmg a valuable way to enhance learning experience for correspondence 

students. Much of rural British Columbia could not access the earliest programs. However, by 

1946, ten CBC-affiliated stations throughout the province aired the school broadcasts, along 

with nine adcbtional low-power relay transmission  station^.^ This meant that "people living in 

isolated valleys up-country . . . Fad] practically the same reception as citizens in ~ancouver . "~~  

From the first broadcasts aired, these programs proved to be effective in enhancing  lesson^.^" 

As Miller reported in 1939: 

The broadcasts of the British Columbia Radio School are listened to with interest by 
many of our pupils. Notices concerning these have been sent out to pupils of the 
school. For various reasons it is not possible for all of our pupils to hear these 
programs, but for those who can they are proving valuable supplementary lessons. 
They also help to create a classroom atmosphere in the home.47 

By the late 1940s, radio had become a valuable part of the elementary correspondence school's 

program.48 Mdler and her staff notified students about the school radio broadcasts and sent 

each fa* a school radio calendar so they could plan to listen at designated times.49 One 

parent described her son's learning experience combining correspondence and school 

broadcasts: 

441>epartment of l iducation, AnnualReport (1947), 137. 

4iCBC Pmgram Schehle, B.C. RegionalEdtion (22 A u p s t  1943): 1. 

-'6D~cpartmcnt of Itducation, AnnudReport (1941). 

-1'I>epartrnent of t <ducation, AnnualReport (1939), 71. 

48Department of I'ducation, AnnualRepod (1948), 127. 

-'Wepartment of trducation, Annua/Report (1950), 110. 



I appreciate the ra&o program whch has so inspired hun with pride of ownershp . 
. . we might not have hscovered it if Robin &dn't take Correspondence School. . . . In 
the impressive parcel whch arrived last fall from the Department of Education there 
was among other things a beautiful Radio School Calendar whch now covers vast 
areas of Robin's bedroom wall. If he doesn't answer right away, I can always find him 
at last, standing rapt, before his beloved calendar.'" 

Using technology to enhance learning for isolated chddren did not end with radio. Beginning 

in 1946, the elementary correspondence school procured a number of filmstrip viewers, and 

filmstrips were loaned by the newly established visual education branch. "The pupils were 

enthusiastic about ths  material," wrote ~iller." 

Idea for Visiting Teachers Comes of Age 

Correspondence learning, particularly at the elementary level, was always fraught with a 

concern about a lack of adequate pupil supervision. This was particularly the case when mail 

service was infrequent and considerable time passed between the times when students mailed 

their lessons and received the corrected lessons back. These problems underscored a need to 

decentralize correspondence education in some way. The idea was not new. Both education 

czar Alexander Robinson and Isabel Bescoby had promoted the idea of providmg itinerant 

teachers to students in isolated areas. Costs of providmg h s  service seemed prohibitive until J. 

F .I<. English, hector  of education for the Peace River Educational Administrative Area in 

Pouce Coupe, contacted Mdler in the spring of 1941 about low enrolment rates in his &strict. 

He reported that numerous pupils in the area were not receiving any education despite the 

elementary correspondence branch's offerings, and thereby suggested: 

j"1 .oretta I'arkcr, "We Go to School at FIome," Vancouver Sun, Mapzinc Supplement, 31 December 1949,4. 

i'llcpartmcnt of ISducation, AntzualRepor? (1950), 110. 



I realtze at present there are comparatively few pupils enrolled in the Elementary 
Correspondence course from &s district but the pupils are here nevertheless and for 
one reason or another they are not receiving an education. My idea would be to go out 
after them and make the necessary contacts. The teacher would have the opportunity 
occasionally of meeting both parents and children. By such methods proper habits of 
study could be encouraged which would later reflect in better work being done during 
the hgh school period, should any pupils desire the more advanced courses. The 
parents of some of the clddren are tax payers yet are not receiving the benefits of our 
educational 

The details were worked out through correspondence between English, Mdler, and Willis over 

the following m~nths.~"n the 1941-42 school year, a branch of the elementary 

correspondence school opened at Pouce Coupe for Peace River The Department of 

Education paid the grant usually paid for elementary teachers, and the elementary 

correspondence school provided the lessons. Lessons were corrected by an instructor at Pouce 

Coupe, which greatly improved the turnaround time between student submission and the 

return of the corrected lessons.55 The program proved successful. In 1941, --eight pupils 

in the Peace kver District were talung advantage of this service:6 and by the end of the first 

full year, enrolment from the area jumped to seventy-nine.57 Enrolment remained relatively 

j2J. F. K. I'nglish to Anna H. Miller, 31 March 1941, BCAKS, GR 470, box 1, fde 2. 

53HCARS, <;R 396, box 1, file 9; HLIRS, GK 470, box 1, fle 2. 

i'MiUer, "Illemcntary Correspondence tiducation," n.d. 

iiIlepartmcnt of I'ducation, AnnualRepori (1 942). 

j'J. 1:. K. tinglish to 'lnna H. Miller, 30 April 1941, HCXKS, GR 470, box 1, file 2. 

i711epartment of Education, AnnuajRtpo~ (1942), 86. 
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steady through the mid-1940s but surged in 1948 to 117,~' and reached 130 in the 1951-52 

school year.59 

Addressing Emerging Needs 

When Miller assumed the leadership of the elementary correspondence school, the 

student population was predominantly comprised of children from four different groups, as 

she noted in the department's annual report: 

1. Those who live over three miles from the nearest school; 
2. Those whose only access to school is by water; 
3. Those who cannot attend school because of a permanent disabhty; and 
4. Those who are recuperating from illness."" 

About 10 percent of the school's pupils were adults." Following war's outbreak in 1939, the 

elementary school's enrolment grew to include several new groups. The war fueled demand for 

workers in manufacturing as well as recruitment for the armed services. Consequently, "labour 

became virtually unattainable" in the province. 62 AS teachers were drawn into the war effort, 

schools were forced to close, and the elementary correspondence school filled in the gap." In 

several cases, pupils took lessons by mad because they were employed in jobs vacated because 

of war conditions." Hundreds of others also benefited from correspondence schooling 

Wcpartment of Education, Annua/ w o r t  (1 949),108. 

i91)epartmcnt of I 'ducation, AnntcalFLport (1 952), 11 6. 

6Wepaitmcnt of f iducation, AnnuaLReport (l940), 78. 

6'l>epartmcnt of liducation, Antzua/Repo~(1939). 

G2 Harman, A his tog^, 262. 

63Llcpartment of Education, AnnualReport (1943), 93. 

6-'lbid. 
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although they were never formally enrolled with the elementary correspondence school, as 

teachers throughout the province purchased correspondence lessons to use in their own 

classr~oms.~~ When Japanese families were interned in Inland camps in 1942, many elementary 

level Japanese children received their lessons from the elementary correspondence school." In 

thls case, lessons were sold to the British Columbia Security Commission, which in turn 

provided them to Japanese people in the camps. The Japanese found their own instructors 

largely "from among their own young men and women who had graduated from Canadian 

universities, to assist and supervise the education of the ~hildren."~' 

Developments in the Correspondence School for 
High School and Vocational Courses 

Leadership of correspondence education for h h  school and vocational courses 

changed with the outbreak of war. In June 1940, the province loaned Gibson to the Dominion 

Government to organize correspondence courses for men in service." His appointment, as 

initially conceived, was to last only for the summer of 1940. However, he remained in Ottawa 

until his retirement from the provincial public service in August 1941.~~ ~e continued to hold 

the post of superintendent of correspondence instruction and editor of correspondence 

"Ibid.; 1)epartment of Education, AnnualRqbort (1944), 106. 

66Ilepartmcnt of l iducation, AnnclalReport(1943), 93; B. A. McKelvie, "Correspondence Courses: Japs' Chances for 
Ilducation Better 'lhan R.C. Whites," Van~ouuer Province, 22 May 1943,8. 

%kKelvic, "Correspondcncc Courses." 

""1.oaned to Ilominion," Victoria Dailj Colonid, 23 June 1940,6. 

6'"%C. l{ducator I Iad Fine Carccr," Vtctoria Times, 30 August 1941,2. 
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courses for the Canadian Legon Educational Services unul October 1945.'" During his 

time is Ottawa, Gibson oversaw the development of 108 courses, including elementary and 

high school courses leadmg to senior matriculation as well as technical and commercial 

71 subjects. These he modelled to a large degree after British Columbia's correspondence 

lessons.72 Gibson worked in consultation with the provincial education departments across the 

country to achteve reciprocity of  credit^.'^ Special credit courses were even instituted for men 

who had low literacy levels.74 However, keeping the audence for hls work in mind, the 

booklets were designed to fit in the pocket of a man's uniform." When the war ended, Gibson 

returned to Victoria to enjoy retirement. 

In Gibson's place, Dr. Edith Lucas was promoted from her role as correspondence 

instructor with the school. Edith E. Lucas was born in April 14, 1904, in Southern Ireland. 

One of seven chrldren, she and her f a d y  moved to Victoria when she was a young child. She 

attended North Ward School and the Model School, then graduated from Victoria Hugh 

School at the top of her class in 1920 at sixteen years of age. After completing her teacher 

training at the Victoria Normal School in 1921, Lucas carried on to complete a baccalaureate 

degree at the University of British Columbia in 1925 with double honours in French and 

7(JC;ibson, Teacher BuiIcier, 1 11. 

71Ibid., 115. 

72Hritish Columbia, S p e d  Historica/Supp/emenf, 58 

73<;ibson, Teacher BuiIcier, 1 1 5. 

Ybid. 

7ilbid. 



  at in.'^ she won the Governor General's gold medal as head of her graduating class." 

After teachmg briefly in Powell fiver, in 1927 she won the Nichol scholarship which enabled 

her to study for three years at the Sorbonne in Paris, where she earned a doctoral degree in 

French literature." When she returned to British Columbia, the province was deep in the 

Depression, but her outstanding record landed her the only available position teachmg French 

in the province, at ~ h d h w a c k . ~ ~ h e  following year, in 1932, she moved to Prince Rupert 

where she taught French for a year before she was made principal of the high school, one of 

only a handful of women who were senior school principals at the time. During this time, J. W. 

Gibson asked her to develop the first high school correspondence course in French, and in 

1937, she moved to Victoria to work full-time as a correspondence instructor and course 

writer. After three years, she was promoted to hector  to replace Gibson. 

In the twenty-two years Lucas managed the branch, it grew significantly, more than 

quadruplrng its enrolment from 4,000 to almost 18,000. Summarizing her work, Lucas wrote: 

The chief aim of this department is to equalize educational opportunities of school age 
children and to encourage adults to improve their educational standing.8" 

By the 1940s, the school increasingly served adults and youngsters enrolled in hgh schools 

around the province in supervised correspondence study.81 By the 1950s and 1960s, between 

7"'I'crsonality of the Week," I&oria Dady Colon* 3 I'ebruary 1952, 16; "Two Female ~icademics Mourned," Times 
Colonist, 23 February 1989, H3. 

77Ibid. 

7"'I"crsonality of the Wcck," ITictoria Da+ Colonist. 

'"bid. 

8""4,092 Took Courses Ry Corrcspondence," Victoria Times, 28 August 1942,ll .  

"See Tablc 9: 1 Iigh School (:orrespondence Student Demographics, Selected Years, 1929-1969, in appendix. 



50 and 60 percent of the student population were adults, and 30 to 40 percent took 

supervised correspondence study at a local b h  scho01.~' Fewer than 5 percent of the hgh 

school branch's pupils consisted of the target group the correspondence school was originally 

designed to serve-that is, those living too far from a school to attend. 

The war effort increased the demand for high school correspondence courses. High 

school students workmg in a variety of circumstances in Japanese internment camps and 

school closures due to wartime and post-war teacher shortages fuelled considerable growth in 

enr~lrnent.~"n 1942, Cabinet passed a special regulation enabling high school students in 

good standing to work during the summer and fall months on farms short on labour.84 As a 

result, enrolment doubled through the war years and surged slightly just after the war's end, as 

young solders returned and wished to continue their education.85 In 1948, the Department of 

Immigration for the Dominion Government sought Lucas' expertise to assist the new arrival 

of "displaced people" in British Col~rnbia .~~ To deal with the language needs of these new 

arrivals, Lucas developed English Ifor New Canadians. In 1949, she also developed English IIfor 

New Canadians to "teach the principles of sentence construction and to acquaint newcomers 

with our way of life."" Thousands of course packages were mailed out and used in classes set 

83High school students in the Japanese internment camps were required to pay tuition fees. See foi example 
Department of Education, AnnualQort (1 942). 

R-IDcpartment of t<ducation, Annua/Reporl(1942), 30, cited in Johnson, Hisfory ofPubfic Education, 123 

"'Department of Ilducation, AnntlalRtport (1922). 

86"/\cademics Mourned," Times Colonist. 



up by employers or sometimes went directly to homes where lrnrnigrants were assisted in 

learning by their neighbours.88 In addition to developing these course materials, Lucas also 

arranged night school courses for new immigrants in various parts of the province.R~By the 

late 1940s, the high school correspondence branch was British Columbia's largest hgh school. 

The Honourable W. T. Straith, Minister of Education, asserted in 1948: "University officials 

had found . . . that graduates from h s  school have a lugher standard than graduates from 

ordmary high  school^."^" 

Lucas proved exceptional at promoting the work of the hgh school correspondence 

branch. She was known for her outspoken nature and had no problem claiming 

correspondence education was better than learning in the regular high schools. As she put it: 

"All high school students could improve their study habits if they took at least one course by 

correspondence."" Indeed, graduates from the correspondence school won scholarships on a 

regular basis." Lucas described the school as "the great equalizer" because it gave students in 

smaller schools as many subjects to choose from as a larger school could provide.97 

"Wepartment of liducation, AnnualRqbot? (1 949-1 953). 

X9".\cademics Mourned," Times Cobnist; 1)epartment of Education, AnndRepor i  (1948-1 954) 

"'"I3 H(:. School of Correspondence 'Riggcr 'Than Any khgh School'," Vzctoria Dab Colonist, 29 October 1948,3. 

""One Course by Mail Urged for Students in IIigh Schools," Victoria D 4  Times, 21 October 1959, 17 

9ZSec for cxample "Interior Idad Sets Record For Matric Credits," Vancouver Pmvince, 11 September 1943,34; '"l'ribute 
to Course," ~7idoria Daib Colonist, 26 hlay 1944, 13; "Clever Students," Victoria Daib Cohnist, 22 July 1944, 13; "Island Students 
Attain Ikhgh Standtng After Mad Course," L7idoria Daily Colonist, 23 June 1945, 8; "4 URC IIonor Students Win Ihgh Praise," 
17ancouuerSun, 23 June 1945,9; "Two School-by-Mail Students Win New University IIonors," Vancouver Pmvince, 13 May 1948, 
6; ",Wing lluncan Girl Captures Scholarshp," 17ancowerPmvince, 21 July 1944,19. 

""'One Course," I/ictona Dm3 Times. 



Like her predecessor, Lucas was exceptionally well organized and a skilled manager. 

Her annual reports were restrained to factual accounts of the branch's work. She emphasized 

accounts of enrolment numbers, number of papers marked, and new courses developed or old 

ones revised to match the British Colmbia Programme of Stadie~.."~ During her tenure, Lucas 

became regarded as one of the top experts on correspondence education in North i l m e r i ~ a . ~ ~  

She won praise for her treatise on correspondence school admrnistration published by 

UNESCO." In 1961, the Ford Foundation asked Lucas to set up a national correspondence 

school in ~amaica.~' Upon her retirement, it was reported: 

Over more than a quarter century Dr. Lucas built into international prominence the 
reputation of the particular branch she headed. By some it has been called the finest 
correspondence course on the continent operated by a state department.98 

In October 1963, Lucas resigned at sixty years of age, after twenty-two years in the job. She 

noted that she felt the impending reorganization of the program should be in younger hands, 

and she added: "I don't want to crawl to the goal post.''99 

Managed Decline, 1952 to 1968 

When Anna B. Miller resigned as hector  of the elementary correspondence school in 

1952, she was replaced by Major Arthur H. Plows. Plows was new to the education 

"-'llepartmcnt of Education, AnnclalRepofl(1940-1960). 

""'Woman Ilducator Gets ,Issignment In West Indies," Victoria D a b  Times, 7 December 1960,21 

"6"Famous H.C. Ikhcator Closing Uonorcd Career," Victoria Daib Times, 23 October 1963, 17. 

"]bid. 

""lighting a Torch for Learning," Victoria D 4  Times, 25 October 1963,3. 

99"Dr. Irdith Lucas Rcsihms Ikom H.C. School by Mail," VancouverPmvince, 23 October 1963,3. 



bureaucracy, but he had years of experience as an educator. He taught in the Shawnigan 

Lake and Duncan areas through the 1920s until war broke out in 1939.""' After a military stint 

that earned him the title of major, Plows returned to his post at the Fairbridge Farm School in 

Duncan untd he was assigned the principalshp in 1949.'~' 

By the time Plows took over elementary correspondence in September 1952, the 

Department of Education-indeed, the whole provincial government-had become hghly 

bureaucratic. To guide budgeting and reporting responsibdtties, Plows was confronted with 

detaded descriptions of what should be submitted by directors in their annual reports, 

includmg specifications about the length and content of reports.'"2 The province also provided 

directors with specific gtudelines about the type of information to be included and the format 

to dustrate budget estimates. 

Once established in h s  new position, Plows and h s  staff maintained and updated the 

curriculum in h e  with changes in the Bnti~h Columbia Programme of Sttldies. He described this 

process in his submission to the 1958-60 royal commission on education headed by UBC's 

Sperrin Chant: 

The courses offered, all of whch are devised, written and dustrated by the staff, 
contain the minimum amount of subject matter to be studted at the various grade 

""'In 1928, Plows taught at a mral school in Shaw~llgan 1,ake. RCARS, GK 461. In 1938, he was day school principal 
and basketball coach at the Ihirbridge t:arm School in Duncan. The day school was located on thc Farm property and accepted 
local youngsters as well as the cluld migrants from the United Kingdom. "Fairbridgc lkirrn School," Fm'rhdge Ga~ette, Internet. 
Available at hq://fairbridge.ca/h-newslettcrI.htm, accesscd August 2003. 

ll"'',Z l dttle More f listory," Fairbn'&e Gaxette: Newsletter of the Fuirhriirlge Canada Asson'atzon, Internet. .Ivailable at 
http://fairbridge.ca/issues/~~HSprin~d3-newsecrpdf, accessed August 2003. 

'"%CARS, GK 470, box 1. 



levels. However, all the lessons must be mastered before the pupil is promoted. 
Social promotion has no place in correspondence in~truction."'~ 

In September 1955, the elementary correspondence school had introduced a self- 

contained kindergarten service. Although students did not mail in lessons, the package had the 

dual purpose of providmg pre-school training for chlldren who would later enrol in elementary 

correspondence courses and, at the same time, keeping them busy while older sibhgs 

~tudied."'~ In 1963, Plows and his staff also developed and distributed instructional hts for 

teachmg aterate  adult^."'^ True to the traditions of the branch, Plow and h s  instructors 

remained mindful of the students they served. One newspaper article described the 

correspondence school's relationship with students in the following terms: 

To these teachers of pupils they never see, a child is not just a number, or an abstract 
student sendmg in a paper to be corrected as one might suppose. The instructor 
knows a surprising amount about her students and corrects h s  work with great 
interest, watches for little h g s  that reveal his character, discusses his problems and 
progress with Director Plows, writes to hLm, sends him greeting cards, encourages hun 
with his lessons, h s  hobbies, the care of his pets.107 

Despite Plows' intentions, by 1961 formal efforts to enhance personal contact with students 

began to slacken. Plows reported that "the Instructors write encouraging comments on the 

lessons whenever possible and put interesting stickers on all good ~ork ."" '~  But school 

magazines had been eltminated, and instructors were no longer required to write two personal 

lo-',\. 11. Plows, ''Brief Submitted to Royal Commission on Education," IIandwritten report, Apnl 1959, BCARS, 
G R  396, box 1, file 10. 

"'"I)cpartment of 1 iducation, AntmaIRepod (1 964), 105. 

'(Wancy Gildersleeve, "These Pupils Attend a School They Never See," Vancouver Sun, Magazine Section, 18 April 
1953,19. 

1()81\. H. I'lows, Mimeographed typed speech, 1961, BCARS, GR 396, box 1, file 6 .  
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letters to each pupil every year. Efforts to humanize learning were left, more or less, to 

individual instructors. Nevertheless, Plows sought other ways to accommodate learners' needs. 

The correspondence office in Pouce Coupe continued to assist isolated students in the Peace 

bver regon, and bepning in 1961-62, correspondence instruction classes were established in 

eighteen centres around the province."'" 

During Plows' admirustration, elementary correspondence continued to provide lessons 

to chddren living beyond the reach of rural schools or those who were housebound because of 

illness or disabhty, as well as a growing number of children who accompanied parents abroad 

but wished to study the provincial curriculum. Correspondence education also continued to 

work with new groups as they emerged. British Columbia, in fact, remained the sole province 

to offer correspondence courses to pupils outside its borders."" Consequently, the chrldren of 

parents who worked abroad for the United Nations as missionaries or for oil and engineering 

companies could enrol in the British Columbia program of studies."' Despite such 

developments, enrolments declined gradually in the decade and a half that Plows managed the 

correspondence school. Post-war government subsides and a growing provincial population 

meant construction of new schools in areas once considered too rural or remote to be served 

by a scho01."~ The number of pupils who required elementary correspondence lessons 

1""l)epartment of Iiducation, A n n u a l q o r l  (l962), 59. 

""Hill Stavdal, "hkhcation by Mail: B.C. Course Change Has Far-Flung Effect," Victoria Daily Colonis/, 3 ~Iugust  
1965. 

"2"H.C. School o f  Correspondence," Colonirt. 
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dwindled from 1832 in 1952-53 to a paltry 643 in 1967-68.""~ a consequence of these 

declining enrolments, the elementary correspondence school was consolidated with the 

secondary school correspondence branch in 1968 to form a single correspondence education 

branch under the direction of J. R. Hind, who had run the hgh school division since Lucas' 

retirement.'14 

lt3See Table 5: Directors, Salaries, Pupils, and Staffing for the Elementary Correspondence School, 1919-1969, in 
appendix. 

' I 4  RLIKS,  (;R 396, box 1, file 6 contains copies of a speech that Anna Miller first developed in 1937. Over the 
years, the mimeographed sheets wcrc cdted and presented by Plows as late as 1961. The edts are interesting in thcmsclves. 
They show that little changed with regard to how the correspondence program was offered in the 24 years since Miller drafted 
the description. 



C H A P T E R  4 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Development of correspondence education in British Columbia marked the begrnning 

of an important htstorical experiment to equalize educational services among a population 

scattered over a vast provincial landscape. Because conventional schoohg proved 

impracticable in rural and remote areas where it was impossible to assemble ten children of 

school age, provincial authorities had little choice but to explore alternative possibhties for 

instruction. The 1872 School Act held provision of educational programs to be strictly a local 

matter. However, geographic circumstances and logic compelled the province to overcome its 

own reluctance to offer school programs by authorizing, in 1919, the delivery of elementary 

instruction by mail under departmental auspices. Offering educational services dlrectly to 

pupils from an office housed in Victoria was an important decision in the history of 

educational government. It signified the first time in the province's development that 

provincial authorities were prepared to intervene directly in the lives of school children by 

delivering educational programs. 

The htstory of correspondence education is notable for another reason. The 

correspondence branches were among the first organizational divisions within the education 

department where women could rise to prominence in leadership positions. Throughout 

public service generally, female leaders were rare in administrative roles during the 1930s and 



1940s.' However, education was one of the first departments of government where women 

were encouraged to apply for leadershtp positions.' The appointment of women such as 

Bescoby, Mdler, and Lucas in the educational civd service may be attributed in part to the 

doctrine of employment equity advocated by social progressives in education such as IGng and 

Weir. That female managers in government were also less costly was also likely a factor in their 

appointment, especially during the Depression years, when government's financial coffers were 

strained. 

These female appointments paralleled developments in local school a b s t r a t i o n ,  

where female leaders had emerged even before the begmning of the twentieth century. In three 

of the province's largest cities--Victoria, Nanaimo, and New Westminster--women were a 

powerful part of elementary principals' groups. Women generally comprised about one-thud 

of elementary principals in settlements around the province during the first three decades of 

the twentieth century, demonstrating that schools were far more welcoming institutions for 

women managers than other public agencies in the province's formative years.3 

The fact that correspondence bureaus were considered "schools" rather than other 

managerial units within the education department was amply illustrated in the salaries paid to 

hectors. During the years when Bescoby, Mdler, and Lucas held management positions in the 

'RC,\KS, G R  101. See 'l'able 3: Women in the British Columbia Civil Service, 1935, on page 35, and Table 7: 
Women in the British Columbia Civil Service, in appendix. 

%deed, as 1:leming points out, although leadership positions staffed by women were rare in many provincial 
departments up until the 1970s, women had made their presence felt in the Department of Education before mid-century. 
Thomas I'leming, "Women in the Educational Government of British Columbia, 1917-1965," Paper presented at the 24th 
i\nnual Conference of the Association for Teacher Education in Europe, University of Harcelona, 29 August 2000. 

Yl'homas I:lcming, "Rritish Columbia Principals: Scholar Teachers and Administrative Amateurs in \'ictorian and 
ISdwardian r h s ,  1872-1918," chap. in SchoolLeacier~h,b, ed. Fleming, 252-262. 



province's correspondence divisions, it was common practice to compensate women less 

than men, despite equal work, training, or qualifications.4 Systematized wage dtsparities 

persisted long after women teachers earned standard credentials through the province's normal 

schools established in Vancouver in 1901 and Victoria in 1915. 

Even allowing for the gender bias toward salaries at the time, salaries paid to officers in 

charge of elementary correspondence were lower than those awarded to heads of other 

departmental units, including the head of high school correspondence. When Gibson was 

hired to establish the hgh school correspondence courses in 1929, he earned $60 per annurn 

less than his supervisor, John Kyle.' In contrast, elementary correspondence head James 

Hargreaves earned $1,000 less than Kyle. Hargreaves' salary, in fact, was almost 30 percent 

lower than Gibson's. When government hued Isabel Bescoby to h e c t  the elementary 

correspondence branch in 1934, her starting salary was only a little more than half what 

Hargreaves had been paid and a mere 40 percent of what Gibson earned for dwecting the hgh 

school correspondence courses. When Lucas assumed the leadership of the hgh school 

correspondence branch, her salary was about 20 percent lower than Gibson's, reflecting a bias 

in salaries on the basis of gender. However, Lucas sttll earned considerably more than 

elementary directory, Anna Mdler.%en Plows was hired to replace Miller in 1952, he was 

granted roughly the same salary as Miller. But Plows' hgh school counterpart, E&th Lucas, 

-"I'imothy Ilunn, "'l'hc Rise of Mass Public Schooling in British Columbia, 1900-1929," chap. in Schooling and Son'eo, 
eds. Wilson and Jones, 40. 

i See 'Table 5: Ilirectors, Salaries, Pupils, and Staffing for the Elementary Correspondence School, 1919-1969; and 
'I'able 8: Directors, Salaries, Pupils, and Staffing for the I Iigh School Correspondence Branch, 1929-1969, in appendut. 

"n 1941-42,I,ucas earned $2,730 to Miller's S1,600. See Tables 4 and 7. 



earned 30 percent more, demonstrating both her superior credentials and the higher status 

accorded to hlgh school admmstrators within government and schools. In short, official 

salaries reflected gender biases in pay as well as differences in salary levels for elementary and 

hgh school hectors. Smdar variance could be found in the salaries generally awarded to 

secondary and elementary principals throughout the province. 

Although the correspondence branch assumed the persona of a school, as a unit of the 

educational civil service, hke government itself, it grew in organizational size and complexity 

during the first half of the twentieth century as presence of government generally became 

more influential in the daily lives of British Columbians. And, hke other branches of the public 

service, correspondence education became increasingly bureaucratized as the Department of 

Education expanded and became more specialized in its functions. Development of this small 

unit of government followed three dminct phases that corresponded roughly with changes in 

the leadership of correspondence e d u c a t i o ~  pioneering phase, a transitional phase, and a 

phase of institutional maintenance, or organizational maturity. 

During the first phase, or "pioneering" chapter, government offered lessons by mail 

w i t h  a small and largely unstructured provincial education bureau characterized by meager 

human and financial resources and burdened by the need to supply educational services to a 

vast interior regon unconnected by road or rad. Early provision of correspondence schooling 

on an experimental basis sought to assuage growing demand for educational services from 

pioneer f a d e s  in isolated areas far from the reach of schools, as well as to uphold the idea of 

educational equity between urban and rural areas. Providing lessons by mail proved to be the 

most cost-effective system of making schooling avadable to chddren in remote farms and 



ranches or in the many small logging and fishmg camps that dotted British Columbia's 

unyieldmg topography. During the first phase of the elementary correspondence school's 

development, the obligation to develop and administer lessons by mad fell to James 

Hargreaves, an educational official primarily responsible for furnishing mining correspondence 

courses to adults and, later, supplying correspondence courses in vocational and techmcal 

subjects. 

Correspondence education for grade-school children was an inexpensive venture for the 

conservative-minded government of the 1920s. Because such instruction could be offered 

within an established branch of the education office, the provincial government could offer 

the service at little expense and, at the same time, extricate itself from h s  responsibhty if the 

lessons-by-mad experiment somehow proved unsuccessful. As originally conceived, it was 

neither a costly nor a highly visible undertaking and something that could be abandoned with 

few political costs. 

However, as lessons by mail became a popular and, indeed, an essential service for 

f a d e s  beyond the elementary school's reach, educational services were naturally extended in 

the 1920s and 1930s to meet demands for hlgh school education evident even in the 

province's most remote parts. Development of sophisticated hgh school correspondence 

courses by J. W. Gibson, a seasoned and pedagogically progressive educator, underscored what 

was possible in elementary correspondence under the direction of someone with a sense of 

leadershp and vision. Gibson's educational prowess, more than any other event, slgnaled the 

time was right for a change in the leadershp of the elementary correspondence unit. 

T h s  change soon came about with the appointment of the capable, young, and 

ambitious Isabel Bescoby, who presided over the second phase, or "transitional" chapter, in 



the elementary correspondence school's development. In Bescoby, the provincial 

government found someone equal to the task of revising British Columbia's elementary 

correspondence branch and transforming what was little more than a fledgling educational 

service into a wekfunctioning organizational unit with a sharpened educational mission. Under 

Bescoby's leadership, the pedagogcal foundations of the province's elementary 

correspondence offering were revised. She applied progressive doctrines of child development 

popular at the time to the provincial curriculum and to the learning materials published by the 

branch. Ever organized, Bescoby ensured that the elementary branch became a smoothly 

functioning sub-department with operating policies and procedures requisite for branch 

efficiency and effectiveness. During Bescoby's watch, elementary correspondence enrolments 

climbed steaddy, and the services the branch offered grew in public esteem. 

Bescoby's departure in the late 1930s heralded the third phase, or the "institutional 

maintenance" chapter, in the branch's development. From Mer ' s  appointment in 1937 to 

Plows' retirement in 1968, the elementary correspondence branch blossomed into a mature 

sub-departrnent of government, all the whde expandmg services to students within the 

organizational protocols of a large bureaucracy. During these three decades, instructional 

offerings and student enrolments were characterized by sustained growth as the unit expanded 

to address the needs of more and dfferent students, all looking for a place in an economy that 

was becoming more complex. Apart from updating curriculum materials and instructional 

strateges, the managerial structure of correspondence services changed little in the post- 

Bescoby years. Structurally, the unit remained more or less the same in the late 1960s as it was 

when Bescoby left ths  part of the educational civil service thrrty years earlier. 



Through the three stages of the branch's development, the lines of reporting for 

elementary correspondence grew increasingly formahzed. Under Hargreaves' care, 

correspondence for Grades I to VIII was regarded by the officer-in-charge as a supplementary 

service of the technical education branch and, as such, simply one of the services offered by 

the branch. Hargreaves' first reports on elementary correspondence education were included 

as mere addenda to John Kyle's larger report on technical education in the department's 

annual report to the leg~slature.' Bepning in 1930-31, Hargreaves was obliged to submit a 

discrete report under the heading "Correspondence Courses in Coal-Mming and Elementary 

School Subjects," and two years later (1932-33), the branch filed a report more directly titled 

"Elementary School Correspondence Courses." Under Bescoby and Gibson, correspondence 

services were greatly refined, and branch programs took on an institutional persona, earning 

the honorific of "schools" in the annual reports. 

In the early years, Hargreaves and his instructors enjoyed considerable latitude in course 

development and, working with only a small cohort of students, developed lesson sheets on an 

individual basis to reflect each pupil's needs. When students required addtional assistance, 

instructors sent supplementary materials or directions to redo portions of the work. Chnstrnas 

cards and letters to students, along with encouraging comments from instructors, disclosed the 

close relationship between students and the branch. During Bescoby's tenure, elementary 

correspondence lessons became more standardrzed. Pre-printed lesson packages were 

dstributed to students, filled in and returned to the branch, marked and annotated by 

7Ibr example, in 1919-20, reference to correspondence was under subheadings within Kyle's Report: 
"Correspondence Courses in Coal Mining and Mine Surveying" and "1,essons by Correspondence to Children Who Live in 
Isolatcd I'arts of the I'rovince." 



instructors, and returned to students again, in a seemingly endless cycle of correspondence. 

Nonetheless, Bescoby and her staff endeavoured to imbed in the correspondence lessons, the 

principles of progressive pedagogy that were popular after the end of the 1920s. The lessons 

used informal, conversational language to engage student interest. Instructors also penned 

personal letters of encouragement to students, a practice that continued under Mdler's 

dtrection. Throughout the l92Os, l93Os, and l94Os, correspondence directors and instructors 

expended considerable efforts to reach out to students and to offer them a sense of belonging. 

Unfortunately, increasing adrrrrmstrative demands and enrolments reduced the time both 

dtrectors and instructors had to develop relationships with students. By the post-war era, 

efforts at relationship-buildmg were routinely left to an indwidual instructor's discretion. 

Accorhgly, the instructor-pupil relationships so prized in the branch's formative years had 

largely &sappeared by the end of the 1960s. Although the satellite in Pouce Coupe proved 

successfd in b r inpg  northern students closer to the correspondence branch, it became 

increasingly clear that dtrect services to students were at variance with generally less flexible 

bureaucratic structures within the education department itself. 

The situation improved somewhat in the early 1990s when the Muustry of Education 

dmided the province into nine regional correspondence schools that were better able to 

address students' individual needs8 Ultimately, it took advancements in technology to enhance 

learning from a distance and create the opportunity for one-on-one interaction between 

Kl'he regional distance education schools assumed responsibility for student enrolment, supervision of work, and 
issuing transcripts. 'l'he ccntral body, ultimately named the technology and distance education branch in the late 1990s, 
maintained responsibility for managng the funding for the regional distance education schools and developing corrcspondence 
instructional materials based on the provincial curriculum. Dave Rogers, "RIi: Information on Distance F,d," 5 September 
2003, personal email. 
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students and their instructors."ith the advent of computers and the Intemet in the 

1990s, several school Qstricts and consortiurns developed electronic learning programs and 

enrolled students from around the province, providing one-on-one instruction in the 

provincial curriculum via the Intemet and e-mad."' Today, these advances serve well the 

elementary level students who are unable to attend a school for reasons of distance or 

disabhty. However, the population that the initial lessons by mad were intended to serve has 

dwindled as settlements in outlying areas expanded and the province's population became 

increasingly urbanized through the twentieth century." 

9In 1998, the technolok~ and distance education branch joined the Open lxarning Agency and became the Open 
School. The Open School developed provincd curriculum for distance education and made it available electronically to the 
general public. 'The nine distance education schools now operate as schools w i t h  their local school districts instead of being 
administered from the Ministry of Hducation. Ibid. 

"'l'hc bulk of students enrolled in correspondence lessons take high school level courses. In 2003 there were 
approximately 20,000 course regstrations by about 9,000 students, the equivalent of several large hgh  schools. About one-thud 
of the course registrations represent full-time distancc education , another third are students enrolled in a regular high school 
but who take a course or two by DF, to round out their studies, and the final third is comprised of adults completing their 
secondary studies from home while working or caring for small children. Ibid. 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE 1 

E N R O L M E N T  I N  T H E  BRITISH COLUMBIA C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  
SCHOOLS,  1919-1969' 

Date Elementary School High School 

1919-20 122 

'Numbers compiled from Department of I:inance, Ptrfdic  account^ (1929-1969), and Department of 
Education, AnnualRtpori (191 9-1 969). 



TABLE 1 

E N R O L M E N T  I N  T H E  BRITISH COLUMBIA C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  
SCHOOLS,  1919-19691 

Date Elementary School High School 

1944-45 1,667 5,192 



TABLE 2 

SALARIES, E N R O L M E N T ,  A N D  T O T A L  E X P E N D I T U R E S  FOR 
T H E  ELEMENTARY C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  S C H O O L  A N D  T H E  

H I G H  S C H O O L  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  BRANCH, 1929-1934 

I Elementary Correspondence School 1 High School Correspondence Branch I 

1929-30 

1930-31 

1931-32 

1932-33 

1933-34 

Salaries 

52,471 

$2,520 

$2,457 

$2,325 

$746 

Salaries 

$3,420 

$3,540 

$3,416 

$3,195 

S3,073 

Total Dept 
Expenditures 

56,735 

S6,846 

$6,709 

$6,141 

Total 
Enrolment 

593 

681 

813 

830 

876 

Total Dept 
Expenditures 

514,174 

$18,935 

$19,855 

$11,914 

$11,431 

Total 
Enrolment 

522 

847 

617 

695 

702 



TABLE 3 

W O M E N  I N  T H E  BRITISH COLUMBIA CIVIL SERVICE,  19352 

Department 
I'remier's Office 

Agriculture 
Attorney General 

llducation 
Finance 
Fisheries 
Industry 
1 abour 
Lands 
hhes  

hfunicipal Affairs 
IJrovincial Secretar). 

Pubhc Works" 
Railways 

Total 

Total 
3 
18 
39 
61 
153 
1 
1 

13 
48 
6 
1 

90 
26 
1 

46 1 

2l'ublic Service Commission, PSC Rqbollt (1 935). 

"ncludes Stenographer ($65-$91); Clerk-Stenographer ($90-$135); Clerk ($110); Cheque Writer (S80); 
Addressograph Operator ($75); Iilling Clerk ($65); 1.edger Clerk ($100); Computing Clerk ($70-$125); Cashier ($120); 
1,egislative Reference Clerk (S131); Reference Clerk ($100); Cataloguer ($125); Archive Indexer ($79); Archives 
Assistant ($106); .\sst. Cashier ($100); ~\sst. Janitor ($60); Laboratory ,\ssistant ($85); Outfit Maker ($55). 

'Includes Attorney Generd: Departmental Secretary/Assistant to Accountant ($120); Assistant Censor 
($125). Education: 13 Correspondence Instructors ($65-S80); Instructress, Model School ($138.33); 4 Asst. 
hhstresses, Vancouver Normal School ($175-$200); 2 Asst. Mistresses, Victoria Normal School ($100-$191); 8 
Instructors, School for the Deaf and R h d  ($95-5150); Matron, School for the Deaf and R h d  ($100). Finance: 
Inspector, 12muscment 'l'ax (S150); Labocu: Secretary, Minimum Wage Board ($160); Inspectress, Minimum Wage 
Hoard (31 14); Asst. Inspectress, Minimum Wage Board ($90). Lands: Draughtsman ($140). Provincial Secretary: 
Bacteriological Technician ($120); Bacteriologist ($95-$105); Asst. Social Service Worker ($125); 3 Matrons ($80- 
$115); 3 Teachers ($91.66); 11 Investgators, Welfare, Neglected Children ($100-$130); Psychiatric Social Worker 
($183.33); Follow-up Officer, Hoys Industrial School ($140). 

iIncludes Agn'culture: Superintendent, Women's Institutes ($150). Education: Officer-in-Charge, 
Correspondence t<ducation ($166.66); Director, Home Economics ($228.33); Assistant, Victoria Normal School 
($241.66); Principal, Model School (375). Labouc 2 Chef Clerks, Women's Department, \'ancouver and Victoria 
Employment Offices ($100-$122). Provincial Secretary: Assistant Director, Provincial Laboratory ($250); Chief of 
Bacteriology ($208.33); Branch Librarian ($150); Superintendent, Girls Industrial School ($165); Ileputy 
Superintendent of Neglected Children ($250). 

"ncludes Workers Compensation Board 



TABLE 4 

G E N D E R  C O M P O S I T I O N  I N  T H E  BRITISH COLUMBIA CIVIL 
SERVICE,  S E L E C T E D  YEARS7 

'Public Service Commission, PSC Report (1 935) 

1933-34 
1917-18 

Females 
401 (31"") 
556 (32'/0) 

Males 
1,021 (69' 0) 
1,162 (68'0) 

Total 
1,484 (1 00' u) 

1,718 (10O0 I)) 



TABLE 5 

DIRECTORS,  SALARIES, PUPILS, A N D  STAFFING F O R  T H E  
ELEMENTARY C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  SCHOOL,  191 9-1 9698 

Date Oficer in Charge Salary No. Pupils9 FT staff PT Staff0 

1919-20 J. I iargreaves $2,059 122 - 7 * 
-- -- -- - - 

1920-21 I. F largeaves $2,220 202 - 3 * 

1921-22 1. I largeayes S2,220 255 3 * 

1922-23 1. I largeares $2,220 285 2 - 3 

1923-24 1. 1 largeares $2,220 315 - 3 1 

192425 I. l largeaves $2,220 346 3 * 

1927-28 1. I largeares $2,310 447 3 2 1 

1932-33 1. I kqreaves $2,325 830 4 4 

1933-34 j. Hargreaves $746 876 4 7 

1 9 3 C 5  I. Bescoby $1,234 1,097 4 7 

1935-36 I. Aescoby $1,350 1,260 11 

1936-37 I. Bescoby SI,~CH) 1,140 14 

8Numbers compiled from British Columbia Department of Finance, Pubkc  account^: Briti~h Columbia 
(Victoria, R.C., 1919-1969), and Ilcpartmcnt of Education, AnnualRepod (1919-1969). 

"From 1942, the elementary correspondence school included a branch at Peace River. 'Ibe numbers 
include the students and staff from that branch. 

'"Up to 1919, pas-time workers worked for several months a year, usually not over the summer months. 
.\fter 1949, the part-time instructors were pieceworkers who marked lessons in their own homes. 



TABLE 5 

DIRECTORS,  SALARIES, PUPILS, A N D  STAFFING F O R  T H E  
ELEMENTARY C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  S C H O O L ,  191 9-19698 

Date Officer in Charge Salary No. Pupils9 FT staff PT Staff0 

194445 '1. Miller $1,680 1,667 20 3 

1945-46 .\. Miller $1,740 1,563 19 3 

- - 

1952-53 A. hldler/!\. H. Plows S4,233 1,835 19 14 1 
- - 

1953-54 11. I I. Plows S4,428 1,656 19 9 

195455 A. I I ,  l'lows S4,722 1,664 20 7 

1955-56 A. H. I'lows $4,722 1,599 21 1 

1956-57 A. ti. I'lows S5,W 1,521 22 * I 
1957-58 A. H. Plows $S,S80 1,494 21 * I 
1958-59 A. H. Plows $6,000 1,521 21 * I 
1959.60 I\. r I. PIOWS * 1,494 21 * I 
1960-61 ,I. H. Plo\vs * 1,506 21 * I 

1962-63 I\. I I. Plows * 1,155 19 * I 

- ~ p ~ p ~  

1965-66 A. H. I'lows * 992 19 * 

1966-67 :\. H. Plows * 982 19 * 

1967-68 A. I I. I'lows * 643 * * 

1968-69 Branch Consolidated with * 
I Ilgh School under J. R. 

f rind 



TABLE 6 

ELEMENTARY C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  S C H O O L  
ENROLMENTS,  1933-1 93711 

Adults 

1933-34 

1934-35 1,097 

1935-36 1,260 

1936-37 1,140 

llI>cpartment of Education, AnnualReporl(1934); Department of Education, AnntcalRepoe (1937). 

12.\dults not differentiated. 



TABLE 7 

W O M E N  IN T H E  BRITISH COLUMBIA CIVIL SERVICE,  1938l3 

Department 

Premier's Officc 

A~~culture 

;\ttorney <;cneral 

Ilducation 

Fiance 

Fisheries 

Labour 

Lands 

hhes 

hfunicipal .\Ffars 

Prol-tncial Secretary 

Public Works" 

'I'rade and Industry 

lidways 

Mid-range/ Technical's Total 
2 

20 

43 

68 

165 

2 

29 

52 

9 

7 - 
133 

29 

I 

1 

13l'ublic Service Commission, PSC wort (1938). 

 includes stenographer ($65-$91); clerk-stenographer ($90-$135); clerk ($110); cheque writer ($80); 
addressograph operator ($75); fhng clerk ($65); ledger clerk ($100); computing clerk ($70-$125); cashler ($120); 
legislative reference clerk ($131); reference clerk ($100); cataloper ($125); archive indexer ($79); archives assistant 
(S106); asst. cashier ($100); asst. janitor ($60); laboratory assistant ($85); outfit maker ($55). 

l"ncludes Attorney General: asst. censor ($125); Education: twelve elementary correspondence 
instructors ($65-$77.50); high school correspondence instructor ($150); librarian ($110); instructress, Model School 
($138.33); three instructors, L'ancouver Normal School ($171-$180); four instructors, L'ictoria Normal School ($150- 
S241); nine instructors, School for the Deaf and Blind ($855135); matron, School for the Deaf and Blind ($105); 
Finance: inspector, amusement tax ($150); Labouc secretary, Board of Industrial Relations ($160); five inspectors 
($100-139); special investigator ($100); ProvincialSecretary: six bacteriological technicians ($105-$130); three social 
service workers ($100); nurse ($100); psychiatric social worker ($183.33); follow-up officer, Boys Industrial School 
($140); lab technician ($100); matron ($140); two teachers ($95-$100); twenty-six welfare visitors ($100-$150); bursar 
($80). 

1"ncludes Education: officer-in-charge, correspondence education (5125); director, home economics 
($228.33); principal, Model School ($166); vice principal, School for the Deaf and Blind (5150); Labouc two chief 
clerks, women's department, L'ancouver and \'ictoria employment offices ($100); Provincial Secretq: asst. 
hector ,  provincial laboratory ($250); chief of bacteriology ($208.33); branch librarian ($150); superintendent, Girls 
Industrial School (5165); superintendent of neglected children ($175); supervisor, destitute, poor, sick fund ($125); 
supervisor, welfare field scrviccs ($250). 

l7Includes Workers Compensation Board. 



TABLE 8 

DIRECTORS,  SALARIES, A N D  PUPILS F O R  THE HIGH 
S C H O O L  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  BRANCH, 1929-1 969'' 

Date Officer in Charge Salary No. Pupils19 ( 
1929-30 J. W. Gibson $3,420 522 

1930-31 J. W. Gibson $3,540 847 

1931-32 1. W. Gibson $3,416 617 

1932-33 I. W. Gibson $3,195 695 

1933-34 1. W. Gibson 93,073 702 

1934-35 1. W. Gibson $3,073 1,000 

1935-36 I .  W. Gibson $3,073 1,936 

1'136-37 J.  W. Gibson $3,260 2,068 
-- - 

1037-38 J. W. Gibson $3,540 2,285 

1938-39 1. W. Gibson $3,540 3,101 

1939-40 1. W. Gibson 93,540 3,826 

1940-41 J. W. Gibson/l,ucas $2,785 3,1182 

1941-42 1;. E. Lucas $2,525 4,092 

1942-43 K. E. 1,ucas $2,730 3,962 

1943-44 I<. E. 1,ucas $2,820 4,695 

1944-45 F<. E. I ,ucas $3,(XX) 5,192 

1945-46 E. I<. LUCZ $3,120 6,397 

1946-47 E. 1;. 1,ucas $3,240 5,664 

1947-48 E;,. I (. I,ucas $3,920 5,483 

1948-49 E. I <. 1,ucas $4,344 5,951 

1949-50 E. Ti. I.ucas $4,740 5993 

1950-51 E. E. 1,ucas $4,956 5,828 

1951-52 E:. E. 1,ucas $5,496 5,943 

1952-53 E. E. Lucas $6,432 7,210 

1953-54 E. R. Lucas $6,432 8,409 

195455 E. 11. Lucas $6,432 9,435 

'8Numbers compiled from Department of Finance, PuMc Accounts (1919-1969), and Department of 
Education, AnnualRepot? (19 19-1969). 

lWom 1942, the elementary correspondence school included a branch at Peace River. The numbers 
include the students and staff from that branch. 



TABLE 8 

DIRECTORS,  SALARIES, A N D  PUPILS FOR THE H I G H  
S C H O O L  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  BRANCH, 1929-196918 

Date Oficer in Charge Salary No. Pupils19 

1956-57 E. E. Lucas $6,900 11,961 

-- - p~ 

1959-60 E. I:. 1,ucas * 17,304 

1960-61 E. E. 1,ucas * 18,969 

1961-62 E. IS. I ,ucas * 19,763 

196465 J. 11. Hind * 18,024 1 

1966-67 1. K. I Iind * 16,914 

1967-68 1. R. Hind * 16,243 

1 9 6 8 6  Branch Consohdated with * 
High School underJ. R. 

I Iind 



TABLE 9 

H I G H  S C H O O L  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  S T U D E N T  DEMOGRAPHICS,  
S E L E C T E D  YEARS 1929-19692" 

N (%)2' 

Date School-age, School-age, AdultU Institutionalized Other 
isolated, physical registered in school 

disability or illness 

1929-30 348 (67) 174 (33) 

'John Jessop, Supplementaty Report on the Public Schooh of Bn'tish Columbia ,iaictoria, R.C.: R. Wolfenden, 
Printer to the King's Most tixcellent Majesty, 1872), 38. 

2"Numbers compiled from lkpartmcnt of Education, AnnualRqhort (1 91 9-1 969) 

Z1Ilue to rounding, percentages do not always add up to 100. 

z218 years of age and older. 

2'l'his was the first year correspondence lessons were offered to students registered in hlgh schools. Thcir 
numbers were calculatcd with the school-age pupils. 

Z-'Mcn in relief camps 

2iIntcrned Japanese 

'School-age, gunfully cmploycd. 

2"n this year, the number of students in each classification do not add up to the stated enrolment for the 
year. '1s a result, the percentages do not add up to 100. 

27Adult is defined as over 19 years of age. 

W n d e r  18 years of agc. Ilistinctions are not clearly made, although 228 were noted as living too far from 
a school. 


